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eae New Rose “Columbia” 
(Note Illustration on Front Cover) 

i 

Not since the introduction of the glorious Rose, { makes a great display. One of the most exquisite 

American Beauty, have we been so impressed with | Roses for cutting we have ever seen; produces 

any Rose as we have been with “Columbia.” <A handsome buds, on long, stiff stems well above the 

hybrid tea of wonderful blooming qualities; as free | foliage. Foliage is a dark green and does not seem 

a bloomer as any tea Rose; blooms all the time. | to be affected with disease or troubled with insects; 

Almost thornless. Wonderful strong shoots four | on account of its strong growth, it seems to be able 
feet or more in length, each producing a magnificent | to ward both off, thus making it one of the most 

bloom, often measuring six inches across the open | popular outdoor Roses. Don’t fail to include one 
flower. Color a deep peach pink, deepening into a | at least in your order; you will never regret it. 
glowing pink, a perfect color. The fragrance is | Price of own root plants: First size, 35c each; 3 for 
beyond description, sweeter than an American | $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old plants, 90c each, by 
Beauty. After a thorough trial we heartily recom- | express; by Parcel Post, $1.00 each. Large speci- 
mend it as a great outdoor Rose. Hardy as an oak, | men plants from 6-inch pects, $1.25 each, by express, 
thrives in any location, strong grower and soon } at purchaser’s expense. 

The Always Popular Cochet Roses 
See Colored Photographic Reproduction on Opposite Page 

If you want five of the finest Roses listed in this book, which will produce hundreds of superb flowers 

throughout the growing season, and producing the kind of flowers one never tires of, order this Cochet 

set. No matter where you-live, they will give you perfect satisfaction. The Cochet Roses are perfectly 

hardy in every part of the country, even where the winters are most severe, with slight protection. In the 

more temperate sections and in the South they thrive vigorously and bloom most lavishly all summer long, 

growing into great, strong, lusty bushes which increase in beauty with the passing years. 
oe 

*PINK MAMAN COCHET—The Queen of all Pink | *WHITE MAMAN COCHET—A most magnificent 

Garden Roses. . The buds are large, full and firm, snow-white Rose, with sometimes a faint tinge of 

elegantly pointed, showing depth and richness as_ pale blush. It has the same freedom of bloom as 

they expand. The superb flowers open perfectly the Pink Cochet, the same magnificent form of 

double, are extra large and of splendid substance. buds and flowers, and the same hardiness—stand- 

Hardy in every section of the country; clear, rich ing at the very head of all Roses as the best white 

pink, changing to silvery-rose. kind for open ground culture. Vigorous as an oak 

*RED MAMAN COCHET (Helen Gould)—A Rose and hardy everywhere. 
that will grow and give satisfaction in almost any Price of Pink and White Maman Cochet—Strong one-year- 

: : : : : old plants, 25c each; 5 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old 
soil or situation. It produces flowers in amazing ape gaetchi S7'S0. pek doen, by iexpress *) Be. each. by 

profusion, on long, strong shoots. The flowers are | Parcel Post with soil on roots. 

very full, perfectly double; buds long and pointed. | *YELLOW MAMAN COCHET—One of the best 

Color, warm, rosy crimson; hardy everywhere. A\l- hardy, everblooming yellow Roses. It*is ideal for 

ways in bloom. open ground culture—a typical Cochet Rose, with 

*CRIMSON MAMAN COCHET (Etoile de gracefully molded buds, flowers magnificent when 

France)—A fitting companion to the other Cochet open, on stiff, strong stems. This kind is identical 

Roses on account of its vigor of growth, stiffness in every way with Pink and White Cochet, except 

of foliage, freedom of bloom and hardiness. It in the color of the flower, which is deep sulphur- 

bears masses of full, deep-formed flowers singly, yellow. 

on long, substantial stems. The color is a new Strong one-year-old plants of Red, Yellow and Crimson 

and clear shade of red or velvety crimson, bright- Scapa RSTO PUI ap ges oer 
ening in the center; of exquisite fragrance. & with soil on roots. 

Special Offer. One each of Pink, White, Red, Yellow and Crimson Cochet, strong plants, postpaid, 
eee Se 00; two-year-old- plants, one of each, 5 in all, $3.50, by express; by parcel post, with the 
soil on roots, $4.50. Still larger size or specimen plants at $1.25 each of all the Cochets, by express. 
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“Dingee Roses” 

€ reer: 

ago. 

Charles Dingee 
When Buying Roses 

take this fact into consideration and purchase only 
such plants as are grown on their own roots, and the 
ones offered in this book are so grown with a few 
exceptions, which you will note are so mentioned. 
Some times these own root plants may seem small as 
-compared to a budded plant, but don’t be discouraged, 
wait until the plant has become accustomed to new 
conditions and it will soon produce a plant to be de- 
sired, as mighty Oaks from little acorns grow, and 
always remember that you purchase only the begin- 
ning, and will soon become worth many times the 
price paid. The best is none too good in the plant 
line and 

Purchase from a Reliable House 
one making a specialty of dcing one thing well. Rose 
growing has been and still is the one thing in which 
we excel, having made it a lifetime study of growing 
the best for the amateur grower. Having been in busi- 
ness since 1850 means more than can be expressed in 
a few words. It means that you need not hesitate 
to send us your order, knowing that we could not re- 
main in a National Mail Order Business unless we 
have done and expect to continue to do a honorable 
business, sending full dollar’s worth for every dollar 
sent us. It means your order will be filled right. 

1850—Famous for More Than a Generation 
ROM a small beginning in 1850 of send- 

Fine only a few hundred small rose plants 

_ by mail to a business of nearly a million 

of plants annually sent to all parts of the 

country and to almost every part 

of the world is the enviable record 

of this business that has. made 

“Dingee Roses” famous wherever 

roses are grown. No matter how 

small a village you may enter you 

will find them growing and bloom- 

ing profusely year after year from 

the northern parts of Maine to the 

furthest points in the Sunny 

South. This was made possible 

only through the untiring efforts 

of the Founder, Charles Dingee, 

of producing these roses on their 

own roots, thus insuring a plant of 

rugged constitution. We receive 

many testimonials each season 

testifying to the sterling qualities 

of “Dingee Roses,” and _ saying 

that the plants purchased from 

The Dingee & Conard Co., by par- 
ents and grandparents were still growing and blooming in the 

old-fashioned gardens where they were planted many years 
Such could not possibly be the case with cheap, or ex- 

pensive nowadays, budded plants, as they cannot possibly last 
but a short time. No matter how carefully one may watch them 
they will revert back to the wild shrub upon which they are 

budded, as the wild shrub will put forth strong shoots from the | 
roots, and soon you have only a wild, worthless plant, neither | 
blooming or ornamental. 

Our Guarantee Is 
that each and every order will be delivered anywhere 
in the United States in good growing condition or we 
will refill the order free of charge. We, however, do 
not guarantee that every plant, bulb or seed that we 
send out will grow or produce a crop or bloom, as this | 
is absolutely beyond our control or do we guaran- | 
tee that every plant, bulb or seed will be true to 
name, as there are so many chances of the stock get- 
ting mixed, but when such mistakes occur we will- 
ingly try to remedy them. | 

The Rose “Queen of Flowers” 

The Rose has always been known as the Queen of. 
Flowers and deservedly so, as no flower can excel it 
in beauty of form, magnificence of coloring or fra- 
grance of its petals. So plant a Rose and enjoy each 
and every season the pleasure that you have never 
realized was to be had from a small amount expended 
for them as they repay you many times in the satis-| 
faction of having them bloom around you. When in | 
doubt about the right sort to purchase, write us and | 
we will cheerfully recommend the ones best suited. 
for each and every purpose. iz 
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How to Grow “Dingee Roses” 
All Dingee Roses are propagated under such 

favorable conditions that our shibboleth, “Dingee 
Roses Go and Grow Everywhere,” is literally true; 
but common sense tells us that certain kinds of 
Roses thrive better in some localities than in others. 
We have tried to indicate as nearly as possible, in 
connection with the different classes of Roses, the 
section of the country in which each will thrive to 
its full perfection with the least amount of protection. 

Preparation of Beds 

The way to get the best results from Roses when 
planted in beds is to make a trench to a depth of 
15 to 18 inches, that is, the soil should be removed 
to that depth, well pulverized and mixed with from 
one-third to one-fourth its bulk with well-rotted 
animal manure, cow stable manure preferable where 
it can be obtained. Before filling in the bed it is 
well to put in some material for drainage, such as 
soft coal cinders, broken crockery or stones, not too 
large. Then return the soil to the trench, and when 
returned it should stand from 3 to 4 inches higher 
than the surrounding ground, as it will quickly 
settle below the surface. It is necessary to do this 
in order that rainwater will drain quickly away 
from the bed. If, however, the soil you remove 
from the trench is not the best Rose soil, as the 
best kind of soil for Roses is a clayey loam; if your 
soil does not contain this, it can be improved by 
mixing in sods from the roadside or fields; but if 
your soil is too heavy, it should be lightened with a 
portion of sand. The soil, before returning to the 
trench, should be well pulverized, that is, make it 
as fine as possible, and also the manure should be 
pulverized and not left in chunks if you wish to 
obtain the best results. The selection of your bed is 
a very important matter. Roses thrive best where 
they can secure all the sun possible; that is, do not 
plant them close to trees or shrubbery, as the roots 
of these extend farther than the branches. Select, 
if possible, an open situation, where the plants will 
receive plenty of air and sunshine. It is not, how- 
ever, necessary that they should receive sunshine 
the entire day. A southeastern exposure is an ideal 
one. They will, however, do well in other locations 
if given the necessary care. Roses do better if they 
are watered in the morning. 

Fertilizer 

This is a question we are frequently requested to 
answer. Animal manure from one to two years old, 
where it can be obtained, is the best. Cow manure 
is generally preferred, and can be used in fresh con- 
dition. Horse manure when new is very heating 
ana should not be used while in this condition, 
except as a winter mulch. Hog, sheep and chicken 
manure are also very helpful. The last two, how- 
ever, should be used sparingly. Ground bone is 
beneficial, but should be secured as fine as possible, 
and it should be used sparingly. The best method 
is sprinkling a portion over the bed until the ground 
is entirely covered, then with the use of a fork it 
can be dug into the soil and thoroughly mixed. 
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Air slaked lime is also beneficial, about a cupful to 
a plant scattered on the surface in early spring and 
midsummer. A mulching of cow stable manure is 
very beneficial during the growing season. It helps 
to retain the moisture during the dry season, as well 
as a food for the roots. 

Planting 

As soon as the plants are received it is best to 
immediately plant, yet if it is impossible to do this 
the plant should be placed in a cellar or moderately 
warm place and protected from the sun. Set them 
upright to admit the free circulation of air. When 
you receive them they will be wrapped in Sphagnum 
Moss, which should be removed before planting, as 
it is used only for protection. Water freely from 
time to time. The roots should be covered with 
soil or burlap and never allowed to become dry. 
Soaking the roots in lukewarm water or thin mud 
for an hour or two before planting to restore their 
vitality is beneficial. Do not set the plants too shal- 
low. They should be planted deeper than they were 
growing in the pots before shipping. This can 
easily be determined by an examination of the plant. 
The roots of the plants should be spread out and 
not cramped. If you receive them with the soil on 
the roots in which they have been growing, do not 
remove this soil. Give them as near a natural posi- 
tion as possible. Use plenty of water after planting 
and shade for a few days if the sun is hot with news- 
paper or similar material, and if the season is a dry 
one an occasional watering will be beneficial. The 
best time to plant Roses such as we send out, being 
pot-grown, own-root stock, is in early spring. This 
refers entirely to pot-grown plants and not dormant 
plants. By dormant plants we mean field-grown; 
that is, lifted from the field and have not made any 
growth whatever. Such plants as these should be 
set out earlier than pot-grown plants. 

Pruning 

As a rule, the Roses that we send out do not need 
any pruning, being pot-grown plants. However, if 
the bushes are more spreading than is desired, it 
does not injure the plant any to prune it back. This 
applies only to the pot-grown plants. Pruning can 
be done at any season of the year with a certain 
class of Roses, but it is a matter to be governed by 
the judgment of the possessor of the plants. The 
best time for pruning is early spring, just before 
they begin to break at the eyes. Then it is well to 
trim Roses back to about one-third to one-half the 
season’s growth. The larger and heavier the growth 
the more it should be trimmed. 

Winter Protection 

The protection necessary to keep Roses safely 
through the winter months depends entirely upon 
the character of the plant and the location. For 
such Roses as the Hybrid Perpetuals, Rugosas, Har- 
rison’s Yellow, etc., very little protection, if any, is 
necessary in any climate, yet it is beneficial in the 
cold latitudes of the North to give them protection 
of strawy horse stable manure after the first hard 
freeze. The soil itself is a good protection, When 
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protecting the Teas and Hybrid Teas it is a good | 
plan to mound the earth about each plant, or use 
clean sand about six inches deep, then fill in between 
the mounds with strawy stable manure, the coarser 
the better. The uncovered tops may be tied up 
with straw or burlap. We would not suggest the use 
of leaves, as oftentimes mice make their home there 
and destroy the plants through the winter. This 
protection should be gradually removed in March 
in the latitude of Philadelphia, or as soon as all 
danger of hard freezing is over. The tender Roses 
may also be wintered in boxes or pots of soil in a 
cool cellar or heeled in (the earth itself).. Where 
you have a dirt floor two or three waterings will be 
required during the winter, just sufficient to prevent 
drying out. 

Diseases and Insects 
MILDEW—This disease very frequently attacks the 

foliage of Roses, especially the Crimson Rambler. It 
is Shown by a grayish crinkling appearance of the 

leaves and usually occurs after a change in the tem- 
perature. It can be checked to a certain extent by 
sprinkling the leaves with powdered sulphur imme- 
diately after its appearance. If, however, this does 

not check it, dissolve one ounce of potassium sul- 
phuret in two gallons of cold water and apply as a 

fine spray. 

GREEN FLY OR APHIS—A green sucking insect 
which usually gathers in great numbers upon the 
tips of the new growth. A solution of tobacco made 
from tobacco insecticide soap, which you will find 
offered elsewhere in this book, will exterminate them. 

The Rose Bug is a familiar insect, appears in the 
earliest summer, sometimes in great quantities, and 
is very troublesome. It is a very destructive insect 
and usually feeds upon the white petals, but is easily 
destroyed, especially in the early morning, when they 
will readily fall into a vessel containing kerosene. 

MELROSINE—A new discovery for rose bugs said 
to be very good. Offered elsewhere. 

BLACK SPOT—A fungous disease, appearing as its 
name indicates as a black spot upon the leaf, event- 
ually turning yellow and falling. It rarely occurs in 
the early part of the season, and the Teas are almost, 
but not quite, exempt from its ravages. The best 
preventive if your bushes have been troubled with 
it in the past is spraying in April with Bordeaux 
Mixture before the foliage has developed and not 
while the flowers are in bloom, because of the dis- 
coloration of the foliage. 
HARDINESS—Hardiness in a Rose is a matter of 

which no one can speak with positive certainty, 
because the condition of the weather, as a rule, pre- 
seribes the hardiness of a plant, as quite frequently 
plants that have been out year after year will be 
winter-killed by unusual conditions, 

FOR TRELLISES, ARBORS, GATEWAYS, PER- 
GOLAS, ETC.—In the North such Climbing Roses as 
those offered on pages 33 to 36. Climbing American 
Beauty on page 33, and those on page 37 marked 
M. H. and H. In the warmer climates any of above 
and all those on pages 36 and 37. 

FOR GROWING ROSES FOR CUT FLOWERS—In 
greenhouses, such as Killarneys, American Beauty, 
Bride, Bridesmaid, Milady, Ophelia, My Maryland, 
Lady Hillingdon, Sunburst, Kaiserin Augusta Vic- 
toria. For outdoor growing for cut-flower purposes 
none is better adapted for this than the Cochets and 
Charles Dingee. 
FOR CEMETERIES—tThe Souperts, Baby Ramblers 

and Memorial or Wichuraiana. 

Terms, Guarantee and How We Ship 

TERMS 
Our terms are cash with order. Goods will be ship- 

ped Cc. O. D. if one-half of amount is remitted with 
order. Money may be sent at our risk by Post Office 
Order, Express Money Order, Bank Draft, Money (not 
stamps) in Registered Letter. We will be responsible 
for the safe carriage of money sent us by any of these 
ways. and, if lost, we will give full value. _ Stamps 
accepted for amounts less than $1.00. Canadian cus- 
tomers can remit by International Money Order on 
West Grove, Bank Draft or currency in Registered 
Letter. Canadian postage stamps have no value here. 

Our Guarantee 
We guarantee safe arrival of all goods, and if they 

do not arrive in that condition, advise us promptly. 
During the busy season, when it is necessary to do 
practically the entire business of the year in a period 
of a few weeks, it is a physical impossibility to 
answer each and every complaint promptly; but you 
need have no fear but what the matter will be attend- 
ed to just aS soon as we possibly can reach it, and 
anything that is not satisfactory will be made So. 

It seems impossible not to make mistakes during 
the rush season, the right label may be attached to 
the wrong plant, but we believe the full value is 
always represented; in fact, we always endeavor to 
do better than your order ealls for. 
happens that a certain variety will run out, and in 
such cases we reserve the right to substitute another 
of the same color and of equal, if not better, value 
unless instructed to the contrary. 
COMPLAINTS—W hen the goods reach you, if there 

is any complaint it must be made within ten days, 
otherwise we cannot entertain it. 

How We Ship 
The first size Roses and other plants such as Geran- 

iums, Chrysanthemums, etec., are sent by parcel post 
prepaid at the prices quoted, soil removed from roots 
and wrapped in wax paper and damp moss, unless you 
desire soil left on the roots, when we make an addi- 

It sometimes ~ 

tional charge of 1%c per plant on 12 plants or more 
and 2c per plant on less than 12 plants, to send by 
parcel post, or we will send by express at your ex- 
pense without additional charge. The 2- and 3-year- 
old Roses and shrubs are sent by express at your 
expense, unless you desire to have them sent by 
parcel post with soil on their roots the same as if 
they were sent by express. We can send 50 pounds 
to the first and second zones and 20 pounds to the 
other zones. 

Instructions for Ordering 
PLEASE OBSERVE CAREFULLY—When ordering, 

please use the order sheet provided for that purpose 
whenever possible. Simply fill up the blanks giving 
the number and name of the varieties wanted, with 
size and price; we will understand. 

ORDER EARLY—Many of our customers order 
early, and the plants are set aside; the earlier you 
order the better. We will book for delivery when- 
ever you direct, or at the time we consider proper to 
plant such stock ordered. 

PARCEL POST C. O. D.—If you desire your order, 
no matter how small, sent C. O. D. by parcel post we 
can do so at an additional cost of only 10 cents, pro- 
vided one-half the amount of the order is sent in 
advance, and the small fee for the money order, 
which is 3 cents up to $2.50; 5 cents up to $5.00, 
making it much cheaper than by express, aS you have 
no express charges and additional charge for return- 
ing money. 

CANADIAN CUSTOMERS—Canadian laws prohibit 
sending dormant Roses or Shrubs into Canada except 
from March 15 to May 15, and from October 7 to 
December 7. All other goods, including our pot- 
grown Roses,-from 3%-inch pots and smaller, grown 
under glass, are admitted at any time. 

FOREIGN ORDERS—Twenty-five per cent extra 
should be added to orders going outside the United 
States proper to pay extra cost of packing and post- 
age. To countries with which we have a parcel post, 
goods can be sent by mail. 
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Complete Index of Roses Offered 
The demand for two-year-old Roses has reached enormous proportions, for the reason that they make a fine appearance and yield an 

abundance of splendid flowers at once. Our two-year-old Roses are all pot-grown. We guarantee safe delivery of all goods to any post 
office or express office in the United States. 

On this and the three pages following we give a complete alphabetical list of all the Roses offered in this book, showing the class to which 
they belong, the page on which they are described, and the price of each. 

Abbreviations Used: Tea, Everblooming Teas; H. T., Hybrid Teas; B. C., Bourbon, Bengal and China; H. P., Hardy Hybrid Perpetuals ; 
C. T., Climbing Teas; C. N., Climbing Noisette; H. C., Hardy Climbing: M., Moss; T. P., Tea Polyantha; }2).. ’Polyantha, or Fairy; Rug., 
Riese W., Wichuraiana, or "Memorial; Rug., Hybrid Rugosa; C. H. T., Climbing Hybrid Teas; N., Noisette. 
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Alberic Barbier.......... isi(Cy || 25) | 7/5) 8X | Clint oceoccuuoecoucs H.T.| 35 | 90 3 | Helen Cambier.......... H.T.|] 30 | 85 | 16 
Allex. Hill Gray...........Tea] 35 | 90 | 10 | Col. R.S. Wilhamson....H.T.| 30 | 85 | 17 | Helen Gould............ H.T.| 30 | 85 3 
Allister Stella Gray....... C.T. | 25 | 75 | 35 | Conrad Ferd. Meyer...... Ue eZOm Coulee on elenrivl\ lartinee eens ee M.} 20 | 75 | 25 
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Amy Vets wetis oe) oe oo «is P.| 20 | 65 | 24 | Cramoisi Superior........ B.C.| 20 | 75 | 25 | Hoosier Beauty......... H.T.| 30 | 85 | 14 
Antonie Revoire......... H.T. | 30 | 85 | 12 | Crimson Baby Rambler..... P.| 20 | 65 | 24 | Imp. Universal Favorite....W.| 20 | 65 | 25 
Antonie Verdier......... H.T. |} 30 | 85 | 12 | Crimson Maman Cochet..H.T.| 30 | 85 SH elsabellaiS pruners SB Pay IZA |) 274 
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Baltimore Bell. ......... H.C. | 25 | 75 | 35 | Double White Baby Jonkheer J. L. Mock.....H.T.} 30 | 85 | 15 
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Beau Carmine........... BIGe PON acon lees) Pp Douclasmesssse so eee IBCs AD) |S |) PS | DUES Fob goo o ee aoe H.P.| 30 | 85 | 29 
Beauty of Stapleford.....H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 | Dr. Van Fleet........... H.C.| 25 | 75 | 33 | Kaiserin Augusta Victoria H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 
IBesslesbrownleen sence « H.T. | 30 | 85 | 12 | Duchess de Brabant.. ....T.| 25 | 75 | 29 | Keystone............... 1eL{Cn |) 2a |) 7/5y || 231 
Betty ner ee ee H.T. | 30 | 85 | 12 | Duchess of Sutherland ...H.P.| 30 | 85 | 29 | Killarney Brilliant....... lalate) BO) | S55 4) ks 
Birdie -Blyexenntnce oe. H.C. | 25 | 75 | 33 | Duke of Edinburg....... Hee. 30 | 85> | 27) | Kallarney Pink-.-.....-- Hela SOn|eson|50 
Bid ckeerincesemm a H.P.| 30 | 85 | 29 | Earl of Dufferin......... H.P.| 30 | 85-| 29 | Lady Ashtown.......... ielAe |) iO) |} tetas 4) we 
Blanche Moreau.......... IME, |} BO] BW 4) | Oa coc oc oog eet oor Iplodte | @x0) |) 5 || AD || Wael Gang. cooscoc coon: IBL{O.|| Py |) 75) I Adil 
IBlUCUROSAE hoses wee cca « H.C. | 25 | 75 | 31 | Edgar M. Burnett....... Ha SOR Sonata lady Godivana- ser eee ©. pele donl oo 
Blumenschmidt.......... Tea | 25 | 75 | 21 | Edward Mawley........ H.T.| 30 | 85 | 13 | Lady Hillingdon........... Wal PAS | (7 2PZ 
Bonisilenestcace cence: Tea | 25 | 75 | 21 | Elizabeth Rowe........... IME 2207 don e25n blhadyeblymonthe see eae AS 2) |) (75) |p PB 
IBOUSELOt ee eee oes Tea | 25 | 75 | 27 | Empress of China.......H.C.| 25 | 75 | 32 | Lady Ursula............ H.T.| 30 | 85 | 15 
Boule de Niege..:....... H.P. | 30 | 85 | 27 | Empress of India........ HALA oOn le Sone 29) |shamarque... eee oe Cole R2 bulienon lnoD 
Bourbon Queen.......... B.C. | 20 | 75 | 25 | Enfant de Lyon........... Wal) ZA UG) | 229 | We) TRG. Goo eaceecconce dele) SiO) | te¥ss |) pte} 
IBTIGeSMaAId ape enim Ser Tea | 25 | 75 | 21 | English Sweetbriar....... S.B. 100 |S25e |p tawhoscaseeenereenee oe: H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 
British Queena. o 2) 2 H.T.| 30 {| 85 | 12 | Erna Teschendorf.......... P.| 20 | 65 | 24 | Laurente Carle.......... He oOn i conlls 
urban keen as eee Tea | 25 | 75 | 21 | Etoile de France.........H.T.| 30 | 85 | 13 | Lillian Moore........... He sone o0n 10 
Captain Hayward........ H.P. | 35 | 85 | 27 | Etoile de Lyon............ A AD || 7} |p PAL Nos Amealese 5.5655 4505 18 2.00} 10 
Catherine Mermet........ Tea | 25 | 75 | 22 | Kugene Furst........... H.P.| 30 | 85 | 29 | Louis Philippe. SOS bo ane 1Bi(Oj) 220) 1-243) |) 245 
Champion of the World...B. C. ZO eon |eaomeehixcel sar eee Ie © =O lie 2e| oulsmyaneloubterem se HERA 30m | eso e298 
Charles Dingee........... ates, | SiO) 7/64) GID || Dero Nees ooo kako soo Sb ooe W.| 20 | 65 | 25 | Mad. Abel Chatenay..... Jaldta|| SiO) || Be) Uy 
@herokee es tag one eee: 20 | 75 | 25 | Florence Forrester....... H.T.| 30 | 85 | 18 | Mad. Alfred Carriere..... Jaleo) B10) |] S35) | AD 
Chrissie MacKellar...... H.T. | 35 | 90 | 11 | Florence Pemberton..... H.T.| 30 | 85 | 13 | Mad. Caroline Testout...H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 
Christine Wright........ H.C. | 25 | 75 | 31 | Flower of Fairfield ...... H.C.| 25 | 75 | 33 | Mad. Charles Wood...... H.P.| 30 | 85 | 28 
Chromatella.............C.T.| 25 | 75 | 35 | Fortune’s Double Yellow..C.T.| 25 | 75 | 35 | Mad. Collette Martinet...H.T.) 35 | 90 | 11 
Clara-Watson....o 4. «1s. H.T.| 30 | 85 | 12 | Francis Scott Key....... H.T.| 30 | 85 | 14 | Mad. de Watteville........ 2 een |peee 
Climbing American Francois Levet.......... H.P.| 30 | 85 | 27 | Mad. Franzisca Kruger.....T.| 25 | 75 | 23 

IBeauty.prie scree et H.C. | 25 | 75 | 31 | Frau Karl Druschki...... H.P.| 35 | 95 | 26 | Mad. Jules Grolez....... H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 
Climbing Bridesmaid.....C.T. | 25 | 75 | 35 | Freiherr Von Marschall..... Dal) 28) |) 0 2-731) IMlexsl Ikon oeiCl GG ooo cook Ihe) 2 | HN 2 
Climbing Cecile Brunner..C.T.| 25 | 75 | 35 | F.R. Patzer............ H.T.| 30 | 85 | 14 | Mad. Masson........... HERA SON | "sae 2e 
Climb. Clotilde Soupert...C.T. | 25 | 75 | 34 | Gainsborough........... H.C.| 25 | 75 | 31 | Mad. Paul Buler........ H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 
Climbing Crimson Baby Gardenias. Se ies Pen W..| 20 | 65 | 25 | Mad. Plantier..:........ TEL er 340) || fea) |] 2483 

Rambler. . é ..H.C.| 25 | 75 | 34 | General Arnold Jansen...H.T.| 30 | 85 | 19 | Mad. Schwaller......... H.1T.| 30 | 85 |. 16 
Climbing Devoniensis....C.T.| 25 | 75 | 35 | General De Tartas......... T.| 25 | 75 | 23 | Mad. Segond Weber..... H.T.| 30 | 85 | 17 
Climbing Gruss an General Jacqueminot.....H.P.} 80 | 85 | 27 | Mad. Welche.............. SU 335 A eh 243 

ARGSo) bh. coee pete sae & C.H.T.| 25 | 75 | 34 | General McArthur....... Ha SOs Scone 14) |Miaonatranoe- aos sae: HD.) 3085s 
Climbing Killarney...... H.T. | 25 | 75 | 34 | George Ahrends......... EEE Poon oom 20m lsNiaena@hartae a.) oe H.P.| 30 | 85 | 28 
Climbing Lady Ashtown...... 25nd oe, hGeorzes Beenie see oes P;| 20 | 65 ! 24 | Maidens Blush............ AR, PAR) || 7A) =| PBI 
Climb. Lady Hillingdon.C.H.T. | 50 2.00} 11 George C. Waud........ Hebi n|s Son \|el SaimiVialmaisonens. sen ere oo. BiG’ 203 | ib 25 
Climbing Malmaison..... Cire) 257) 75 | 35) | Giant of Battles®.. .--2.- H.P.| 30 | 85 | 29 | Marechal Niel........... (Beaks) AY || 7/55) As 
Climbing Marie Guillot...C.T.| 25 | 75 | 35 | Gladys Holland......... H.T.| 35 | 90 | 11 | Margaret Dickson....... Hee 1.25] 28 
Climbing Meteor...... C.H.T.| 25 | 75 | 34 | Gloire de Dione ss oe Ce e255 | eiowlesaalVvharte Guilloteess emia. + os AWS PAS M7) A P43 
Climb. My Maryland..C.H.T.| 30 |/1.00| 34 | Gloire de Margottin...... HEP |soOeik Saul 275 |"Marievbambertecs.... 4. Ae S25 ied) 25 
Climbing Pink Maman Gloire Lyonnaise........ HEPA SON|sSor eo) varie baviesresoaem . se. aon P.| 25 | 65 | 24 

Cachetiaaain cee Cebet. |soocl908| LE | GoldemGates..s.).-eeee AM e2onleion|e2zon |p MarionVan Houten. s+ 42> .e ARAN BASS |) 7053" PA 
Climb. Perle Des Jardins..©.T.| 25 | 75 | 35 |} Goldfinch...:......:.... H.G.). 25 || 7 | 33. | Marshall P. Wilder......H.P.) 30.) 85 | 29 
Climbing Virginia R. Coxe.. 29.) 100) | 34 | Gold of Ophiry. ..... 8: C.T.|. 25 | 75 | 35 | Mary Countess of 
Climb. White Killarney C. H.T. | 25 | 75 | 34 |-Green Rose............. BiCreZ0y eionees Ilchester. . Wee ae EL | SOR Shee 
Climb. W. Maman Cochet C.T. | 25 | 75 | 35 | Greville................ H.C.) 25°} 75 | 32 | Mary Washington. a Se Cidy |) 25m |ecomiesS 
Climbing White Pet...... H.C. | 25 | 75 | 29 | Gruss‘an Teplitz........ Ee oOn Son elo ale \tclodyi 4s ae cl HT.) 30°} 85 | 18 
Sue Wootton..... Geeiyin |e 25 lave. 34. Hadley. sao... eee, Her SO poole La VRCbEOr? on. sth vo aio eke A T| 30) 185.87 

each Ala, Neves 0a ee Bre H.P.| 30 | 85 | 27 | Harrison’s Yellow Rose....... LZ 52 se eMierong .- cee seen cheies 2 oes | Or [eon eee 
Glotild Soupertcsscec cen P|) Zon \nOo) 24. | He Me Bartons seme os oa 35 '11.00: 9 | Minnehaha......... js hee CES a iiad/ ates 
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Miss Cynthia Ford...... EST F355 | OOk elle Seillarsor Golders nme oe C.T.| 25 | 75 | 35 | Souv. de Pierre Notting.....T.| 25 | 75 | 22 
Miss Wali Oteecleee sek H.T.} 35 | 90 | 10 | Pink American Beauty...H.P.} 35 ! 95 | 26 | Souv. de Pres. Carnot....H.T.| 30 | 85 | 19 
Mlle. Cecile Brunner....... Ps| 255; 65s |) 24.) Rink Kallarmeye ace. oe H.T.| 30 | 85 | 50 | Striped La France....... H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 
Mme. Eugene Marlitt....B.C.| 20 | 75 | 25 | Pink La France......... H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 | Striped Reine Marie 
Mme. Jenny Guillemot...H.T.| 30 | 85 | 50 | Pink Maman Cochet...... Meale25: | a75 3 Ellenriet tence ne eee Cas S2 55 evo aos) 
Mrs. Aaron’ Ward...) ... Eis 30n| 85 | 17.| Rink Rambleressa =. -s--s. ECs 25a Om leo oe SUT UTS te ee nee H.T.| 30 | 85 | 20 
Mrs) Andrew Carnegie: He | es0n | 8on) 7a Pink Souperts: oseee 2 sees P2566 524 oweetheantem reenter W.| 20 | 65 | 25 
Mrs. A. R. Waddell...... FSO Sou lSal eRompRomemee aaee ae HeCs| Zone onieoznl| eeausendschonwes eerie 13s) 2 ql 7 |) 30 
Misa Beekia@ alten ota TAI 5S oe lee oa cbrairiewQueen resale EGA 2258 adele ols Ge hes rid Cheeni ieee PSD ye |= ome 
Mrs. Charles Russell..... HES 35) 95e e20n le Presidentelatter. no oe H.T.| 35 | 90 | 11 | Thousand Beauties. NsltOn)) 2S. | 7/1) SO 
Mrs. Dudley Cross...... Hey Oe noon ela lelereMmieresreee esr res irae H.T.) 35 |1.25) 11 | Triumphe de Pernet Pere..H.T.| 30 | 85 | 18 
Mrs. E. T. Stotesbury....H.T.| 50 |1.50) 9 | Pride of Washifgton..... ECs 2 57D | poled | aeUirrecheBrunnernss se ee H.P.| 30 | 85 | 29 
Mrs. George Sawyer....... ale SOh | sO0s| ON ePrimasDonnas=4- > oe H.T:| 30 | 85 |} 18 | Veilchenblau............ HE@.) 25) | 7os|e3m 
Mrs. Henry Winnet......H.T.| 35 | 90 | 10 | Prince of Bulgaria....... EAA SSO | Soe else eavicksss§ © a pricener ei rtee Jello ai) 4) eis. | 20 
Mrs. Hugh Dickson......H.T.| 35 | 90 ) 10 | Prince E. C. d’Arenberg..H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 | Virdiflora............... B.C.| 20 | 75 | 25 
Mrs. John Lainge.........H-P.} 30 | 85 | 28 | Princess Adelaide... %.... Ma 2 205 |) 75° 225. |= Vireinia ka Coxers sae ae H.T.} 30 | 85 | 19 
Mrs. Robert Garrett..... EE SOF esha Seleerincess#bonniesess +.) ae IMP ASE Uy || 240 PAWNS ssc ca eaceobcoec H.T.| 30 | 85 | 18 
Mrs. Robert Peary...... H.€:| 25°) 75: | 34 | Prince ©.de Rohan; .2-- H.P.| 30 | 85 | 29 | White Am. Beauty.......H.P.| 35 | 95 | 26 
Mrs. R. G. Sharman- Queen’s Scarlet.......... B.C.| 20 | 75 | 25 | White Baby Rambler....... P.| 20 | 65 | 24 

GrawlOrdes eee ee Tale! BO). | G5) 24) | Revclenee. 6.856 esodse oe Hee 30 85_| 19s AWihiterBougeresssn see aolee Ade P4y |) TD 2 
Mrs. Wm. Cutbush........P.| 20 | 65 | 24 | Red La France.......... Hem) 30) 857 16> | AWwihite Dorothy sass ae H.C.| 25 | 75°} 32 
Mrs. Wakefield Christie Red Letter Daysag. ee Hea | 35) L200) sos Whiter Kallarneyans eee H.T.| 30 | 85 | 50 
Mallen a ee ee H.T.| 35-| 90'| 11 | Red Maman Cochet........2:| 30) | 85 3 | White La France........ H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 

My Maryland........... Het 304) 85 | 200) Red Radiance j.aec .--ae H.T.| 30 | 85 | 15 | White Maman Cochet....H.C.| 25 | 75 | 3 
Nationalebmblem. 9+... e300) |" 85i | 14a) Red Soupertiesa vane. eee P.| 25 | 65 | 24 | White Marechal Niel..... (Cb) Bs) 7@ |) SE 
Nathalia Bottner........ H.T.| 30 | 85 | 18 | Reine Marie Henriette....C.T.| 25 | 75 | 35 | White Rambler.......... Jan) Aas 0) | Se 
INGrissaes soe ise eee Hem | sonal, 39 a 2RenaRobbinssr..so 2 ey. 230) | eSon | Loe White SoupeLtassar seer P.| 25 | 65 | 24 
INews@entunye sae Rug | S20 om 2on| eReve di Oress eine] nr ie Cul 225 a7: |355|8 Wichuralanasees. oe oe W.| 20 | 65 | 25 
Newport Fairy.......... IBICOH eetan|| Char |) AP Tadley IGIls oo 5s oc baw 6c H.T.| 30 | 85 | 20 | Wm. Allen Richardson. ..C.T.| 25 | 75 | 35 
Northernelaicht.os oo Cs e2o eon loz pRichmonde rs sane coe Heme 6305685) 9208 | Wine © harank. a9 ae W.| 20 | 65 | 25 
ONGKEOGl Sos so0c cteoads TSE SO iy ea eRe) oval IS OVOL, Se eo Gann o He E308 | 285i las | wins Nottines. sees H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 
Olivain. ase oie Meee H.T.| 30 | 85 | 19 | Rosa Rugosa Alba........ Rug | Peo MP AWG Re Syma Gs poe ese toe D252] tones 
Ophelia (megs ees ee H.T.} 30 | 85 | 18 | Rosa Rugosa Ruba...... Rug Go;|- 25 7 MiWVanneEDayisteg ieee H.T.| 30 | 85 | 19 
Orlcansian sero eee PAS20S| 06552245 MRosemanyapisasese one H.T.| 30 | 85 | 19 | Yellow Killarney........ H.T.| 30 | 85 | 50 
RapasGomtieria. ae toe AUS EPs CEN 252 | iSES 1 ONES Gem aicimeeres 6 4 ac T.| 25 | 75 | 23 | Yellow La France....... H.T.| 30 | 85 | 16 
RaulsNeyron sec 1c. H.-P 530" PSone 29nie Seven Sisters... a>. <1. oe Ee C2 G20 leon S25 leone em Gaston HP 1.25| 25 
Pauls Scarlet Climber....H.C.| 25 | 75 | 32 | Silver Moon............ HeC@ale2 om ladon moe VellooNt C ers, si T| 30 | 85 3 
Perle des Jardins.......... T.| 25 | 75 | 23 | Sir Thomas Lipton....... Rug| 20 | 75 | 25 ete UE Nestor aretha ert Re ; 
Perle von Godesberg..... HieT| 305685" e1Se|Solfaterress eee es. ee C.T.| 25 | 75 | 35 | Yellow Rambler......... H.C.} 25 | 75 | 33 
Perle: DOr cee eee P3254 (soon e244 eSoliclDyi Or: 4553 ae 1225) e25eiq Vellow,Seuperten se eee P.| 25 | 65 | 24 
Philadelphia Crimson Sources2Or eae ee H.C.| 25 | 75 | 33 | Zepherin Drouat.........C€.1.| 2574] 75 |ae 
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The Nou Varieties ay 

American Roses 
The Roses listed on this and the three following pages com- 

prise the best, latest and most beautiful productions of the 
famous Rosarians, and all lands have 
contributed to this collection. We have 
spared no expense or effort in securing 
them. We offer them only after a care- 
ful watching of the habits and adapta- 
bility for outdoor culture suitable for 
our climate, The first size plants are 
strong and sturdy, while the two-year- 
old plants are magnificent, strong bushes 
which will take hold immediately when 
planted, grow vigorously and bloom 
profusely. These are the largest and 
finest Roses ever sold, and are in keep- 
ing with the high quality which has 
made Dingee Roses famous the world 

Pe : meee; over. All grown on their own roots. 
. &. ack Not budded, except where noted, which 
ee es =| is the usual kind secured on the new 

varieties: These are the best of the 
latest introductions, and have all proven 
to be just what they are represented. 

The stock of these new kinds is naturally limited, and 
orders are filled in rotation as they are received. We 
therefore suggest placing your order early. 

Mrs. E. T. Stotesbury 

One of the many new varieties of Roses recently 
produced in this country that will soon become a popular 
favorite is our prediction for this Glorious Hybrid Tea. 
A cross between My Maryland, Jos. Hill and Milady. 

re NE Ee It has the desirable features of all and apparently 
Mrs. E. T. Stotesbury none of the faults, retaining the magnificent bud of 

My Maryland and the double flower when fully 
opened of Milady, making it the most perfect rose we 

H. D. M Barton have ever seen. In its color lies one of its principal 
‘ ; charms, being a soft silvery flesh pink, deepening 

Hybrid Tea. A grand bedding rose of the Gen. | towards the center to very deep pink, outer edges of 
McArthur type. Strong grower. Hardy everywhere. | the petals tinted silvery rose, making a combination 
Awarded Gold Medal by the Irish Rose Society. found in so few. We have tried it thoroughly in 
Buds long and pointed, opening full and double, of a | the open ground, where it stands the winter without 
deep rich velvety crimson of good size. Price, first | any protection and blooms continuously from early 
size plants, 35c each postpaid, 3 for $1.00; 2-year-old June until frost. Strong grower, producing the 
plants, $1.00 each by express collect, $1.10 by parcel | blooms on long stiff stems well above the foliage. 
post with soil on roots. Free from disease and insect pests. We offer it for 

the first time this season, and stock is still limited. 
Price of strong plants in first size, 50c each postpaid; 

Red Letter Day 2-year-old plants, $1.10 each by express; still larger 
or specimen plants, $2.50 each by express. All grown Hybrid T ybri ea. A velvety brilliant glowing scarlet on own roots. 

crimson Bud opening into cactus like flower which 
retains its color, owing to the reflex of the petals Nerissa 
being satiny crimson scarlet, producing a rose of —_—_——— 
exquisite grace and charm. Robust grower and won- Hybrid Tea. Color creamy yellow shaded with 
derfully free blooming. Awarded S. G. medal by | white and peach tint toward center. Bud handsome 
N. R. S._ Price, strong, first size plants, 30c each, | long and pointed, opening full and double. Rank 
4 for $1.00 postpaid; 2-year-old plants, $1.00 each by grower. Wonderful bloomer, making an excellent 
express collect; $1.10 each by parcel post with soil on | bedding and garden rose. Price same as Red Let- 
roots. ; ter Day. 
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NEW RO ae eee 

Lillian Moore 
~The winner of the first 

prize at the Panama Pacific 
Exposition for the best new 
seedling Rose unknown at 
that time. Color, a deep, 
pure Indian yellow, with 
slightly deeper centre, with 
long, pointed buds, pro- 
duced on magnificent stems. 
Very free bloomer and a 
good, strong, vigorous 
grower. 

MISS WILMOT—A very 
distinct, charming variety 
that is sure to please the 
most particular grower of 
Roses. The color is a 
uniform, soft,- sulphury 
cream, with a _ painted 
blush toward the edges. 
In shape and form this 

Rose is a model of perfection, every flower of perfect 
shape and formation and produced in a wonderful pro- 
fusion. A magnificent garden variety. 

MRS. HUGH DICKSON—A Rose suitable for any pur- 
pose, delightfully perfumed, producing its large flowers 
in great profusion. The petals are large and of excellent 
substance, and the flowers of superb build, with high- 
pointed centers, with a beautiful outline. Color, a deep 
cream, with heavy profusion of orange and apricot. 
Splendid grower. 

MRS. HENRY WINNETT—Remarkably strong grower, 
producing strong shoot, each one crowned with a mag- 
nificent bloom, well above the foliage, excellent for 
forcing and equally as good for outdoor growth, being 
extremely hardy. Foliage fine dark green and free from 
insects and disease. Color a bright shade of crimson, 
not quite as dark as Hadley, but not as light as Rich- 
mond, a color that has proven to be very popular, and 

2 we consider it one of the best crimson varieties. Los Angeles Buds long and well formed. 

The Gorgeous 

“Los Angeles” 

Claimed by the introducer to be one of the finest MRS. GEORGE SHAWYER (Tea Rose) — The 
Hybrid Tea Roses grown, and trials have substan- color is very hard to describe, being a shade of 
tiated his claim. Growth vigorous, producing in brilliant clear rose or bright peach-pink. It is a 
continued succession during growing season strong wonderful grower and bloomer, producing great 

shoots, each one bearing an enormous flower of a numbers of strong shoots, each tipped with a large 
luminous flame pink, toned with coral and shaded 
with translucent gold at the base of petal. Fragrant 
as an American Beauty. Buds handsomely long and are ; arse et are very large, well formed and full, petals of 
pointed, while the beauty of form and ever increas- ee ene AN -Gere RAE SAPACR OEE bel 
ing wealth of color is maintained until the last petal S000 SUDSIANCE._ at VELy BDC oo ae 
falls. Strong budded plants only. $2.00 each, by perfectly hardy in any locality and free from in- 

express. Stock limited. sects and disease; also used very extensively as a 
forcing Rose. 

handsome long pointed bud. These shoots form 
the stem, from 3 to 4 feet in length. The flowers 

“ALEXANDER HILL GRAY (Tea)—Color, deep 
lemon-yellow, deepening as the flower expands, Price—All Roses on this page, except where noted, first 

does not fade in the open ground. Buds and blooms _ size plants, 35¢ each; 3 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old 
£ c = plants, 90c each, by express; $8.50 per dozen of one or more of perfect formation and of great substance, and  {Ssceles: $1.00 each by Parcel Post with soil on roots 

produced in the greatest abundance throughout the in which they are grown. Varieties marked * furnished in 
entire season. large specimen or star size at $1.25 each, by express only. 



NEW ROSES—Continued. 

Premier 
(Hybrid Tea)—Never in our years of Rose grow- 

ing have we been so impressed with any rose as we 
have with this one, in size, growth, sturdiness, health, 
fragrance and color. The blooms are immense, often 
measuring 5 and 6 inches across the open flower, buds 
long, full and pointed. Growth remarkable, being 
strong and sturdy, each bloom borne on heavy canes, 
almost thornless and 4 and 5 feet long. Foliage dark 
glossy green, free from disease or insects. Color is 
deep rose pink, without shadings and retains its color 
in the open flower. Highly fragrant. Price, own root 
plants, first size, 50c each; 3 
for $1.25; two-year-old plants, 
$1.25 each, by express. Stock 
limited. 

GLADYS HOLLAND—Mag- 
nificent in form and _ size. 

Color buff, shaded orange, 
yellow, outside of petals 
pearly peach, free blooming 
and very vigorous grower. 
A very unique bloom. 

CHRISSIE MacKELLAR — 
Hybrid Tea, of a very beau- 

tiful shade of crimson and 
carmine, with veinations on 
rich deep ochre, becoming a 
delicate but bright orange 
pink as the semi-double 
blooms develop. It is one of 
the most delightfully colored 
Roses we have yet seen. 
Strongly pure primrose fra- 
grance, good strong healthy 
grower. 

Madame Collette Martinet 
Beautiful old gold yellow, shaded with orange 

yellow, with long golden yellow buds, opening inta 
a fairly large globular flower; very vigorous growet 
of a splendid branching habit, with reddish foliage; 
very fine. 

COUNTESS CLAN WILLIAM—Delicate pink at 
the base of the petals, which are flamed at petal 
edge with deep cherry red, a beautiful contrast of 
color. Very vigorous grower and free flowering. 
Perfectly hardy. 

MISS CYNTHIA FORDE-—A deep, brilliant rose 
pink, reflex rosy pink. Large, perfectly formed, 
very full buds, free flowering, very sweetly per- 
fumed, splendid grower. 

HERZOGIN MARIA ANTOINETTE—A very 
free flowering, robust grower, with perfectly 
formed, sweetly perfumed, long-pointed buds of 
an orange color. Medium size. Perfectly hardy 
and an excellent variety in every respect. 

Rose “Premier” 

CLIMBING LADY HILLING- 
DON--A true Lady Hillingdon 
Rose of the climbing habit. The 
blooms are identical with the 
bush variety of this same 
name, but the plant is a strong, 
vigorous grower, producing its 
buds, and blooms throughout 
the growing season with great 
profusion. As hardy as the bush 
rose of this name. Price, 50c 
each for first size plants; 2- 
year-old plants, $2.00 each. 

MRS. WAKEFIELD CHRIS- 
TIE-MILLER—Hybrid Tea. 
A handsome vigorous grower in 
almost any location. Free bloomer, al- 
ways loaded with handsome buds and 
blooms. Buds long and _ pointed, 
opening full, double and great size. 
Color a soft pearly blush shaded 
salmon. Outside of petals a clear 
vermilion-rose. 

Climbing Pink Maman Cochet 
A pure Maman Cochet Rose of the climbing habit, 

and as there is no Rose that is as popular as the 
Cochets we feel confident in offering this climbing 
Rose to the rose-loving public that it will prove te 
be as popular as the Bush Rose of this name, as it 
is an exact counterpart of the bush variety. As free 
blooming as the Cochets, which will without doubt 
make it a very valuable addition to the climbing 
roses, sufficiently hardy to withstand the vigor of 
the northern winters with some protection, and 
blooming throughout the growing season. 
PRESIDENT TAFT—A most remarkable pink 

Rose, with a shining intent deep pink color of a 
very distinctive shade. Splendid grower in every 
respect. 2# 

Price—All Roses on this page, first size plants, 35c each; 
3 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old plants, 90c each, by ex- 
press; $9.00 per dozen of one or more varieties; $1.00 each 
by Parcel Post with soil on roots. Varieties marked * fur- 
nished in large specimen or star size at $1.25 each, 
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Dingee Famous 

Hybrid Tea Roses 
The Most Desirable of All 

For many years we have had by far the most complete and extensive 
list of Hybrid Tea Roses in the business, having been the first house 

to call particular attention to their wonderful value. 
Ours is the greatest collection in this country. As 
the new varieties are introduced they are given a trial, 
and if found wanting in any respect are discarded and 
not offered to the Rose-growing public until they 
prove worthy. This excellent class combines the con- 
tinuous-blooming quality of the Everblooming Teas 
and the sturdy strength of the Hybrid Perpetuals. 
The plants bloom the first year, like the Teas, bearing 
large, finely formed flowers of a wondrous range of 
color, with the fragrance of the June Roses. They 

are especially valuable to Northern plant- 
ers because they stand the severest win- 
ters with ordinary protection and, of 
course, luxuriantly in the South. In all 
sections they form magnificent bushes, 
bearing all summer great masses of most 
beautiful Roses imaginable. Unless a 
Hybrid Tea Rose bush is grown from the 
choicest two-eyed cutting—the Dingee 
method—it will not give satisfaction. All 
our stock is on its own roots—don’t buy 
the other kind, budded and grafted. We 
offer strong, lusty plants in all sizes and 

Pe eeiae =o stake our reputation upon their quality. 
(See Page = ‘i : 

a, Antoine Rivoire 
Flowers large, double and of fine form; very fragrant; color rosy-flesh, with yellow 

ground, shaded with border of carmine. Strong and healthy. 

AURORA~—Better than Champion of the World; of 
itself a recommendation of its great value. Flow- 
ers of splendid form, large and full, of a brilliant 

| pink. Vigorous, hardy bush Rose, constantly in 
*Bessie Brown bloom. 

: : “BRITISH QUEEN—By some said to be the finest 
The plants are hardy and vigorous, producing | white Rose in existence, surpassing in beauty and 

flowers profusely in the open ground all through the | form any other white Rose. The flower resembles 
summer. The color is almost pure white, though | Frau Karl Druschki and White Maman Cochet, 

| with the Tea Rose form and refinement. Flowers 
| freely all summer long from early spring until 
| frost. Buds sometimes show a slight flush, which 

BEARS ie ; : | disappears as the flower expands. Strong grower. BETTY—This wonderful Hybrid Tea Rose is the Hardy, Awarded a sold «medal pre thetic ues 
greatest novelty of the past decade. It is of the | Rose Society of England 

type of the Killarney Rose, and has a truly unique | .j ; : . 
form : wp “CLARA WATSON—Rich salmon-pink, with very 

gor Fuceygeole (coppery tose ovetepread swath graceful flowers, resembling Bridesmaid in form 

sometimes flushed with pink; petals large and of fine 
form. 

golden-yellow). Blooms, extremely large, fairly | . . 
; eee Le re | and produced in remarkable profusion. The buds, 

full, of glorious form and deliciously perfumed; the | which are supported on long stems, are very 
petals measure 4 to 5 inches long. Reautieal 

= . Price—First size, one-year planis, 30c each, for all Roses 
ANTOINE VERDIER —A beautifully shaded, | on this page; 4 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old plants, 85c 

bright, glowing pink; flowers bold and massive, each, by exptess; $8.50 per dozen of one or more vorieHeg: 
i Ameri : S 95c eac y Parcel Post wit soil on roots. arieties 

like American Beauty, and of: splendid substance. marked * furnished in large specimen plants at $1.25 each, 
Bush is strong and vigorous, in constant bloom. | by express. 
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HYBRID TEA ROSES—Continued. 

Crimson Queen 
Hybrid Tea. Owing to its rich coloring this 

is a wonderful garden or bedding Rose. There 
is no color that produces the show that a good 
crimson does. The color is a rich, bright, velvety 

crimson. A strong, vigorous, upright grower; flow- 
ers large and full, a great garden Rose as it is al- 

ways in bloom; extremely hardy and produces a 
magnificent bush in a short time, hardy everywhere. 

DEAN HOLE-—Silvery carmine Roses with salmon 
shadings. The coloring is distinct and unique; a 
handsome tribute to the emi- 
nent Rosarian whose name 
it bears. 

EDGAR M. BURNETT — 
Very large, full flowers of 
splendid form, with large 
flesh-colored petals tinted 
rose; an advance on the type 
of Rose of which the beau- 
tiful Lady Alice Stanley is a representative; 

one of the sweetest scented Roses in existence. 

Awarded gold medal, National Rose Society of 

England. 

*ETOILE DE FRANCE—One of the best and 

sweetest hardy Hybrid Tea Roses of its color. 

The strong, upright bushes have beautiful bronze-green foliage, which 

is not subject to insect attacks. The bushes are blooming constantly, ee 

producing large, massive, deep, full cup-formed flowers on mag- \ ( 

nificent, long, stiff stems. They are of truly 

glorious form and delightful fragrance, while 
the color is exquisite—a clear red or velvety crim- *Kdward Mawley 
son. 

It is an enormous big-petaled Rose, much larger 
than the Melanie Soupert, a Rose which it resembles 
in form, and the beautiful rich color of Louis Van 
Houtte, only with a more velvety shading upon the 
inside of the petals. This Rose has been awarded 
the gold medal of the National Rose Society. Very 
free blooming, with a perfect habit of growth, suit- 
able for garden, exhibition or forcing purposes. A 
strong, robust grower and hardy everywhere. 
Blooms produced on long, stiff stems. 
*GEO. C. WARD—Hybrid Tea. One of the leading 

growers of England claims that this is one of 
their best. Awarded a Gold Medal by the Na- 
tional Rose Society. Color_an orange-vermilion, 
very distinct and beautiful. Buds and blooms per- 
fect finish. Strong, vigorous growth and free 
flowering. Sweetly perfumed. 

FLORENCE PEMBERTON — Distinctive creamy 
white, shaded rose; petals bordered rosy salmon; 
flowers large, very full and beautifully formed. 
Soon produces large, magnificent bush constantly 
in bloom. Strong grower and one of the best 
distinctive Hybrid Teas. 

Price—First size, one-year plants, except where noted, 30c 

each for all Roses on this page; 4 for $1.00, postpaid; two- 

year-old plants, 85c each; $8.50 per dozen of one or more 

varieties, by express; 95c each by Parcel Post with soil on 

roots. Varieties marked * furnished in still larger or star 

size at $1.25. 

Edward 

Mawley 
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National Emblem 

Francis Scott Key 

TEA ROSES—Continued. 

National Emblem 
Owing to its magnificent color and formation this 

Rose was named National Emblem, and no Rose 
in our estimation has a better right to the honor 
of being the Standard Bearer. Its color is a deep 
crimson overlaid velvety crimson, shading to ver- 
milion toward the edges. Buds long and pointed on 
stout stems, opening full and double, each one com- 
ing to perfection, and produced in marvelous pro- 

fusion throughout the entire season. 
Plants make a gorgeous sight owing to 
the brightness of the blooms and the lus- 
ter of the foliage, being entirely free from 
mildew. 

Hoosier Beauty 
This beautiful Rose is fragrant as Richmond; 

has more petals, a stiffer stem, a texture like 
velvet. In color, glowing crimson scarlet, with 
darker shadings. The bud is of good length, 
keeps well in the close-cut state, and opens into 
magnificent bloom, quite dazzling in its velvety 
brilliance. As soon as thoroughly established in 
the soil it sends out long, stiff growth with a 
bud on every shoot. Produces, naturally, stems 
2 to 3 feet in length; each plant keeps up a 
very close succession of bloom, and again unlike 
Richmond it is a good summer Rose. It is an 
easy grower, and has become instantly popular 
and in heavy demand in the cities where blooms 
have been sold, flower buyers through the sec- 
tion calling for it by name. 

“GENERAL McARTHUR—Of strong, vigorous, 
healthy growth, branching freely, it ‘produces its 
wonderful blooms profusely from May until Octo- 
ber, of full scarlet crimson. Every shoot carries 
a large, double, well-formed flower of exquisite 
fragrance and lasting quality. 

A magnificent Hybrid Tea Rose, named in honor of the writer of the 
“Star Spangled Banner.” 
long and pointed, opening full and double. 
Hardy everywhere. Free blooming. 

F. R. PATZER—Hypbrid Tea. A Rose of striking and pleasing appear- 

Glowing scarlet with darker shadings. Buds 
Strong, healthy grower. 

ance, owing to the delicate blending of color, which is a creamy-buff, 
with the reverse of petals a delicate warm pink, and as they expand 
the color becomes a light orange-pink, which produces a most charm- 
ing combination. Strong, vigorous grower. Produces numerous 
branches, each one crowned with a magnificent bud and bloom, on 
long, stiff stems, well above the foliage. Hardy and an excellent 
garden variety. 

*“ROBIN HOOD—A grand grower, producing heavy canes and foliage. 
Blooms of immense size like the June Rose or Hybrid Perpetual. 
Color glorious. rosy-scarlet that is soft, bright and lasting. Free 
bloomer, that is, blooming the entire growing season. Hardy every- 
where. 

Price—First size, one-year plants, except where noted, 30c each for all Roses on 
this page; 4 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old plants, 85c each, by express; $8.50 
per dozen of one or more varieties; 95c each by Parcel Post with soil on roois. 
Varieties marked * furnished in still larger or star size at $1.25 each. 

14 
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HYBRID TEA ROSES—Continued. 

*Jonkheer J. L. Mock 
A Hybrid Tea called the Giant Pink from Holland. Of 

distinctive merit, being an extremely strong grower, one 
of the strongest of the Hybrid Tea class, blooming as it 
does with the greatest freedom, the buds carried on long, 
stiff erect stems, of the very largest size imaginable to 
obtain in a Rose bloom and still retain its perfect forma- 
tion. Very fragrant. Color, clear imperial pink on the 
order of La France. This Rose has produced a sensation 
wherever grown. We offer strong plants, on their own 
roots. 

JOSEPH HILL—A fancy French Rose, with clean, leath- 
ery foliage, long, stiff stems, flowers of immense size, 
buds long and pointed, monster blooms of the most 
beautiful shape, in clear shades of pure lemon, bright 
pink and gold. A very strong blooming variety. 

MRS. ROBERT GARRETT — Bright clear pink; free 
bloomer and strong grower; blooms almost as large as 
those of American Beauty, and delightfully fragrant. 

LAURENT CARLE—A beautiful Rose, with extra large, 
handsomely formed, rich velvety carmine buds and flow- 
ers. It is a phenomenally strong and robust grower, 
hardy in every locality and continually in bloom. Every 
lover of Roses should have this variety. 

LADY URSULA—Hybrid Tea. Flesh-pink, strongly Tea- 
scented; a grand grower, producing large, full, rounded 
blooms in wonderful profusion. 

Jonkheer J. L. Mock, 

*Red Radiance 
The color is a splendid even shade of clear red, with- 

out a trace of any other color, retaining its vividness 
for an unusually long time after being cut. It is a 
remarkable bloomer, being constantly in flower from 
early spring until freezing weather. Strong, vigorous, 
branching grower, each branch terminating in a large, 
bold, double bloom, Hardy everywhere. 

LADY ASHTOWN- Buds long and pointed, borne 
singly on long, stiff stems. Color is a soft, solid 
carmine-pink of a most pleasing shade. 

MARY COUNTESS OF ILCHESTER—Color warm 
crimson-carmine, a color almost indescribable. Flow- 
ers produced on long, upright stems, of immense 
size, with large, smooth, circular petals. 

MAGNAFRANO—tThe flowers are very large, full, 
deep and double, and of delightful fragrance. The 
color of this magnificent Rose is bright, shining rose, 
with rich shadings of richer tones. It forms a 
strong, sturdy, upright bush, bearing its gorgeous 
flowers on long, stiff stems, making it especially 
valuable for cutting. 4) ae 
Price—First size, one-year plants, 30c each, for all Roses on 

this page; 4 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old plants, 85c 
each, by express; $8.50 per dozen of one or more varieties; 

35c each by Parcel Post with soil on roots. Varieties 
marked* furnished in large specimen plants at $1.25 each, by 

Red Radiance, express. 

15 



Kaiserin Augusta Victoria 

Beautiful La France Roses 
Of all the Hybrid Teas there are none which excel 

the La France Roses in all the good points neces- 
sary to a good Rose. Practically hardy everywhere; 
splendidly adapted for general planting and deserve 
a place in every flower garden of America, 
*PINK LA FRANCE — Exceedingly sweet and 
handsome; flowers and buds large size, color 
lovely shade of silvery pink, tinged with crimson; 
fragrance delicious; flowers very full and beautiful. 

*WHITE LA FRANCE—(Augustine Guinoisseau) 
—A pure white member of the La France family, 
having just a tinge of rose-blush tint, which 
grows stronger in the depths of the petals. 

RED LA FRANCE (Duchess of Albany)—A superb 
Rose; resembles the Pink La France, but is much 
deeper in color. 

*YELLOW LA FRANCE (Mad. Pernet Ducher)— 
One of the best of the newer French Roses of its 
color; very pretty flower, semi-double. Bright 
canary-yellow. 

STRIPED LA FRANCE—This Rose is almost ex- 
actly the same as Pink La France, except in color, 
which is bright satiny pink distinctly striped with 
bright rose. 

Q 1 We will send one each of the 
Special Offer 7s. “White “Stiged Rea. and 
Yellow La France Roses for $1.25, postpaid; two- 
year-old plants, 5 in all, by express, for $3.25. 

HYBRID TEA ROSES—Continued. 

*Kaiserin Augusta Victoria 
_ The greatest hardy, white Hybrid Tea Rose in ex- 
istence. A strong, sturdy grower; free-flowering; it 
has become the most popular of all white Roses for 
general planting. Continuously from early spring 
until late fall, with pointed buds, the large, double 
flowers are glorious in their perfection; borne on 
long, stiff stems; delicate pure white, deliciously fra- 
grant. Unexcelled for cutting; absolutely hardy. 
Although grown extensively under glass, it is essen- 
tially a garden Rose. There is nothing finer than 
this glorious Rose. 

*MAD. JULES GROLEZ, Red Kaiserin Augusta— 
This magnificent Rose is exceedingly free bloom- 
ing, with very large, finely formed flowers. The 
color is a distinct and charming shade of cherry- 
red. The fine form and attractive shape of the 
flowers makes them excellent for cutting. It is a 
remarkably strong, healthy growing variety, and 
is as hardy as the Hybrid Perpetuals. 

MAD. CAROLINE TESTOUT—This is the Rose 
which grows so luxuriantly in the Far West that 
it has been adopted by the State of Oregon as its 
State Flower. The gardens of the cities along 
the Pacific Coast are the wonder of the world by 
the profusion of the bloom of this remarkable 
Rose. In color, it is of a satiny rose, deepening 
to clear red in the center. 

BEAUTY OF STAPLEFORD—A handsome, bright 
pink Rose of large size and perfect form. Noted 
particularly for its free and constant blooming 
quality. Grows a strong, hardy bush. 

MAD. SCHWALLER—A beautiful combination of 
salmon-rose with edges of the petals touched with 
violet-carmine. 

MADAME PAUL EULER (‘Prima Donna’)—The 
color is a lovely shade of vermilion-pink, changing 
to silvery-pink. 

WM. NOTTING—Owing to its size and freedom of 
bloom it should be in every garden. Blooms fine, 
large, full and double and perfect formation. Color 
a bright rosy cerise, with a deeper center. Frag- 
rant. Hardy and everblooming. 

HELENA CAMBIER—Of unusual beauty, with 
large, double, beautifully formed flowers, the col- 
ors are varying, ranging from salmon-rose to cop- 
pery-rose; very often a handsome saffron hue. 
As the flowers expand the colors become lighter. 
A most remarkable sort in every respect and one 
to which we give our highest endorsement. Good 
everywhere. 

LA TOSCA—A beautiful shade of light pink; in 
many cases having the appearance almost of a 
pure white Rose. 

Prices—Al!l Roses on this page, except where noted, first 
size, one-year plants, 30c each; 4 for $1.00, postpaid; two- 
year-old planis, 85c each, by express; $8.50 per dozen of 
one or more varieties; 95c each by Parcel Post with soil on 
roots. Varieties marked * furnished in large specimen oF 
star size at $1.25 each, 
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HYBRID TEA ROSES—Continued. 

*Hadley 
A development from a line of seedlings, the va- 

rieties used in this development being Liberty, 
General McArthur, and Richmond, all brilliant scar- 
let varieties and garden Roses. In color it is a deep 
velvety-crimson, retaining its brilliancy at all sea- 
sons of the year. The variety is double and buds 
are well formed. The fragrance is excelled only by 
American Beauty. It is a strong, rapid grower; the 
flowers are borne on long, stiff stems, well above the 
foliage. It has proven itself under thorough trial 
to be an all-the-year round forcing variety. 

MRS. ANDREW CARNEGIE—Sometimes called 
an everblooming Frau Karl Druschki. Awarded a 
gold medal by the National Rose Society, and won 
a host of admirers wherever shown. Owing to its 
resemblance to Frau Karl Druschki, it has been 
termed an everblooming Druschki. Flowers are 
almost perfect in form, with a high center, and 
immense size. Blooms all the time. Good, robust 
grower. Hardy everywhere. Color almost a 
snow-white, but sometimes showing a slight lemon 
tint. 

*MAD. ABEL CHATENAY—This splendid Rose 
is one of the very best of its color—rosy-carmine, 
with darker shade. It does remarkably well in 
the open ground, has wonderfully beautiful flow- 
ers, which are full, deep and double. A very hardy 
Rose, Chatenay is a strong grower and free bloom- 
er, has won friends wherever it has been planted. 

COL. R. S. WILLIAMSON—Large, fragrant flow- 
ers of an exquisite shade of soft, rich carmine; 
blooms large and well formed, with high pointed 

Petals crinkled, on 
Tall grower. 

center, on long, stiff stems. 
the order of a Zinnia. 

Mrs. Aaron Ward 

Rose Hadley 

*Mrs. Aaron Ward 
One of the newest of all Yellow Hybrid Tea 

Roses, and distinctly beautiful in form and color. 
The color ranges from coppery-orange in the opening 
bud, changing to a golden-orange, and when the 
flower is fully open it is a lovely shade of pinkish 
fawn. Most vigorous in growth, every shoot pro- 
ducing a flower and clothed with dark, glossy green 
foliage, maroon on under side. It is one of the best 
of the new yellow Roses and has become very 
popular. 

MADAME SEGOND WEBER—One of the most 
beautiful Roses of recent introduction. The long, 
pointed buds are pink or salmon-flesh and when 
fully expanded are immense in size, full and double; 
as the flower opens it deepens until it fairly glows 
with its warm, deep pink. Highly fragrant. Very 
hardy and constantly in bloom. 

METEOR—Very few dark Roses compare with this 
in richness and depth in color, which is a rich, 
velvety crimson, shading very dark in the depths 
of the petals. As a garden Rose it has few equals, 
being particularly valuable for bedding on account 
of its Staedy SEA and handsome HONE 

Price—All Roses on this page, except where noted, first 
size one-year planis, 30c each; 4 for $1.00, postpaid; two- 
year-old plants, 85c each; $8.50 per dozen of one or more 
varieties, by express at purchaser’s expense; 95c each by 
Parcel Post with soil on roots. Varieties marked * furnished 
in still larger or star size at $1.25 each. 
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HYBRID TEA ROSES—Continued. 

“Ophelia 
The color is one so difficult to describe that any 

description can only be a partial one, and gives but 
a faint idea of the superb beauty and richness of 
the shades. Salmon-flesh, shaded with rose. Buds 
of unusual attractiveness, opening full and double. 

Habit excellent, growth strong, produces 
flowers on long stems, well up above the fo- 

N liage, and in great profusion all summer. 
; Hardy in almost all localities. Grand for 

forcing or outdoors. 

*MRS. A. R. WADDELL—This is one of 
the most beautiful Hybrid Tea Roses in 
bud and flower of any grown. The flow- 

ers are of the largest size, of perfect form, and 
possess wonderful keeping qualities. The color- 
ing is most brilliant in effect, being a rosy-scarlet, 
opening rosy-salmon, with reverse of petals rosy- 
scarlet. The bush is a sturdy, erect and vigorous 
grower, requiring but little care. 

MELODY—A lovely shade of yellow, deepening to 
apricot in the center, perfect in form and very 
double. It is one of the handsomest yellow Roses 
we have ever seen and as a garden Rose cannot 
be surpassed. The bush is hardy, vigorous and 
constantly in bloom. 

MRS. DUDLEY CROSS—In color, a pale chamois, 
or light yellow fainty flushed with rose. The 
flowers are beautifully formed, large, full and 
double, and are of splendid substance, borne con- 

Ophelia tinuously on long, stiff stems, and for cutting it is 
most valuable. Bears its handsome flowers in 

*Prince KE. C. d’Arenberg great profusion all summer through. 
PRINCE OF BULGARIA—Not the least of its 

Flowers of a bright scarlet, shaded maroon, borne charms is the large, bright green foliage, and the 
on long, straight, upright stems. Buds long and buds are simply grand. The flowers are large and 
pointed, opening full and double, perfect form, mas- quite full; outer petals superb rosy-flesh with the 
sive petals. Resembles American Beauty in shape index petals of a slightly lighter tint. 
and size. Strong, healthy grower, excellent foliage, | TRIUMPH DE PERNET PERE—A French Rose 
constant bloomer, making an ideal garden Rose. originated by Jean Pernet, of France. Flowers 
Z ; : large, with broad, thick petals, and long pointed 
*PRIMA DONNA—A Hybrid Tea. Claimed to be 2 . is 3 one Ol the stnonpect orowines Ev brid oles Rocconn buds. Delicious Tea fragrance. Clear magenta-red 

cultivation, and as free a bloomer as any of the passing to bright crimson. 2 
Tea Roses. Color a deep rose-pink, petals waved | WELLESLEY—A most magnificent garden Rose of 
or undulated on the edges, giving it an elegance a beautiful shade of pink, vigorous, healthy grow- 
of form seen in no other Rose. Good for forcing CES _temarkably free-flowering, with fine keeping 
or outdoor growing. Buds long and pointed, open- qualities; most valuable Rose for garden, as it is 
ing full and double. particularly adapted for outdoor culture. Blooms 

produced on long, stiff stems. 

KILLARNEY BRILLIANT—An offspring of Pink | NATALIE BOTTNER—Blooms of bright lemon- 
Killarney, but several shades darker, the color be- yellow, borne on long, stiff stems, very vigorous 

ing a beautiful shade of brilliant red. Habit of and free-blooming. Blooms resemble the famous 
growth same as Killarney. Just as free bloomer Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, and if you will imagine 

FLORENCE -FORRESTER Clears snow-white | a bloom of this size only being lemon-yellow, it is 

with a lemon tinge; as the flowers age they become bound to become one of the most popular yellow 
a pure white; the blooms are even larger than Paul Hybrid Tea Roses in existence. 
Neyron. 

Price—All Roses on this page, first size, one-year plants, 
PERLE VON GODESBERG—tThe color is a rich | 30c each; 4 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old plants, 85c 

ss ' i = each; $8.50 per dozen of one or more varieties, by express; 
ore yellow with Sea eiee of ee The ey | or 95c each by Parcel Post with soil on roots: Varieties 
ems are Massive in’ size, tul-an ouble, with the marked * furnished in large specimen or star size at $1.25 
petals elegantly recurved. each by express only. 
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HYBRID TEA ROSES—Continued. 

“Virginia R. Coxe 
(or Gruss an Teplitz). For intense and dazzling 

color there is no other Rose to compare with this 
splendid kind. The flowers are large and handsome, 
moderately double, of splendid substance, and are 
produced in amazing profusion during the whole of 
the growing season; in fact, it is always in bloom. 
The color is fiery crimson, shaded with a dark vel- 
vety sheen, a combination found in no other Rose. 

The fragrance of Virginia R. Coxe is unexcelled 
by that of any other variety under cultivation. It is 
a strong and sturdy grower, often attaining a height 
of four to five feet, is perfectly hardy in all sections 
and is one of the finest of the many splendid Roses 
that have come to us from Europe, and has won 
friends wherever grown here in America, which is 
attested to by the fact that the demand increases each 
season. 

*OLD GOLD—In bud form this Rose appeals to 
every one on account of its wonderful color, which 
is entirely distinct from and not found in any other 
Rose, a vivid orange-red, with coppery-red and 
apricot shadings, opening bright salmon, and 
which is further set off by the healthy, glossy, 
bronze-green foliage; delightfully fragrant; a vigor- 
ous grower and very free-flowering. A great bed- 

Virginia R. Coxe 

der. Awarded gold medal National Rose Societ a 
of England. : : Radiance 

*ROSEMARY—Color the most delightful shade of A glorious new extra hardy Hybrid Tea Rose 

silvery pink imaginable, and the flowers are abso- | which originated a few miles from West Grove. 
lutely double, the petals being thick and heavy, | Awarded Silver Medal by the American Rose Society 
giving it somewhat the appearance of a camellia | as the best bedding Rose at the Hartford, Conn., 
and entirely distinct from any other variety. gardens this past season. The flowers are a beauti- 

ful blending of shades of carmine-rose, with opal and coppery 
reflections. It is of splendid, sturdy growth, constantly in 
bloom and is bound to become one of the leading garden 
Roses. We cannot say too much in its praise. 
*WINNIE DAVIS—Fine apricot-pink, shading to the flesh 

tint at the base of petals. 
RENA ROBBINS—This remarkable new Hybrid Tea Rose 

is one that will create a sensation wherever grown. The 
flowers are simply immense in size, a beautiful, clear white or 
tinted lemon, with the color running to a beautiful shade of 
orange in the center. 

OLIVIA—A most gorgeous, distinct, extra-hardy Rose of 
deep, brilliant rose-pink. The flowers are of splendid sub- 
stance, deep and full double, the buds being particularly 
handsome in form. For bedding and cutting purposes it has 
no superior. 

GEN. ARNOLD JANSSEN—Color a deep glowing carmine. 
Free bloomer. Buds long and pointed on long, stiff stems. 

SOUV. DE PRESIDENT CARNOT—Buds very long and 
pointed—perfection in every line. The delicate rosy-blush 
color, shaded a trifle deeper at the center of the flower, has 
not been approached by any later introduction. Fragrant, 
strong grower and free bloomer; a splendid outdoor Rose. 

Price—Roses on this page, except where otherwise ee ed: first size, 
one-year plants, 30c each; 4 for $1.00, postpaid; two- year-old plants, 
85c each, by express; $8.50 per dozen of one or more varieties; or 95c 
each by Parcel Post with soil on roots. Varieties marked * furnished 

Radiance in still larger or star size at $1.25 each. 
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HYBRID TEA ROSES 

—Continued. 

The 

Exquisite 

Richmond 

“Sunburst 
A magnificent giant yellow forcing Rose, also 

well adapted for outdoor growing, being a vigorous 
and healthy Rose. Buds long and pointed, borne 
singly on long, stout stems, opening full and double. 
An excellent cut flower variety, having excellent 
keeping qualities. A very vigorous grower, reddish 
bronze foliage. The color is superb orange copper 
or golden orange, with a deep orange center. This 
Rose creates a sensation wherever grown. 

MY MARYLAND —Its brilliant, lively shade of 
pink and beauty of form is without a superior, and 
all summer through large, perfectly double, mag- 
nificent flowers, rich in fragrance, are borne on 
long, stiff stems, growing from a sturdy, fine- 
shaped bush, which in itself is a distinct ornament 
to the garden. A great outdoor Rose. Extremely 
hardy. 

Price—All Roses on ihis page, except where otherwise 
noted, first size one-year planis, 30c each; 4 for $1.00, 
posipaid; two-year-old planis 85c each, by express; $8.50 
per dozen of one or more varieties; or 95c each by Parcel 
Post with soil on roots. Varieties marked * furnished in 
large specimen or star size at $1.25 each. 
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re chmond 
Wonderfully free blooming, its immense, fragrant, 

scarlet-crimson flowers are borne on long, stiff stems, 
making it a rival of American Beauty, and even more 
dazzling in appearance. In the garden its flowers are as 
fine as those found in the greenhouses. Perfectly hardy. 
RHEA REID (Note illustration on page 12)—“‘As large 

as American Beauty, as double as La France and as 
red as Richmond,” is the enthusiastic way the origin- 
ator describes this beautiful new Hybrid Tea Bush 
Rose. The color is vivid scarlet crimson, and the 
flowers are marvels of beauty; large, bold and of 
splendid substance. It has a strong, disease-resist- 
ing constitution, makes a rapid growth and throws up 
a profusion of canes from the roots and is always 
blooming. As an all-around garden bush Rose it has 
no superior. 

MRS. CHAS. RUSSELL—A new Hybrid Tea Rose of 
American origin and considered to be equal to 
American Beauty both for forcing and open ground 
culture. Buds long and pointed, produced on long, 
stiff stems 3 feet in length, each one crowned with 
a bloom of a beautiful shade of rosy-pink. Blooms 
large, full and of magnificent formation. 
Price—First size plants, 35c; 3 for $1, postpaid. Two-year- 

old own rcots plants, 95c each. Large specimen budded plants, 
$1.25 each. 

=ECARLATE—One of the grandest for outdoor bloom- 
ing of this class. Color a solid, brilliant scarlet. Pro- 
fuse bloomer, strong, sturdy grower. Exceptionally 
fine as those found in the greenhouses. Perfectly 
hardy. 

Sunburst 
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Tea Roses form the foundation of nearly all the 
great Roses of today. Without them the lovely Hy- 
brid Tea class would be impossible. They are 
among the oldest and most highly cherished of all 
Roses. They have made the Rose-gardens of Amer- 
ica what they are. Their place and value is ever- 
lasting. Rugged, healthy and hardy in growth, free 
blooming (they bloom all the time), their flowers 
are chaste and beautiful. You cannot well do with- 
out them. They thrive gloriously in all sections. 

Their ease of propagation has, unfortunately, 
caused them to be produced by some growers in 
enormous quantities to meet a certain demand for 
“cheap Roses,” and these so-called cheap Roses have 
brought untold disappointment to all who have 
planted them, and have discredited the business of 
every first-class Rose dealer. Don’t be misled into 
buying these cheap, “one-eyed,” “thumb-pots” Rose- 
plants made to sell at popular prices. Plant good 

Dingee Hardy Everblooming Tea Roses 
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Roses, grown by a firm with a reputation to sustain. 
Pay a fair price for high-class goods, with a guaran- 
tee back of them—the Dingee kind—and you will 
soon become a Rose enthusiast. 

Ours is the greatest collection of own-root Roses 
in the world. This collection of hardy, everblooming 
Tea Roses is the very life of our immense list. To 
the beginner—the novice in Rose culture—the great 
number of varieties may be confusing, but to elimi- 
nate a single one, however, would do a distinct in- 
justice to the introducer and to our collection, for 
each variety has its own particular charm and merit. 
If you find it difficult to make a choice, leave selec- 
tion to us. 

Prices of all Hardy, Everblooming Tea Roses, except where 
noted, first size plants, 25c each; 5 for $1.00, postpaid; two- 
year-old plants, 75c each, by express; $7.50 per dozen of 
one or more varieties, 85c each, by parcel post prepaid, with 
soil on roots. Varieties marked * furnished in still larger or 
star size at $1.25 each. 

Burbank 
A revival of Champion of the World, bearing a 

great profusion of large crimson flowers; very frag- 
rant, and produced in marvelous profusion the entire 
Season. Strong, upright grower. Extremely hardy. 
BON SILENE. A Grand Old Rose—The color is 
deep rose, changing to pale light rose. This variety 
cannot be surpassed for bouquets and decorative 
purposes. In the open ground it grows to perfec- 
tion, producing large crops of beautiful flowers 
from early spring until late autumn. One of the 
favorites of the old-time gardens. 
BLUMENSCHMIDT—A splendid bedding Rose of 
the Cochet type, glowing all summer with its 
wealth of citron-yellow flowers, each petal of 
which is edged with dainty rose. The individual 
flowers are large and well formed, resembling in 
Many ways some of the handsomest Tea Roses. 
The bushes are strong, vigorous growers and when 
planted in quantity they soon form a most attrac- 
tive feature of the garden, being in constant bloom. | 
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*EKtoile De Lyon 
It is of vigorous, sturdy growth, and seems able 

to resist heat and cold equally well. It blooms 
freely, producing beautifully formed flowers of a 
rich golden-yellow. A great favorite everywhere. 

BOUGERE—This is a fine variety for open ground 
culture. Large, full and double flowers supported 
on long, stiff stems and produced in great abun- 
dance all through the growing season; color 
bronze rose or violet-crimson shaded with lilac. 
BRIDESMAID—This variety is valuable for cut- 
ting and does finely in the open ground; a sport 
from the old and popular pink Tea. Catherine 
Mermet, but of a fine, clear, dark pink, much 
deeper and more constant in color than Mermet. 
The bush is a strong, sturdy grower, bearing all 
summer a profusion of dainty, beautiful flowers on 
long stems. 

IVORY—A sport of Golden Gate. 
without a particle of any other color. 

Color pure white 
Good grower. 
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HARDY EVERBLOOMING TEA ROSES—Continued. 

*Lady Hillingdon 
One of the latest introductions of the Tea class 

and has taken the medal over all other yellow Roses, 
the color being one almost beyond description, 
apricot yellow shaded to orange on the outer edge 
of the petals, becoming deeper and more intense 
toward the center of the bloom.. The color does 
not iade after the bloom is cut, but invariably be- 
comes darker. Buds are produced on long, strong, 
wirey stems, well above the foliage, producing a 
slender and graceful effect. A valuable addition to 
any amateur’s garden, as well as to the professional 
grower, all of whom will find this Rose the color 
they have long desired. A strong, hearty, healthful 
grower. 
CATHERINE MERMET—One of the best varieties 

of Tea Roses. A very free bloomer, producing 
clear, shining pink flowers, the center being shaded 
fawn and amber. It is a good Rose for open 
ground culture and forcing under glass. 

FREIHERR VON MARSCHALL—As an outdoor 
Rose it has no superior. It has wonderfully beau- 
tiful foliage and produces large, full, beautifully 
shaped flowers, which are borne in profusion all 
through the season. The color is bright red, one 

Lady Hillingdon of the best red Tea Roses that is known. 
i ISABELLA SPRUNT—This golden yellow Rose 

Souv. de Pierre Notting has been known as a favorite for over twenty 

eS years. It is a free bloomer, producing flowers of 

Strong, bushy habit, and has won numerous gold bright canary-yellow, very sweetly scented. The 

medals and awards of merit. The flowers are very buds are very desirable for cut flowers. 
large, well filled and open easily; color apricot- 
yellow, tinged with golden and mixed with orange- 
yellow edge of petal shaded carmine-rose. In form 
and beauty it is the equal of Maman Cochet, and by 
many is regarded as the best all-around Rose for 
general cultivation. It is hardy and always in bloom. 

THE BRIDE—There is no other white Rose more 
satisfactory than the Bride. When planted in the 
open ground, the flowers are found to be deli- 
cately tinted with pink, making it exceedingly at- 
tractive. The buds and flowers are unusually 
large, well formed and deliciously perfumed. It 
is of a strong and healthy growth, and a profuse 
bloomer. 

COQUETTE DE LYON —This is one of the best 
yellow Tea Roses for open ground culture. The 
flowers are txar large, deep and double; color 
pure canary-yellow. Unlike other yellow Roses, 
it is a strong, vigorous grower. 

*DUCHESS DE BRABANT—A very vigorous and 
healthy variety, producing large blossoms which 
are beautiful in buds or open flower. The color 
is a fine shade of soft, rosy pink, which deepens 
to bright rose. 

ENFANT DE LYON (The Sweet Anise Rose)— 
In color the flowers are a beautiful creamy rose, 
delicately shaded with a coppery yellow. 

Price, 25c each for all Roses, first size plants, on this 
page; 5 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old plants, 75c each, 
by express; $7.50 per dozen of one or more varieties, or 85c 
each by parcel post prepaid with soil on roois. Varieties 
marked with * furnished in larger specimen or star size 
at $1.25 each. Souvenir de Pierre Notting 
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'PERLE DES JARDINS (Pearl of the Garden)— 

HARDY EVERBLOOMING 
TEA ROSES—Continued. 

Wm. R. Smith 
Especially suited for outdoor planting and cut- 

ting purposes. The soft blending of the salmon- 
pinks, rose-pinks, and the magnificent flesh tints 

resemble the blush of a maiden’s cheek. The flow- 
ers are large, full and double, and most exquisitely 
formed. The petals are so firm they look like 
wax. Perfect buds. The flowers are borne on 
long, strong stems. 

The color is a clear golden-yellow, of a beautiful 
shade, and is entirely distinct from any other 
variety; the flowers are large, full, of globular 
form, with great depth and substance, richly 
perfumed, and very beautiful in every way. 

CORNELIA COOK—Of rapid growth, with 
splendid foliage that rarely suffers from the at- 
tacks of insects. The flowers are borne in 
great profusion and are very desirable. The 
color is pure creamy white, tinged with lemon 
and blush. 

MADAME WELCHE—Color, a magnificent shade 
of amber-yellow, deepening ‘toward the center to 
Orange or coppery yellow, delicately clouded with 
pale crimson. 

*GOLDEN GATE —It is immense in size, 
formed, with long and beautiful buds. Color, rich 
creamy white, shaded with a golden yellow and 
clear rose, of indescribable beauty. 

*MAIDEN’S BLUSH—Produces a fine, healthy 
bush, with fine, large, bright green foliage, edged 
with red—almost disease and insect proof. Color 
a soft blending of salmon-pink, rose-pink, and flesh 
tints. 

*SAFRANO—Valued very highly for its beautiful 
buds and handsome flowers. The color is a bright 
apricot-yellow, passing to orange and fawn, some- 
times tinted with rose. 

*MAD. FRANCISCA KRUGER—Of strong and 
vigorous growth, and a constant bloomer, which is 
especially suited to bedding or massing. The 
flowers are deeply shaded coppery yellow in color, 
and are of large size. 

*WHITE BOUGERE—The pure ivory-white flowers 
are unusually large, deep, full and double, borne on 
long, stiff stems. 

MARIE GUILLOT—The color is pure white, some- 
times faintly tinged pale yellow. The flowers are 
beautifully made, very large, full double; the 
buds are very pretty, of sweet fragrance. 

MADAME LAMBARD—Color a magnificent shade 
or rosy-bronze, changing to salmon and fawn, tinted 
with carmine. 

finely 

Price, 25c each for all Roses on this page, first size plants, 
except where noted; 5 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old 
planis, 75c each; $7.50 per dozen, by express, of one or more 
Varieties, or 85c each by parcel post prepaid with soil on 
acore Varieties marked * in still larger or star size at $1.25 
eacao. 
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Wm, R. Smith 

Marie Van Houtte 
The color of the flowers, which are large, full and 

double, is pale canary-yellow, passing to rich, creamy- 
white, shaded with pale rose. 

LADY PLYMOUTH—A Rose similar to Souv. de 
Pierre Notting, which means a handsome bud and 
full, double bloom of large size. he color is a 
delicate pearly but deep ivory cream, faintly flushed. 

*MARIE LAMBERT, or SNOWFLAKE —Large, 
double, creamy-white flowers are produced in 
marvelous profusion. 

*MRS. B. R. CANT—Strong growing variety, pro- 
ducing heavy stems, with large, healthy foliage 
and flowers almost the equal and style of Helen 
Gould, but more double; deep rose, with silvery 
GFOSCeCENLeI. 

*PAPA GONTIER—A strong, vigorous grower and 
constant bloomer; one of the best and most valu- 
able, both for open ground and greenhouse; color 
rich cherry-red, passing to clear, glowing crimson. 

PRINCESS BONNIE—The brightest, sweetest and 
freest-blooming Rose in existence. Color solid 
crimson, deeper and more vivid than “Gen. Jack.” 
Fragrance is sweeter than La France. 

MAD. DE WATTEVILLE—tThe Tulip Rose. The 
color is a magnificent shade of creamy-yellow, 
richly colored with a rosy blush; the largest petals 
are bordered with bright crimson, giving it a very 
striking and beautiful appearance. 

GENERAL DE TARTAS—It is of good habit, and 
an excellent Rose in every way. The color is a 
brilliant carmine, deeply shaded with violet-purple, 
oftentimes tinged with buff. 
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The Exquisite 

“Baby Doll” 

$1.00; 

clusers; 

poses. 

The Famous Soupert Roses 

Always Blooming 
These famous Roses will give absolute satisfaction 

to every purchaser. They bloom the first year and 
will be in bloom every year from early May until 
severe freezing weather. More than once we have 
seen them in bloom in open ground after a severe 
snowstorm. There are no other Roses like them; 
certainly none better. If you try them, take our word 
for it, you will not be disappointed. 

Prices of Soupert Roses: Sirong plants, 25c each; 5 for 
$1.00, postpaid; iwo-year-old plants, 65c each; $6.50 per 
dozen, by express, or 75c each by parcel post prepaid with 
soil on roots. 

One each of the five beautiful 
Special Offer Soupert Roses, one-year-old plants, 
five in all, 90c, postpaid; two-year-old planis, five in all, 
$2.75, by express. 

*CLOTILDE SOUPERT—Known the world over 
as one of the very best of all bedding Roses. A 
strong, dwarf grower and a truly wonderful 
bloomer, producing clusters after clusters of the 
finest formed flowers. Full and double, and deli- 
ciously sweet. Color effect is beautiful, ivory- 
white, shading toward the center to silvery-rose. 

YELLOW SOUPERT (Mosella)—The flowers are 
very double, and of the same camelia-like form 
as Clotilde Soupert, and are produced in immense 
clusters; buds exceedingly dainty. Color, white, on 
beautiful, light yellow ground; center chrome- 
yellow. 

RED SOUPERT (Ma Petite Andree)—An unusu- 
ally strong grower, dwarf and compact, producing 
large, full, double flowers in amazing profusion. 
Color brilliant crimson. 

*PINK SOUPERT—lIdentical with Clotilde Soupert 
except in color of flower, which is clear lively pink 
and at a little distance resembles a Carnation. 

WHITE SOUPERT (Clotilde Pfitzer)—The genu- 
ine White Soupert. Identical in every way with 
Clotilde Soupert, except in color, which is ivory- 
white. Free blooming and hardy. 
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Polyantha or Fairie Roses 
The members of this distinct and charming class of everbloom- 

ing Roses, of which the Baby Rambler forms a conspicuous group, 
are distinguished by their dwarf, bushy habit of growth, medium 
size, very double flowers and delightful fragrance. 

Price of all Polyantha Roses en this page, first size plants, 25c each; 5 for 
iwo-year-old planis, 65c each; $6.50 per dozen; 75c each by parcel 

post with soil on roots. 

MLLE. CECILE BRUNER—Rosy pink on rich creamy white 
ground; a great bloomer; very satisfactory for bedding. 

MARIE PAVIE—Medium size, very full and double; borne in large 
Ww 

from early spring until late fall. 
then mellowing down through shades of pink into saffron, lavender and gold, 

J 
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hite flushed with carmine. 
PERLE D’OR—Coppery gold, changing to fawn and salmon, flat- 

rayed form, very double; elegantly perfumed. 
Ss MIGRON—Very similar to Mlle. Cecile Bruner, but of lighter shade 

of pink, buds equally as handsome as the Cecil Bruner. 
BABY DOLL—The flowers are miniature in size but magnificent in form and 

produced by the hundreds, exquisite for cutting or bouquets and bedding pur- 
Makes a magnificent show in the open ground, always blooming 

The tips of the petals are vivid scarlet, 

finally into deep old gold, a combination so extraor- 
dinary and so pleasing that every one seeing it 
exclaims, “What a Wonderful Rose!” Foliage slender 
and produced in abundance, dark lustre green. 

Dwart or Baby Rambler Roses 
The Baby Ramblers fill a long-felt want for a rose 

suitable for planting along walks, driveways, and 
around beds where a low growing bush is desired for 
planting in beds or single specimen plants. They are 
of a dwarf habit, rarely growing more than twelve 
inches in height. Blooming always. Absolutely 
hardy. 

CRIMSON BABY RAMBLER —The color is clear 
and brilliant ruby-red; foliage dark and glossy. 

ANNY MULLER—Color a shiny and brilliant pink, 
produced in the greatest profusion in large clusters. 

DOUBLE WHITE BABY RAMBLER — Great 
masses of double, pure white flowers, covering the 
plant as with a mantle. 

BABY TAUSENDSCHON—A dwarf form of the 
Climbing Tausendschon or Thousand Beauties. 
Flowers firm, white, delicately flushed pink, chang- 
ing to deep rosy-carmine. 

GEO. ELGER—It produces great quantities of lovely 
little buds of golden-yellow, opening into miniature 
symmetrical Roses. Bush is so loaded with blooms 
they resemble a huge bouquet. 

MRS. WM. CUTBUSH—Flowers of pale pink, borne 
in huge trusses throughout the entire summer. 

ORLEANS—The most attractive of all the Baby 
Rambler Roses. A very rapid grower, soon pro- 
ducing a bush resembling a huge bouquet of bril- 
liant geranium red flowers, suffused rose, with a 
rosy-white center. 

ERNA TESCHENDORF—Crimson flushed carmine. 
Darker red than Crimson Baby. 
Price of all Baby Rambler Roses offered on this page, ex- 

cept where noted, 20c each for strong pot plamts; 3 for 50c, 
postpaid; two-year-old plants, 65c each; $6.50 per dozen, by 
express, or 75c each by parcel post prepaid with soil on roots. 
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China Roses 
The Bourbon and China Roses are hardy in every | 

section, so we list them together. They are strong, 
vigorous growers. Roses of these classes will bloom 
freely the first year from young plants and bloom 
constantly throughout the season. Splendid for 
autumn blooming. 

Prices of all these Roses offered on these pages, except 
where noted, strong plants, 20c each; 6 for $1.00, postpaid; 
two-year-old plants, 75c each, by express; $7.50 per dozen; 
85c each by parcel post prepaid with soil on roots, Varieties 
marked * furnished in large specimen or star size plants at 
$1.25 each. 

HERMOSA —tThe favorite of the old-time gardens 
and just as popular today; blooms in fine clusters; 
large, very double and fragrant; color beautiful 
clear rose; a constant bloomer; hardy. 

Agrippina—Fiery red; double and sweet. 
Apopline—Clear pink and rosy crimson. 
Archduc Charles—Crimson-scarlet. 
Beau Carmine—Fine carmine-red; very rich. 
Bourbon Queen—Bright carmine; edged white. 

*CHAMPION OF THE WORLD—Flowers 
large size; color, lovely clear deep pink. 

*MME. EUGENE MARLITT—PBrilliant shade of 
red. Bush strong growing and lusty, fairly weight- 
ed down all summer with its profusion of bloom. 

*QUEEN’S SCARLET—A constant and profuse 
bloomer; color, velvety scarlet; very brilliant and 
striking. 

MALMAISON—Rich, creamy-flesh, distinctly and 
elegantly shaded clear peachy red, with a rose center. 

CRAMOISI SUPERIOR—Medium size, rich, dark, 
velvety crimson; very double, full and beautiful. 

LOUIS PHILIPPE—Velvety crimson. 
DOUGLAS—Dark cherry-red, free bloomer. 

Rare and Miscellaneous Roses 
ENGLISH SWEETBRIAR ROSE—Desirable for 

shrubberies and general planting; flowers bright 
pink and single; very fragrant. Two-year-old 
plants, $1.00 each, by express. 

HARRISON’S YELLOW ROSE— One of the finest 
pure deep yellow hardy Roses ever grown. Three- 
year-old plants, very fine, $1.25 each, by express. 

THE CHEROKEE ROSE—A strong, erect-grow- 
ing sort, with glossy green leaves. The bushes 
bear large pure white Roses in great profusion. 
Moderately hardy. A thing of beauty. 

SOLEIL D’OR—While this unique Rose is beautiful 
in the extreme, it has not proved satisfactory as a 
bush Rose in this country, and we do not recom- 
mend it. A blending of reddish gold, orange-yel- 
low, nasturtium-red and pink. Low-budded, feld- 
grown plants, $1.25 each. 

YORK AND LANCASTER—This unique Rose be- 
longs to the Centifolia, a type celebrated for its 
exquisite fragrance. 
the War of the Roses, between the Royal Houses 
of York and Lancaster. Color remarkably red and 
white, sometimes blotched and sometimes striped; 
full and double.. Perfectly hardy. First size, two- 
year-old plants only, $1.25 each, 

of 

It dates back to the time of | 
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Entirely hardy everywhere. 
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as Oak”’ Rugosas 
This class of new and rare Roses can be used in 

so many places that they are almost indispensable. 
They make sturdy, compact bushes, four to six feet 
high, which are very ornamental, owing to their dark, 

Sturdy 

shiny, rich green, wrinkled, leathery foliage. Free 
from insects and disease, thrive under almost any 
condition and hardy as an oak. Excellent for hedges 
or cemetery planting. 
*SIR THOMAS LIPTON—The 

Rugosa Rose. Strong and vigorous, grows 4 feet 
high. Flowers perfectly double, pure snow-white. 
Fragrant, borne on long stems _ continuously 
throughout the season. Hardy. Fine for hedging, 
cemetery and park work. 

*CONRAD FERDINAND MEYER-—Strong grow- 
er; perfectly hardy; flowers very large; well filled. 
Silvery rose. Very fragrant. 

ROSA RUGOSA RUBRA—The popular hedging 
Rose. Crimson flowers are large and single, fol- 
lowed by glossy red berries. Price of Rubra, two 
year-old plants, 65c each; $6.50 per dozen. 

*NEW CENTURY—Bright, rosy pink, with red 
center, with petals widely bordered with creamy 
white. 
Price of Rugosas, except where noted, strong one-year 

plants, 20c each; 3 for 50c, postpaid; two-year-old plants, 
75c each; $7.50 per dozen. Varieties marked * furnished in 
large specimen or star size at $1.25 each. 

Moss Roses; the Old-Time Favorites 

best pure white 

Once planted are 
practically permanent. Flowers and buds have an 
abundance of lovely deep green moss. Price 25c 
each; 5 for $1; two-year-old plants, 75c each; $7.50 
per dozen. 
BLANCHE MOREAU—Produced in clusters, large, 

full and sweet; pure white; beautifully mossed. 
HENRI MARTIN—A splendid Moss Rose of a de- 

lightful pink, with buds beautifully mossed. Bush 
is extra hardy and profuse in bloom. 

PRINCESS ADELAIDE—A _ most beautifully 
mossed Rose of an exquisite shade of pink. 

ELIZABETH ROWE—This is an old favorite with 
its large deep pink buds well mossed. A beauty. 

Green Rose— Viridiflora 
A most interesting member of the Rose family, 

grown for its oddity. Petals are small, pointed, set 
thickly, and of the same color as the foliage—dark 
pea green. First size, 25c each; two-year-old plants, 
75c each. 

Wichuraiana Rose 
All are new Wichuraiana Hybrids of American 

origin, hardy in all sections, and are literally Tea 
Roses with climbing or trailing habit and undeniable 
hardiness. All bloom in clusters. All Roses under 
this heading, 20c each; any 3 for 50c, postpaid; two- 
year-old plants, 65c each, by express; $6.50 per dozen. 
Debutante—Beautiful soft pink flowers. 
Farquhar—Clusters of bright pink; double. 
Gardenia—Very fragrant; creamy yellow. 
Improved Universal Favorite—Brilliant pink. 
Jersey Beauty—Pale yellow, bright stamens. 
Wichuraiana—Single; pure white; fragrant. 

Wm. C. Egan—Beautiful shade of rose. 

Sweetheart— Pink, turning to blush-white. 
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American Beauties 
Ii any Rose has earned the title of the “National Rose,” it is 

American Beauty. Wherever the Rose is known, it is the queen, 

and deservedly so. In size, color, form and fragrance, it has no 

equal. Of quick, healthy, bushy growth, either in pots or outdoors, 

with magnificent foliage, it produces in abundance glorious buds and 

large, deep, double flowers of immense size. The three kinds below 

make a gorgeous combination. 

*Crimson American Beauty 

American Beauty is splendid for open-ground cul- 
ture, and is hardy in nearly all localities, except *YVL; 2 
where the winters are particularly severe, provided White American Beauty 
the true stock is planted. Our plants are grown in FRAU KARL DRUSCHKI 
specially prepared soil by our own expert growers. 
We guarantee our plants to be true to name, abso- 
lutely first-class in every particular. Color, rich 
crimson, charmingly shaded and veined. As the 
flowers expand, their beauty seems to be enhanced 
rather than diminished. The fragrance is not ex- 
celled by any Rose known 

This brilliant white type Rose has become renowned 
as the very highest type of its class and the best 
snow-white Rose ever introduced. It is an extra- 
ordinarily strong grower, branching freely, and has 
the vigor and hardiness of an oak. Large, heavy 
foliage and magnificent flowers that are nothing less 
than glorious—immense in size and produced with 
great freedom on long, stiff stems. The color is *Dp; = 2 

Pink American Beauty marvelously white, without a tinge of yellow or any 
GEORGE ARENDS yee shade. Hardy everywhere. Grown on its own 

roots. 
Hybrid Perpetual—A rose that we predict will soon 

become = popular as the OM, ates “W hite Price of American Beauty Rose in extra strong first size 
American Beauty or Frau Karl Druschki. Either plants, 35c each: 3 for $1.00, postpaid: extra heavy two-year- 
grown inside or out in the open ground so tar we old plants, 95 each; $9.50 per dozen; $1.00 each by parcel 

find absolutely no fault in it. Strong, robust grower, | P°S* Seep ES So GE 
tree bloomer and absolutely hardy everywhere. The 
color delicate pink, deliciously fragrant. Once this S Ceci 
becomes as well known as the white variety it will Pp al Offer in all, in first size plants, postpaid, for be as largely planted. ’ $1.00; two-year-old plants, $2.75 by express, charges col- 
WL dv 1A Se ' lect. Specimen or star size, $1.25 each, by express. 
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One of each, American Beauties, three 
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Dingee Famous Hardy | 
Hybrid Perpetual Roses 
There is little question that Hybrid Perpetual 

Roses, or “June Roses,” as they are sometimes called, 

are the most valuable of all hardy plants. They are 
of vigorous, upright growth, have large, bold flowers, 

frequently measuring 5 or 6 inches in diameter, and 
are deliciously fragrant. These Roses will succeed in 
any locality and are so hardy that they will live 
through the severest winters with but a light protec- 
tion of leaves or coarse manure. Some of the kinds 
do not bloom until the second year, but, when fully 
established, they all bloom freely at the usual time, 

early in the season, The Hybrid Perpetuals will 

withstand hardship and neglect, but give much better 
results with good cultivation and rich soil. Always 
plant in open ground, as these Roses are not suitable 
for house culture. Our collection of Hybrid Perpet- 

uals is by far the best in the country. Plants strong 
hardy, on own roots. 

*General Jacqueminot 
Bright, shining crimson, rich and velvety; exceed- 

ingly brilliant and handsome; makes magnificent buds 
and flowers, highly esteemed as one of the best and 
most desirable Roses for the open ground. 

*CLIO—A really grand Rose. On the order of 
Baroness Rothschild. Recommended by expert 
growers as the finest Rose of this type. Strong, 
vigorous grower, handsome foliage. Flowers flesh 
color, shaded in the center with rosy-pink; large, of © 
fine globular form, freely produced. 

*ANNA DE DIESBACH (Glory of Paris)—Most 
lovely brilliant carmine, long, pointed buds, and 
large, finely formed, compact flowers; very full and 
double and delightfully sweet. A vigorous grower 
and fine bloomer. One of the hardiest of the well- 
known, desirable Roses. 

*FRANCOIS LEVET—One of the best and most 
satisfactory of all Hybrid Roses. An unusually 
vigorous grower, and free blooming. Large, finely 
made flowers almost the size of Paul Neyron; 
cherry-pink, delicately shaded carmine and blush. 

CAPTAIN HAYWARD-—PBright scarlet, very vivid 
in summer and glowing in autumn. Large, full and 
bold, the outer petals finely reflexed, while the 
center petals stand up well, making a flower of 
striking beauty. Hardy. 

DUKE OF EDINBURGH—PBrilliant scarlet-crim- 
son, shaded with maroon; large and full. Foliage 
very attractive. 

General Jacqueminot 

BARONESS ROTHSCHILD—Rose-lovers in all 

countries agree that it is the acme of perfection in 

flower and growth. Flowers bright rosy-pink, of 

immense size and globular form. The boldness of 

the flowers, with their broad, thick petals, suggests 

solidity and massiveness; they are borne erect on 

stout, thick canes. Perfectly hardy and bloom twice 

and frequently three times in a season. Price, two- 

year-old plants, extra heavy, budded only, $1.25. 

*BOULE DE NIEGE—A very hardy, pure white 

variety, medium size; very full, double flowers of 

delightful fragrance. 

*COUETTE DES BLANCHES—Pure snowy-white, 

sometimes faintly tinged with pale rose; blooms in 

large clusters; medium size, full and slightly frag- 

rant. 

GLOIRE DE MARGOTIN—Flowers large, some- 

what globular, full and deliciously scented; clear- 

dazzling red. 

Prices of all Roses in this section, except where not <d, first size plants, 30c each; 

of one Or more varieties, by express, Or two-year-old plants, 85c each; $8.50 per dozen 
prepaid with soil on roots. Varieties marked * furnished in larger or star size at 
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any 2 for 50c, postpaid; 

95c each by parcel post 

$1.25 each. 
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HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES—Continued 

*J. B. Clark 
An intense deep scarlet-rose, shaded  blackish- 

crimson, color like the sheen of a plum, often 7 inches 
in diameter and 5 inches deep. J. B. Clark has created 
a great sensation throughout the United States and 
Europe. A wonderfully strong and upright grower, 
exceedingly vigorous, with splendid and heavy dark 
bronze-green foliage. The glory of the plant is in its 
tlowers, however, as they are extraordinary in size, 
rull and double, wonderfully fragrant, of great depth, 
and borne freely from the first year, on long, stiff 
stems. This Rose has proven hardy, even in Canada, 
and a genuine treat is in store for everyone who 
plants it. We have a large stock of own-root plants, 
all in splendid condition. 
MAGNA CHARTA—Fxtra large, full flowers, very 

double; of fine form, and sweet; clear, rosy red, 
beautifully flushed with violet-crimson; sure and 
profuse bloomer. 

LA REINE—Clear, bright rose; large, fine, full form; 
fragrant and hardy. 

MRS. JOHN LAING—Immense flowers, full and 
double, borne in great profusion on long, stiff stems, 
and exceedingly sweet. Clear, bright, shining pink, 
exquisitely shaded. Buds long. 

*MAD. PLANTIER—For outdoor planting, the best 
white Hybrid Perpetual. Especially good for cem- 
etery planting. Flowers are pure white, very large 
and double; a continuous bloomer. One of the best 
white hardy Roses. 

MARGARET DICKSON—The flower is of magnifi- 
a cent form, very large in size, almost as large as 

J. R. Clark ‘ Paul Neyron, the largest of all Roses; color is pure 
waxy white, without spot or blemish; petals very 
large, well shaped and of great substance. They 

Gloire Lyonnaise | are prettily curled back or reflexed, giving the 
flower inimitable grace and charm. The buds are 

Brilliant White Rose large and globular, particularly exquisite and hand- 
some. It is a strong, vigorous grower, with fine 

Great Roses are made all the greater by the pub- foliage; a free bloomer. Should be included in every 
licity given them. Frequently a variety of more than order. Two- -year-old, budded plants, only $1.25 
ordinary worth is allowed to “waste its sweetness on each, by express. 
the desert air” because the public is unacquainted 
with its merits. This is especially true of this great 
variety. Makes strong, upright bush, with beautiful 
deep green foliage; practically thornless. While a 
Hybrid Perpetual, yet like the Hybrid Tea Roses, 
bears in greatest profusion large, pointed buds and 
massive flowers on long, stiff, heavy shoots; the 
open flower is enormous, full, deep-and double. Rich 
creamy-white, passing, when open, to a pale shade of 
salmon-vellow, deepest at the center. Absolutely 
hardy everywhere. 

MAD. CHARLES WOOD—Begins to bloom almost 
as soon as planted, and continues all through the 
season; flowers extra large, double, full and quite 
fragrant; bright, fiery scarlet, passing to fine, rosy 
crimson, shaded with maroon; showy and hand- 
some. 

Price of all Roses on this page, except where noted, first 
size plants, 30c each; any 2 for 50c; two-year-old planis, all 
on own roots, 85c each; $8.50 per dozen of one or more 
varieties, by express, or 95c each by parcel post prepaid with 
soil on roots. Warieties marked * furnished in still larger or 
star size at $1.25 each. Gloire Lyomnaise 
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HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES—Continued. 

*Ulrich Bruner 
A great Rose, known to all planters as one of the 

best in this class. Immense, large, bold flowers, full 
and globular; rich, glowing crimson, elegantly flamed 
with scarlet. Hardy, unusually free bloomer. Highly 
fragrant. 

PRINCE CAMILLE DE ROHAN —Celebrated the 
world over for its large, handsome, fragrant flowers 
and the freedom with which they are produced. The 
color is a deep, rich velvety crimson, passing to in- 
tense maroon, shaded black. At a short distance 
they appear really black. 

BLACK PRINCE—Much sought after because of its 
dark crimson flowers, which are shaded so deeply 
as to be almost black; cupped, large, full, fine- 
shaped. 

EMPRESS OF INDIA—Dark brownish-crimson. 
Double and finely shaped flowers. A strong, vigor- 
ous grower. 

FRAU KARL DRUSCHKI — Finest pure white 
Rose. Hree flowering almost as a Hybrid Tea. 
Note price and description on page 26. 

GIANT OF BATTLES—A grand old favorite. One 
of the best, if not the best, hardy, vivid crimson 
Rose; large, very double and sweet. 

DINSMORE — Popular for garden planting on ac- 
count of its hardiness and vigor of growth; constant 
and profuse bloom, which begins soon after plant- 
ing and continues all through the season. Flowers 
are large and perfectly double; color, rich crimson- 
scarlet. 

PAUL NEYRON—The flowers are immense; prob- 
ably the largest and finest Rose; bright, shining 
pink; clear and beautiful; very double and full; 
finely scented. 

EARL OF DUFFERIN — Rich velvety crimson, 
shaded with dark maroon. Beautifully shaped buds, 
borne on long, graceful stems. Very full and dou- 
ble. Delightfully fragrant and free bloomer. One 
of the best dark red Hybrids. 

JUBILEE—A pure crimson, with shadings of ma- 
roon; a grand Rose from every point of view. 

DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND — Color, delicate 
rose-pink with lemon shading on the white base; 
charming. 

HEINRICH MUNCH —One of the newer varieties 
that has created a sensation wherever grown. ‘The 
color is a soft pink, very large and full; vigorous 
grower and undoubtedly one of the very finest of 
the Hybrid Perpetual varieties. 

VICK’S CAPRICE—Flowers large and slightly cup- 
shaped, but full and deep; petals thick and lasting, 
having the ground color clear, satiny pink, dis- 
tinctly striped and dashed with white and bright 
carmine. Blooms freely at short intervals during 
the whole season. 

Price of all Roses, first size plants, on this page, except 
where otherwise noted, 30c each; any 2 for 50c, postpaid; 
two-year-old plants, by express, all on own roots, 85c each; 
$8.50 per dozen, or 95c each by parcel post prepaid with soil 
on roots. Varieties marked * furnished in still larger or star 
sizes at $1.25 each. 
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Ulrie Bruner 

MAD. MASSON—It is entirely hardy, blooms nearly 

all the time, as free as any Hybrid Tea, bearing 

numbers of large, full, double flowers of unusual 

beauty and wonderful fragrance; clear, bright rose; 

distinct and charming. A great Rose. 

MRS. R. G. SHARMAN-CRAWFORD—Deep rosy 

pink; outer petals pale flush; base of petals white; 

large and of perfect form. 

EUGENE FURST—Strong, vigorous grower, with 

thick, healthy foliage. Flowers beautiful, velvety 

crimson, shading to maroon. Highly scented. 

JEAN LIABAUD — Color nearly black. Flowers 

large, full and fragrant; most intense, dark, rich, 

velvety crimson imaginable, almost black. 

JOHN HOPPER—Flowers large, very regular and 

full; brilliant rose, changing to bright, glowing pink, 

shaded with rich crimson; profuse bloomer. 

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE—Brilliant vinous crimson; 

large, full and fragrant; an excellent sort and one 

that we recommend most highly. 

MAD. ALFRED CARRIERE—Extra large, full 

flowers; very double and sweet; rich, creamy-white 

faintly tinged with pale yellow. 

MARSHALL P. WILDER—Flowers large, semi- 

globular, full and of good substance; bright scarlet- 

crimson, richly shaded with maroon. 
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The Great 

“Thousand 
Beauties” 

Climbing Roses 
Hardy Climbing Roses have the popular 

call. They have become an absolute necessity 
for beautifying the home, for training over 
porches, verandas, trellises and pergolas, and they 
nake most beautiful fowering hedges when trained 
on low supports. Also when grown as_ individual 
specimen plants, as they soon form a beautiful bush 
more ornamental than many hardy shrubs. They can be 
kept trimmed into any shape or height desired, and thus 
make a large, handsome bush Rose. No other concern 
offers such a complete list of Climbing Roses as we. All 
the Climbing Roses in our unequaled list are on their own 
roots—a most vital point in a Climbing Rose. Unlike budded 
stock, once planted they last a lifetime. Some are absolutely 
hardy in the coldest parts of the country, while others growing 
luxuriantly in the Middle and Southern Sections require some 
slight protection in the North. The same high quality of stock 
distinguishing Dingee Roses, the same care in propagation and 
growing makes this class a most important one in our business. 

*A Thousand Beauties Alberic Barbier 
German Tausendschoen). The most sensational A Great New Yellow Climbing Rose. Very best 

Climbing Rose yet introduced, not even barring Crim- hardy Climbing Rose in cultivation. Grows in almost 

son Rambler. A single cluster of flowers is a bouquet | 2ny soil or situation. Free from insect attacks, beau- 
in itself; hence the very fitting name, “Thousand tiful, heavy, waxy foliage. Continues in bloom for 

= a quite a protracted period; free from mildew; in short, 
the type of Rose that may be planted and forgotten. 

Beauties.” Blooming profusely from the beginning 

of June until the last of July, the flowers appear in | The peautiful yellow flowers are unusually full and 
large clusters (10 to 15 in a cluster) of splendid size | double, and produced sometimes singly and sometimes 
and quite double. The colors run from delicate bal- in clusters with utmost freedom. All plants grown on 
sam to tender rose through the intermediate shades of ownroots. 

bright rose and carmine, with white, yellow and Price of all Hardy Climbing Roses offered on this page, 25c 
various other indescribable tints showing. A strong | each, 5 or $1.00, Bestpaid two-year-old plants, 75c each, by 

rarer hae foe et Foes ; EZ express. 7.50 per doz., of one or more varieties, or 85c eac 
Srov gee ae few thorns; sega ious to mildew; hardy by parcel post prepaid with soil on roois. Warieities marked * 
in the open ground everywhere. furnished in large specimem or star size, $1.25 each. 
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HARDY CLIMBING ROSES— 
BB, Continued, 
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<_ *Christine 
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A cross between Mad. 
Caroline Testout and an 

unknown seedling. Has the con- 
stitution of an oak, with thick, 
leathery, dark green foliage, 

practically immune from insects or disease. Blooms are produced singly and 
in large clusters, each bloom perfect in form and from 8 to 4 inches in diam- 
eter, Color an exquisite shade of bright wild-rose pink. 
*KEYSTONE—Perfectly hardy everywhere, blooms in wonderful profusion. 

The open flower of Keystone is perfectly double, with buds beautifully 
formed. It is a deep lemon-yellow Rose, similar to Coquette de Lyon. The 
fragrance is much like that of magnolia blossoms. 

CLIMBING WHITE PET—Snow-white. 
PRIDE OF WASHINGTON—Bright amaranth, shaded rose center; double 

clusters. 
*LADY GAY—F lowers of a delicate cherry-pink color, which fades to a soft 

white; deep green foliage. 
GAINSBOROUGH—An extremely beautiful Rose, delicately tinted flesh, almost 

white, and lustrous as satin. 
PRAIRIE QUEEN—Color bright pink, sometimes with a white stripe. Large, 

compact and globular; very full and double. 
AVIATEUR BLERIOT—Saffron-yellow, center golden-yellow; full and double, 

flowering in clusters. 
VEILCHENBLAU, or Violet Blue—The Blue Rose is one of the most rampant 

growers we have ever seen, covering a large porch in a single season. The 
flowers are borne in loose clusters and are a delightful shade of blue—some- 
thing entirely different from any Rose now in cultivation. 

*Climbing American 

Beauty 

American Beauty is 
perhaps the best 
known, most popular 
and impressive Rose 

in cultivation. Big, gloriously rich in fragrance, 
the flowers are simply superb. Every RoSe ex- 
pert has longed to produce this Queen of Beauty 
in climbing form through the delicate science of 
hybridizing and cross breeding. This is no ordi- 
nary Climbing Rose, but is a vigorous, rampant 
climbing type of the real American Beauty, with 
its gorgeous flowers and surpassing fragrance. 
Immense blooms, measuring 3 to 4 inches in 
diameter, and each one is invariably produced 
On a separate stem. The color is a glowing 
crimson-red, the rea} Aterican Heauty color. 
The foliage is magnificent and is an important 
feature in climbing Roses, for without healthy, 
leathery foliage any climbing Rose is a failure, 
because it is unsightly. Climbing American 
Beauty has tough, beautiful, glossy green foli- 
age, which in itself is ornamental and retains its 
brightness during the entire season. Absolutely 
hardy in all localities and withstands the rigid 
winters of a temperature 10 to 25 degrees below 
zero without protection. Equally satisfactory in 
the warmer Southern climates. For single speci- 
mens, for pergolas, for climbing over verandas, 
or for any place that an ordinary vine will grow, 
Climbing American Beauty will thrive. Climbing 

American 

Beauty 
; Price of all Climbing Roses on this page, except where noted, strong, first 

size plants, 25c each; any 5 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old plants, 75c 
each; $7.50 per dozen, by express, or 85c each by parcel post prepaid with 
soil on roots. Varieties marked * furnished in still larger or specimen plants, 
80c each. 
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HARDY CLIMBING ROSES—Continued, 

*Excelsa (Red Dorothy Perkins) 
New and distinct Rambler of remarkable merit. A 

remarkable grower, free from insects and producing a 
great quantity of blooms of crimson-maroon with tips 
of the petals scarlet. Flowers full and double and 
thirty or forty produced on a stem. The undesirable 
features of the Crimson Rambler, the unsightly foli- 
age, is eliminated in this Rose by the infusion of 
Wichuraiana blood. Hardy everywhere, and soon 
produces a magnificent bush. An excellent variety for 
hedges and pergolas. 

*KMPRESS OF CHINA—The Apple Blossom Rose. 
Soft dark red, changing to light pink like an apple 
blossom. 

*NORTHERN LIGHT — Strong, upright grower, 
bearing quantities of beautiful pink and white Roses 
of various shades and combinations of color. Quite 
double. 

HIAWATHA—Single, deep, intense crimson shade; 
petals shading pure white at the base. Foliage light 
glossy green. 

GREVILLE, OR SEVEN SISTERS—Flowers in 
large clusters; varies from white to crimson. 

PRAIRIE QUEEN—Prairie Queen has long been 
considered the best of its color. In this ever-bloom- 
ing variety we have a vast improvement. A true 
perpetual bloomer, bearing flowers continuously 
throughout the season. Very fragrant; dark car- 
mine Rose; large and very double; borne in clusters. 
Perfectly hardy. 

PAUL'S SCARLET 
CLIMBER — Vivid 
scarlet, shaded crimson; 
makes a brilliant display 
for a long period of time 
in the garden. A won- 
derful new climbing 
Rose. Received the gold 
medal and cup for the 
best new climber at the 
National Rose Society’s 
exhibit. 

POM POM — Beautiful 
new seedling Rose. A 
cross between Crimson 
Rambler and Wichurai- 
ana. Sent to us by the 
United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture. 
Splendid, strong; climb- 
ing habit; producing 
clusters of beautiful dou- 
ble, shining pink. We 
are the only house offer- 
ing this exclusive nov- 
elty. 
Prices of all Roses on this 

page, except where noted: 
First size plants, 25c each; any 
5 for $1.00; two-year-old 
plants, 75c; $7.50 per dozen of 
one or more varieties, or 85c 
each by parcel post with soil 
on roots. Varieties marked * 
furnished in specimen or star 
size, S0c each. 
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*Dorothy Perens 
The Brilliant Pink Rambler Rose. Flowers are 

borne in large clusters, are very double, with prettily 
crinkled petals; remarkably pretty pointed buds, 
beautiful clear shell-pink in color, lasting a long time 
without fading. The bush is perfectly hardy in all 
localities, a rapid and thrifty grower, bearing its 
wondrous flowers in great clusters. 

*AMERICAN PILLAR—Of extremely vigorous 
habit of growth, the bushes being clothed in lively 
green from earliest spring until late in the fall. 
The flowers are produced in profusion, fairly cover- 
ing the bush, color bright pink. In the fall, the 
red berries, which are highly ornamental. Planted 
singly or in groups on the lawn. 

*WHITE DOROTHY-—lIt is a rampant grower, and 
in a short time will cover a large trellis with its 
long, sturdy canes clothed with brilliant green, 
shining foliage of splendid texture and free from 
mildew or attacks of insects. The flowers are of a 
brilliant glistening white. 

*NEWPORT FAIRY—A strong, sturdy grower, 
with healthy bright green foliage. Lovely single 
deep pink flowers, shaded lighter. in center. 

*SILVER MOON —Blooms very large, four or more 
inches in diameter, pure white in color and of good 
substance, beautifully cupped, forming a clematis- 
like flower. The large bunch of yellow stamens in 
the center makes it very attractive. The blooms 
are produced on long stems 12 to 15 inches in 
length. Sweetly scented. 

The Great Climbing Rose Excelsa 
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HARDY CLIMBING ROSES— 

Continued, 

Birdie Bly 
One of the freest blooming hardy 

Climbers that we know of today. 

Bushes here bloom five or six times 
each season. Perfectly hardy ev- 
erywhere. Good strong grower. 
Foliage bright glossy green and 
free from insects or disease. Blooms 
full and double as per illustration, 

and over three inches in diameter. 
Color a bright carmine, changing to 
bright satiny rose. Very fragrant. 

*DR. W. VAN FLEET—Flowers 
when open run four inches and 
over in diameter. The center is 
built high, petals beautifully undulated and cupped. The 
color is a remarkable shade of flesh-pink on the outer ( 

The © 
flowers are full and double, of delicate perfume; buds 

It very much resembles Souv. de Pres. Carnot 
Immune from insects 

surface, deepening to rosy-flesh in the center. 

pointed. 
in color. Strong, rapid grower. 
and disease. Foliage deep green the entire season. 

SOURCE D’OR—A golden yellow with large 
flowers. Strong rank grower. Absolutely hardy. 

MINNEHAHA—A charming double satiny pink-flowering Rambler of 
Flowers are borne in clusters; foliage glossy a most pleasing color. 

green. 

*LADY GODIVA—A magnificent white sport from Dorothy Perkins, 
with flowers growing in splendid clusters and of remarkably vigorous 
growth and handsome foliage. Dark green foliage and free from ravages 
of insects or disease. 

GOLDFINCH—A new, hardy climbing Rose which will shortly become 
It is of the Rambler type and bears a wondrous pro- one of the leaders. 

fusion of lemon-yellow, semi-double flowers in large trusses. 

The Exquisite Bloom 

of Birdie Bly 

double 

are beautiful deep yellow. Hardy and everblooming. 

The Rambler Roses 
This great family of Climbing Roses has become 

so well and favorably known that we do not con- 
sider extended description necessary. The various 
Rambler Roses are absolutely essential to the mod- 
ern Rose garden. All these Rambler Roses are 
hardy throughout the country, and our own root 
stock once planted becomes permanent. 

PHILADELPHIA CRIMSON RAMBLER—This 
now famous variety differs from the old Crimson 
Rambler in having brighter, deeper and more in- 
tense crimson color. Earlier than the Crimson 
Rambler and entirely free from mildew. Flowers 
perfectly double and of excellent substance. 

*CRIMSON RAMBLER (The Rose of the Masses) 
—One-year plants will attain a height of 10 to 20 
feet in a single season, and the second year they 
will continue to produce a marvelous profusion of 
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The buds 

rich and glowing crimson flowers in large clusters. 
It presents a vivid crimson mass of beauty when in 
full bloom, during June and July. It is absolutely 
hardy everywhere. 

YELLOW RAMBLER (Aglaia)—Flowers are deep 
golden yellow and very fragrant. 

WHITE RAMBLER (Thalia)—Flowers pure white, 
sometimes tinted with blush. 

PINK RAMBLER —Large trusses of brilliant car- 
mine flowers. Very popular. 

*FLOWER OF FAIRFIELD—A rampant climber, 
it bears enormous clusters of brilliant crimson 
flowers. 

Prices of all Roses on this page, except where noted, first 
size plants, 25c each; 5 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old 
plants, 75c each, by express; $7.50 per dozen, or 85c each by 
parcel post prepaid with soil on roots. Varieties marked * 
furnished in large specimen or star size, $1.25 each. 
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Climbing 

Gruss an Teplitz Dingee Hardy 

Climbing Hybrid 

‘Tea Roses 

The Roses on this page are noted for the exquisite 
beauty of their flowers, rivaling, as they do, those 
of the Hybrid Tea class. They are all wonderfully strong grow- 
ing, hardy and vigorous, and in constant bloom all summer. In| 
the middle sections of the country and in the Northwest they 
thrive and bloom most luxuriantly, while in the warmer sections 
they fairly run riot in their glory of growth and bloom. Even 
in the coldest Northern States they grow to perfection, but will 
require some slight protection in winter. 

*Climbing Pink Killarney 
It blooms continuously throughout the season, and the flowers 

are magnificent beyond description, immense, long, pointed buds 
with massive petals, opening into flowers of enormous size; color 
deep pink, bright and sparkling, an exquisite shade, deliciously fra- 
grant; in fact, one of the greatest new Roses we have ever offered. 

*CLIMBING WHITE KILLARNEY—An exact counterpart of 
the bush Rose White Killarney, but a vigorous climber. Pro- 
duces blooms of purest white of same formation, and on single 
stems the same as the bush Rose. 

CLIMBING MY MARYLAND—This is the climbing type of the 
well-known Hybrid Tea Rose, “My Maryland,” and has all the 
desirable features of its parent, with a remarkable climbing 
tendency, growing 10 to 15 feet in a single season. 

Color bright salmon-pink with paler edges, beau- | *CLIMBING CLOTILDE SOUPERT—It is most 

tifully dark veined; delightfully fragrant, and the | vigorous, and the small plants will attain a height 
finest blooms of any Rose we have yet seen. Price, | of 15 to 25 feet in a single season, branching ex- 
large two-year-old plants, $1.00 each, by express. ___ tensively. Produces cluster after cluster of the 
All grown on own roots, good, clean, healthy stock. / most finely formed flowers, large, round, perfectly 

See | double, with beautiful imbricated petals, the color 
CLIMBING GRUSS AN TEPLITZ, or Virginia R. gt which is delightful. The color is ivory-white, 
Coxe—A valuable addition to this class of Roses 
so rapidly coming into popularity on account of 

their blooming qualities. This is an exact coun- | *CLIMBING LADY ASHTOWN-Strong, rapid 
terpart of the bush Rose Gruss an Teplitz, but a grower, producing large, delicate, pink flowers in 
vigorous climber, attaining a height of 10 to 15 feet abundance. 
in a single season. When it first blooms in the | , 

spring it is a dazzling sheet of velvety crimson. “CLIMBING WOOTON—Superbly formed flowers 
in wonderful profusion, of bright magenta-red, 

*MRS. ROBERT PEARY—A strong and rapid passing to violet crimson, richly shaded. 
grower, coming to perfection in the open ground. | , 

The buds are long and pointed, finely modeled “NEW CLIMBING CRIMSON BABY RAMBLER 
and gracefully finished, while the fragrance is in- —A_ hardy climbing Rose combining the ever- 

| blooming qualities of the famous Crimson Baby deed delicious. The flowers when open are of ; iene : 
splendid substance, extra large, deep and double, Rambler Roses, with a climbing habit which makes 

j it one of the best of all Roses for porch or pergola produced on long, stiff stems. Color pure white. 
adornment. 

*CLIMBING METEOR—A sport from Meteor, 

famous for its magnificent flowers. True climbing Prices of all Roses on this page, except where noted, first 
habit, attaining a height of 10 to 15 feet ina single size plants, 25c each; 5 for $1.00, postpaid; two-year-old 

G planis, 75c each, by express; $7.50 per dozen, or 85c each by 
season. Dark velvety LTO} the equal of any, parcel post prepaid with soil on roots. Varieties marked * 
Rose in cultivation. furnished in large specimen or star size, $1.25 each. 
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Climbing Tea 

and 

Noisette Roses 

These are the Roses which make such a 
glorious display in the warmer sections of the 

country, covering porches, pergolas and trellises 
with their handsome foliage and gorgeous flowers. 

Those marked H. will be found hardy even in the 
coldest climate if given protection during the winter, 
while those marked M. H. are moderately hardy and 
especially valuable for open ground culture south of 
Philadelphia and in California. 

*Climbing White Maman Cochet 
The exquisite white flowers, every one of which 

is a perfect specimen of the White Maman Cochet 
Rose, are borne in great profusion, fairly covering 
the plant all summer, for it is one of the most con- 
stant bloomers of all the white climbing Roses. It 
is absolutely hardy, except in the extreme North, 
where it requires some slight protection. It is a 
strong, vigorous grower, throwing up strong canes 
15 to 20 feet long in a single season. 
BALTIMORE BELLE—Pale blush, variegated car- 

mine-rose and white. Very double flowers in beau- 
tiful clusters. 

*JAMES SPRUNT (M. H.)—Deep 
double. 

GOLD OF OPHIR (M. H.)—Nasturtium-yellow 
suffused with coppery-red. 

LAMARQUE (M. H.)—Light canary-yellow. 

cherry-red, 

Marechal Niel, the 
most brilliant yel- 
low Climbing Rose 
in existence. 
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*MARECHAL 
NIEL—This is 

the wonderful 

garden Rose 
our friends in 

the Southland 
are so fortunate 
in being able to 

grow in their 

gardens to per- 

fection, and 
which _ yields 
such _ splendid 

returns if given 
slight protec- 
tion and care in 

the North. Buds and flowers su- 
perb; extra large, very double and 
deliciously perfumed. Deep golden 
yellow. Blooms with greatest free- 
dom. In the North, should have 
very careful protection in open 
ground during winter. 

cence (M. H.)—Creamy yel- 
ow. 

CHROMATELLA (Cloth of Gold) 
(M. H.)—Bright yellow. 

CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS (H.)—White, tinged 
with blush. 

FORTUNE’S DOUBLE YELLOW (M. H.)— 
Bronzed yellow or coppery and fawn color. 

SOLFATERRE (M. H.)—Climbing habit; fine clear 
sulphur-yellow; large, full and double. 

WILLIAM ALLEN RICHARDSON (M. H.)— 
Coppery-yellow, flushed with carmine. 

ALLISTER STELLA GRAY—Light yellow. 
PILLAR OF GOLD—Rosy pink, base yellow. 
CLIMBING BRIDESMAID—Clear, dark pink. 
Ses MALMAISON—Color rich, creamy 

esh. 
CLIMBING MARIE GUILLOT—Pure snow-white, 

tinged with pale yellow. 
*CLIMBING CECILE BRUNER—Color rosy pink, 

rich, creamy white ground. Needs protection. 
CLIMBING PERLE DES JARDINS (M. H.)— 
Same as the grand old Perle des Jardins. 

STRIPED REINE MARIE HENRIETTE— 
Striped and flamed in bright carmine and pale rose. 

WHITE MARECHAL NIEL—Identical with its 
parent, Yellow Marechal Niel, but pure white. 

ZEPHERIN DROUAT—Flowers very large and 
double, of fine, bright rose color. 

GLOIRE DE DIJON (H.)—Rich creamy white, 
beautifully tinged with amber and pale blush. 

MARY WASHINGTON (H.)—Pure white; 
fectly double; borne in large clusters. 

REVE D’OR (M. H.)—Buff-yellow; good. 
*REINE MARIE HENRIETTE (H.)—Extra large 

flowers; glowing crimson. - 

per- 

Price of all Roses on this page, strong plants, 25c each; 
5 for $1.00; two-year-old plants, 75c each; $7.50 per dozen, 
by express, of one or more varieties; or 85c each, by parcel 
post, with soil on roots. Varieties marked * furnished in 
large specimen or star size at $1.25 each. 
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Bed of Famous West Grove Cannas 

Dingee Magnificent Everblooming Cannas 
The introduction of these wonderful decorative plants in 

this country is so woven into the history of West Grove 
that it is Known far and near as the home of magnificent 
plants. Starting back many years ago, when we first intro- 
duced the Canna Flamingo, at that time considered the 
finest flower of the kind, and when Dr. Van Fleet, now con- 
nected with the Horticultural Department at Washington, 
Was in our employ. Since that time wonderful improvement 
has been obtained in the development of new varieties, such 
as increasing the size of heads and individual flowers, the 
color of the blooms, the size of the plants and the length of 
the blooming period. all of which has increased the popular- 
ity of the gorgeous flowers. Cannas are easily grown, and 
will thrive in almost any situation. 

Cannas are not hardy and should not be planted until 
danger of frost is past. Take the roots up in the fall and 
store them in a warm, dry place. 
No flowers will make such an attractive bed. 

growth, freedom of bloom and ornamental foliage makes 
them so desirable for planting in beds, on lawn or yard, and 
especially after early blooming bulbs are done. 

Rapid in 

Best New Cannas 

PRESIDENT—Considered by all to be the best red variety 
yet introduced. Produces immense heads of glowing crim- 
son-flowers, 7 inches across the open bloom, on strong, erect 
stalks well above the foliage; 4 feet in height. Price, 25c 
each, 5 for $1.00. 

MRS. WOODROW WILSON—A good, strong, robust grower 
and exceptionally free bloomer. Light green foliage veined. 
Color a rich but soft crimson pink with very large flowers, 
with broad, overlapping petals. Blooms soon after planting, 
continuing until frost. 

PANAMA—The unusual color marking of this new Canna is 
its attractive feature. The orange-red petals are bordered 
with a broad edge of golden yellow. Flowers large and 
overlapping. Free bloomer. 

KING HUMBERT—A glorious Canna. The finest we have 
ever seen. Grows to a height of about 5 feet. Immense 
dark bronze foliage with great heads of orange-scarlet 
flowers, striped crimson. 

GOLDEN GATE—3% feet. Blooms when opening are almost 
pure gold, but soon change to orange-crimson and apricot, 
with deep carmine red at throat. Very striking. 

WINTZER’S COLOSSAL—4 feet. The gorgeous, vivid scarlet 
blooms produced all summer long. Blooms retain their 
color during the hottest weather. 

CITY OF PORTLAND-—=3 feet. Beautiful shade of deep pink, 
deeper color than its parent, Mrs, Alfred Conard. Blooms 
produced in marvelous profusion. 

LAFAYETTE—3% feet. Immense heads of intense scarlet 
blooms. One of the finest crimson varieties. 
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YELLOW KING HUMBERT—¥4 feet. A sport from the bronze 
foliage variety of the same name, but with blooms of yellow 
dotted with red, and green foliage. So far has proved 
equally as good as King Humbert. 

SNOW QUEEN—Height, 4 feet. Flower six inches across, 
with rounded petals 2% inches broad, of firm texture and 
having faint dots of flesh pink on the petals, but produces 
a snow white effect. Vigorous grower and free bloomer. 
Price of strong pot plants, 75¢ each, postpaid. 

FIREBIRD—The trusses are very large, compact and showy; 
with nicely rounded petals, 2% or more inches wide. The 
color is extremely desirable, being absolutely pure scarlet 
with no suffusion of streaks or blotches. 3 to 4 feet. 

OLYMPIC—Gigantic heads. Rich oriental red, with a lighter 
shade toward the center. 

METEGR—A brilliant new crimson Canna of unusual merit. 
Green foliage, massive blooms. 

MRS. ALFRED F, CONARD—4 feet. One of the latest intro- 
ductions. Color a beautiful shade of salmon-pink. Flowers 

of immense size. Producing blooms so freely as to make a 

continuous show for several months. 

ROSEA GIGANTEA—3 to 4 fect. A magnificent showy Canna 

of a rose to carmine-pink shade. Flower heads of immense 

size. 

All Cannas furnished in big, strong, pot-grown plants, 

ready to bloom. 

Price of New Varieties, except where otherwise noted, 25¢ 

each, 6 for $1.25. postpaid. 

Standard Varieties 

Red and Crimson Shades 

Brandywine—Bronze leaved; crimson. 4% feet. 

Charles Henderson—Solid crimson. 3% feet. 

Duke of Marlborough—Crimson. 3% feet. 

Egandale—Dark foliage; scarlet. 3% feet. 

Express—Scarlet crimson. 2% feet. 

Florida—Scarlet with golden band. 216 feet, 

Price of Standard Varieties in strong, well-rooted plants 
from 3-inch pots, 20¢ each, $2.00 per dozen, postpaid. Every 
plant is guaranteed to grow. After each variety we have 
inticated the height of the plant when fully grown. 
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EVERBLOOMING CANNAS, STANDARD 

VARIETIES—Continued. 

RED AND CRIMSON SHADES 

Vivid scarlet. 

3 feet. 
Louisiana—Orchid-fiowering. 5 feet. 
Niagara—Deep crimson and yellow. 
Pennsylvania—Red. 7 feet. 
Philadelphia—Crimson-scarlet. 
Pillar of Fire—Crimson-scarlet, 

White and Yellow Shades 

Austria—Golden-yellow, dotted red, 6 feet. 
Burbank—Orchid-flowering. Yellow, spotted’ crimson, 6 feet. 
Buttercup—Bright, buttercup-yellow; extra large. 38 feet. 
California—Pure rich orange. 4 feet. 

Comte de Bouchard—yYellow. 4% feet. 
Evolution—Bronze foliage, yellow. 5 feet. 

Florence Vatghan—Yellow, dotted red. 4 feet. 
Mad. Crozy—-Orange, edged gold. 2% feet, 
Queen Charlotte—Orange-scarlet. 3 feet. 

pe oming —Orehid flowering. 6 feet. Purple foliage, orange 
owers, 

3 feet. 

7 feet. 

Pink Shades 
Louise—Rose-pink, streaked red. 5 feet. 

Martha Washington—Pink. 8 feet. 

Maiden’s Blush—The best pink. 3 feet. 
Mile. Berat—Large, pink flowers. 4 feet. 
Venus—Gay, rosy-pink with mottled border. 

West Grove—Beautiful pink. 414 feet. 
4 feet, 

Price of Standard Warieties in strong i ‘ plants from 3-inch 
pots, 20c each; $2.00 per dozen, postpaid. Every plant is 
guaranteed to grow. After each variety we have indicated 
the height of the plant when fully grown, 

How to Plant Cannas in a Circular Bed 
Start with one plant of a tall growing habit for the center. 

Draw a circle 18 inches from this one and use a dwarfer 
variety for this circle, which will require 6 plants; then draw 
another circle 18 inches from the first circle, or 36 inches 
from the center, and use a still dwarfer variety for this 
circle, which will require 12 plants, and plant each succeeding 
circle in the same manner. Each succeeding circle will re- 
quire 6 more plants, set 18 inches apart, which is the proper 
distance, than the previous circle; thus, 1 plant for the 
center, 6 plants for the first circle, 12 plants for the second 
circle, 18 plants for the third circle, and so on. A bed 4 feet 
in diameter will require 7 plants; a 7-foot bed, 19 plants; 
10-foot bed, 37 plants; 16-foot bed, 91 plants. For the best 
effect plant beds in all one variety, as the sloping effect can ® 
be secured by making the soil in the bed higher in the center 
and sloping to the edges. For border around the beds use 
Alternantheras, Sweet Alyssum or Coleus. Alternantheras 
should be set 6 inches apart, Coleus 12 inches apart for best 
effect. Sweet Alyssum, found on page 100, can be sown at 
time of planting the Cannas. We offer special collections of 
these plants for different size beds on circular enclosed. 

Maiden Hair Fern 
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Boston Fern 

Dingee Decorative Ferns 
Use a soil composed of five parts; two parts of good garden 

soil, two parts of finely screened peat or leaf mold from the 
woods, and one part sharp, clean sand. This should then be 
thoroughiy st zilized' by putting in an over and baking in 
order to destroy earth worms, ete. Place some broken pieces 
of pots or crocks and sume charcoal in the bottom of each 
pot for drainage. A tevaperature of not less than 55 degrees 
F. should be maintained at all times, with a rise in the day- 
time of 10 degrees to 15 degrees, Judgment should be exer- 
eised in watering. On warm days they should be syringed at 
least twice. Never allow them to become too dry. Insects 
which are most troublesome are thrips, red spider, scale and 
mealy bug. Thrips, red spider and mealy bug are easily pre- 
vented by a properly moistened atmosphere, also by spraying 
of foliage once a week with tobacco water, made the consist- 
ency of weak tea, and increased or diminished in strength 
as occasion demands. 
TEDDY, JR.—New dwarf Fern. Fronds are broad and beau- 

tifully tapered from the base to the tip, drooping just 
enough to make a graceful plant. Produces nearly four 
times as many fronds as any other Fern introduced. Com- 
pact, vigorous and thrives under most any condition. 

ROOSEVELT—Resembies the Boston Fern, but produces many 
more fronds, thus making a handsomer and bushier plant; 
in fact, it today is more popular with the florists than the 
Boston; it will make a larger plant in a shorter time. The 
fronds are beautifully undulated, giving it a very pretty 
rising effect that is seen in no other Fern. 

JACKSONII—Extremely strong grower. Resembling Sword 
Fern, quickly forming large, upright plant. 

WHITMANITT COMPACTA—This is a condensed form of the 
“Ostrich Plume Fern,’ with valuable characteristics added 
which are not evident in the parent, the pinnae subdividing, 
making miniature fronds, looking as if two or more were 
condensed in ene. Graceful beyond description. 

THE BOSTON FERN—This Fern differs from the ordinary 
Sword Fern in having much longer fronds, which fre- 
quently attain a length of six feet, drooping gracefully 
over the side of the pot or jardiniere, and on this account 
it is frequently called the Fountain Fern. This drooping 
habit adapts this variety for growing as a single specimen 
for a table or pedestal. Equally good for outdoors during 
the summer as well as a decorative plant for indoors during 
winter, 

WHITMANII 
than the Boston Fern. 

(Ostrich Plume Fern)—More of a dwarf habit 
The fronds are of entirely different 

nature. Each frond is subdivided on the order of the Com- 
pacta Fern, thus producing a very beautiful effect. Very 
decorative. 

MAIDENHAIR FERN (Adiantum cuneatum) — The best 
known table Fern, with dainty, lacy fronds, unlike any 
other. 
Price of all Ferns in extra strong pot plants, 20c each; 6 

for $1.00; large plants from 4- and 5-inch nots, 75e each. 
postpaid, 
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Magnificent Dingee Cian 

Dingee Chrysanthemums 

Pompom Chrysanthemums 
These are entirely hardy and produce hundreds of button-like, per- 

fectly double flowers. making an excellent show. Last until late in the 
autumn, We offer the choicest varieties only. Price, strong plants, 
121%2c each: $1.25 per dozen, postpaid. 

Golden Climax—Golden yellow, large button type. 
Diana—Pure white. 
Lillia—Bright red, color exquisite. 
Godfrey—Lovely pink. 
Fairy Queen—Rose pink. Exquisite. 

Special Offer—One of each of the Pompoms for 50c, postpaid. 

American Wonder Lemon 
Largest Edible Lemon in the World—Actual Weight, 214% Pounds. 
Large, dark green foliage; handsome, pure white flowers. nearly as 

large as tuberose blooms, fragrant as orange blossoms. The lemons 
have a thin rind for such large fruit, and are full of rich, acid juice. 
The plants will produce their magnificent, large fruit under ordinary 
cultivation the second year, and will prove a source of genuine delight. 
Plant in a pot or tub. Not only ornamental, but useful, as it will bear 
a qne crop of fruit each season. Very hardy. Strong plants. 20c each; 
5 for $1; two-year-old plants. 75c each, postpaid. 

OTAHERITE ORANGE—A dwarf reproduction of the genuine fruit-bear- 
ing orange tree, the flowers being identical, It flowers and fruits in 
pots and blooms continuously. Fragrance is delicious. Fruits imme- 
diately after flowering. Fruit measures about three inches in diam- 
eter and is edible. Strong, young plants, 25c each; 5 for $1: large 
two-year-old plants, 75ce each, postpaid. 
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Since the 

plants into Europe, some two hundred years ago, they have 
been developed to a wonderful extent. 
mind the small, 

exquisite beauty of the newer sorts. 

massive flowers of most beautiful colors and perfect shape. 
Their culture is the easiest. 
circular enclosed, and if further information is desired. it will 
be furnished upon application. 
best and most beautiful of the newer varieties, as well as the 
choicest of the standard sorts. 
the reach of all, 
every garden and in every home. 

Price, strong, healthy pot plants, 12%ec each; $1.25 per 
dozen, postpaid. 

Roman Gold—Dark yellow; fine incurved shape. 

Dr. Enguehard—Beautiful true pink. Ball shape. 

Early Frost—Pure white. 

Glory of the Pacific—Snowy pink. 

foliage. 

Monrovia—Large, yellow, very early. 

October Frost—Pure white. early. 

Pink Ivory—Soft pearl-pink, magnificent. 

introduction of these lovely autumn-flowering 

Those who have in 

old garden varieties cannot imagine the 

They produce enormous, 

See “How to Grow Them” on 

Our collection contains the 

We offer them at priees within 
as we would like to see them growing in 

Sharply incurved. 

; Ivory—The standard white. 

} Major Bonaffon — Golden-yellow. Ball shaped. Petals 
of beautifully overlapping. 

of Maud Dean—Incurved, bright pink, with fine stem and 
Petals tipped white. 

White Bonaffon—Pure snow-white. Beautiful shape. 

Chrysolora—One of the best yellow. Fine, incurved 
form, with perfect stem and foliage. 

Black Hawk—Late. Dark velvety crimson-scarlet. 

Early Snow—A pure early white, improved Polly 
ose. 

Golden Wedding—Loosely incurved, bright yellow. 

Golden Glow—Bright yellow. Fine large flowers, 
early. 

Pacific Supreme—Pink. 

Robert Halliday—Yellow; tremendous size. 

Timothy Eaton—Most magnificent white. 

Yellow Eaton — Bright yellow. Incurved petals, 
immense size, often measuring 6 to 8 inches. 

Wm. Turner—A decided incurve of the purest white 
Semi-dwarf. Fine form and strong grower, 

Chieftain — Beautiful incurved: full and round. 
Lovely pink. 

Cullingfordi—Red. Darker shadings 

Col. Appleton—One of the finest yellows. 

Chas. Razer—Early. A pure white variety of spe- 
cial merit. 

Pompom Chrysanthemum 
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Dingee Dahlias 
The splendid qualities and gorgeous beauty of the present-day 

Dahlia have won for it a place at the head of the most impor- 
tant garden plants. None are easier to grow, respond more 
readily to care and attention, or flower more freely. Few culti- 
vated plants have a wider range of color. The brilliant shades 
and the free. fluffy, Chrysanthemum-like form of its flowers make 
an enchanting spectacle which never fails to attract attention. 
Plant soon as ground is warm in a moderately rich soil, covering 
the tubers six inches deep. Thin to one or two shoots. Give it 
plenty of sunshine and water, and cultivate well until it begins io 
bloom; after that stir only the surface soil just enough to prevent 
a crust forming. 

Cactus Dahlias 
The Cactus Dahliag have lange, loosely formed, Chrysan- 

themum-like flowers. The long, narrow petals are variously 
rolled or twisted. The flowers, many of which nod on long, 
slender stems. are the most graceful and artistic of all the 
Dahlias. 
ALIGHT (Incurved)—Gigantic flowers of a beautifully orange- 

searlet color, Petals very long and exceedingly narrow. 
25¢e each, 

COUNTESS OF MALMESBURY (New)—Delicate peach-color 
pink, daintily, blending to white at the center. 35c each. 

ie oe se eae oce vil with brighter center; firm form. 
ec each. 

EUREKA—Color very deep purple. 
tightly quilled. 25e each. 

HENRI CAYEUX—A variety of immense size and perfect form. 
Color, an old gold, shadinig to golden-yellow; plants very vigor- 

Petals are long, straight and 

ous. 25¢e each. 
J H. JACKSON—Color a _ perfectly gorgeous, deep, velvety 
blackish-maroon. Gigantic in size. 25¢e each. 

MRS. DE LUCA—Goldeén-yellow, tipped with orange <A most 
effective blending of colors, seen only in the very rare types. 
25e each. 

STERN—Bright primrose-yellow. The flowers 
petals long and pointed. 15¢ each. 

Giant-Flowering or Colossal Dahlias 
Colossal fully portrays the idea—gigantic flowers of great 

depth, massive in proportions and globular in shape: petals 
are cup-shaped and placed in exact regularity. Plants are 
strong, sturdy and robust. 
CUBAN GIANT, or DR. J. P. KIRKLAND—Dark velvety 
crimson; large. Stems long and wiry. Plants are very tall 
and sturdy. 25e each. 

REGGIE—Beautiful cherry-red color. 25e each. 
GIANT PURPLE, or ROYAL PURPLE—The color is a lively 
shade of royal purple. The flowers are a perfect formation, 
very double, and borne on long, wiry stems. 50c each. 

W. W. RAWSON—The petals toward the center’. are 
quilled similar to the ‘Grand Duke Alexis’; toward the 
outer part they are more open and flat The color is pure | 
white overlaid with .amethyst-blue. 35¢ each. 

are large. 

Peony-Flowered Dahlias 
A new type of Dahlia; flowers are semi-double, having two, 

three or more rows of broad, flat, loosely arranged petals. 
surrounding a rich golden-yellow center. Petals are often 
pointed, and sometimes twisted, and in some varieties the 
inner row of petals twists and curls over the center, giving 
the ae peanance of a Peony. hence its name. 
BARON G. De GRANCY—The color is a waxy, almost glisten- 

ing, pure white. 25e each. | 
CAECILLA. New Gigantic Holland Peony-flowered Dahlia—A | 
wonderfully large creamy-white flower. 50e each. | 

HORTULANUS BUDDE—A bright deep red; of splendid 
hatit, 350 each. 

JOHN GREEN—Golden-yellow, which quickly changes to | 
fiery scarlet. The shape of the flower is perfectly original. 
the petals being beautifully pointed, giving it a star-like 
apnearance. 50e each. 

LA RIANTE—The color, a charming lavender-pink, with an | 
exquisite golden-yellow center, combines to make the 
flowers most beautiful. 25e each. . 

QUEEN WILHELMINA... Giant Holland Peony-flowered 
Dahlia. (See illustration.) Largest and finest of the pure 
white sorts. Blossoms produced upon long, graceful stems, 
well above the foliage. 25e each. 

Decorative Dahlias 
The blossoms of the Decorative Dahlias are large, flat, but 

beautiful in shape, and full to the center: the petals are 
somewhat irregularly situated. long, broad, flat and nearly 
straight. 
CLIFFORD W. BRUTON—A large canary-yellow. 15¢ each. 
HORTULANUS FIET—A beautiful shade of salmon, exqui- | 

sitely blending to yellow at the center. 7%5e each. 
JACK ROSE—Bright, shining crimson. 20c¢ each. 
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Queen Wilhelmina—Peony-flowered Dahlia 

JEANNE CHARMET—tThe flowers measure from 7 to 10 
inches in diameter. The color is a most exquisite shade of 
lilac-pink, daintily shading to pure white toward the center. 
with a tinge of light yellow at the margins. 25e each. 

LE GRAND MANITOU—The color of this superb variety is 
pure white, artistically striped, splashed and blotched deep 
violet-purple. 35e each. 

MINA BURGLE—A champion variety, producing flowers of 
Color a glowing and most brilliant scarlet. Attracts univer- 
sal attention. 2?5c each. 

PRINCESS JULIANA—Holland Dahlia specialists claim this 
the finest white Decorative Dahlia for cut-flower purposes, 
and also the best flowering. 50c each, 

SOUVENIR DE GUSTAVE DOAZON—It is the largest Dahlia 
in existence. Color pleasing shade orange-red. 25e each. 

WILHELM MILLER—Very brilliant purple. 25¢e each. 

Miniature Pompon Dahlias 
AMBER QUEEN—Rich, clear amber, shaded 
each. 

DARKNESS—Dark Maroon. 15e each. 
LITTLE DOROTHY—White, occasionally striped and blotched 
reddish orange. Exceptionally free flowering. 25¢ each. 

Show Dahlias 
The old-fashioned double Dahlia. Ball-shaped flowers; the 

petals quilled or tubular. 
GOLDEN AGE—Sulphur-yellow. Free-flowering. 15e each. 
MAUDE ADAMS—tThe color is a pure. snowy white, very ef- 
fectively overlaid clear delicate pink. 50c¢ each, 

PERFECTION—Orange-buff shades, This variety is prop- 
erly named; a true model in every respect. 20¢ each. 

MERLIN—A beautiful scarlet. Free flowering and good for 
cut-flower purposes. 25¢ each. 

ROBERT BLOOMFIELD—Pure white. Tall grower. 15¢ each. 
ROSE—Color an exceptionally deep rose shade. Flowers car- 

ried erect upon extra long stems. 25e each. 
STRADELLA—Beautiful deep purple-crimson. Exceptionally 

free flowering. Stems long and wiry. 20¢ each. 
VIVIAN—Color white, effectively edged rose-violet. 

Single, Century and Collarette Dahlias 
ACHIEVEMENT—\tThe flower is a clear, rich velvety maroon: 

collarette, a beautiful snowy white, very daintily overlaid 
with a delicate shade of pinkish crimson. 35e each. 

DIRECTEUR REIWE GERARD—Beautiful  violet-purple, 
shaded and tipped white: white collarette. 25e each. 

JENNIE WREN—White, effectively striped and splashed deep 

apricot. 15e 

25e each. 

purple. 20e each. i 
JOHN COWAN—Soft crimson, shaded maroon. 25¢ each. 
ROSE PINK CENTURY—A rose-pink shade. 15¢ each. 
TWENTIETH CENTURY—Purest white at both base and 

tips, and the center of petals is a delicate blush rose. Very 
large—5 to 7 inches in diameter. 15c each, 
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Dingee Geranium 

Miscellaneous Plants 

ASPARAGUS SPERNGERI — For pots, vases or hanging 
baskets. The long, slender branches droop most gracefully. 
clothed with feathery, emerald-green fronds. Strong plants, 
15e each: 4 for 50c. 

ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS—Foliage surpasses a Maidenhair 
ern; in grace and finish resembles the finest lace. Elegant 
for cutting; one of the best plants in our collection. 20e 
each; 3 for 50c. 

NEW WEEPING LANTANA—Beautiful for baskets, vases, 
pots or for outdoor culture and porch boxes. Produces its 
clear lilac-pink flowers by the hundreds from early summer 
until severe frosty. Deliciously fragrant. Has a most 
graceful habit of growth. 15e each; 4 for 50ce. 

SALVIA (Scarlet Sage)—Unequaled for dazzling show of fiery 
scarlet flowers until killed with frest. The great bedding 
plant. 10c each: $1.00 per dozen; $6.00 per 100, postpaid. 

VINCA VARIEGATA—Beautiful trailing vine, bright green 
leaves bordered with creamy white. Fine for vases, hang- 
ine packets and porch boxes. 15e each; 10 for $1.00, post- 
paid. 

COLEUS—We offer a grand collection of Coleus in the best 
named and mixed varieties, solid colors. striped, variegated 
and mottled. When ordering state your preference as to 
color, and we will select accordingly. Price, 10ec each; 
$1.00 per dozen. 

CRINUM ORNATUM\tThis royal member of the Amaryllis 
family produces numerous spikes of large, fragrant, lily-like 
flowers, white, with deep pink stripe in the centre of each 
petal. Prices. first size, about 9 to 11 inches circumfer- 
ence, 40c each: 3 for $1.00. Second size. about 11 to 13 
inches circumference, 50c each. Enormous bulbs, about 14 
to 16 inches circumference, 75¢c each. 

MARYLLIS REGINA—Lily-like flowers in clusters. Light 
searlet with lighter throat. 15¢ each, 

CALADIUM ESCULENTUM (Elephants Ear)—A magnificent 
foliage plant, with immense leaves, often measuring 4 feet 
in length by 2 feet in breadth. Fine bulbs, 20c each. 
Larger size, 30c each. 
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Dingee Geraniums 
Strong plants from _3-inch pots, single or double varieties, 

lic each; $1.50 per dozen, prepaid. 

Selected Double Varieties 
Alphonse Ricard—Semi-double; orange-red. 
Mrs. Lawrence—An _ excellent bloomer. 
tinged white. 

Cousin Janie—Clear, rich pink, slightly spotted light red. 
Jules Vasseur—Bright scarlet, white center. 
Jean Viaud—Soft pink, white blotches. 

Soft salmon pink. 

Berthe de Priscilla—Dwarf habit. Fine bedder. Bright sil- 
ver rose-pink. 

John Doyle—Rich scarlet. Very effective. 
Heteranthe—Bright scarlet. 
Countess de Harcourt—Pure snow-white. 
Mme, Buchner—Snow-white: vigorous. 
Mme. Recamier—Pure white, Strong grower. One of the 

best whites. 
Ornella—Magnificent. 
crimson. 

S. A. Nutt—Rich, dark crimson. Superb. 
Jean Oberle—Peach pink, shaded white: edge. 
Fleuve Blane—Pure white. Dark green foliage. 
grower. 

La Cid—Charming shade of cardinal-red. 
Anais Segalas—Bright salmon. Zoned foliage. 
Double Dryden—Coral white center; shading through a deli- 
eate lilac. Ideal pot plant. 

Beaute Poitevine—Bright salmon-pink. 
Dr. Despres—Changeable violet, marked vermilion. 
Le Pilote—Glowing crimson-searlet. 
Double New Life—Outer flowers brilliant red, 
white flowers. 

Selected Single Varieties 
La Favorite—Snowy-white, superb. 
Mrs. E. G. Hill—Free bloomer. Light salmon. 
Eugene Sue—Brilliant shade of russet orange. 
Granville—Deep rose-pink: white blotches on upper petals. 
L’Aube—One of the best pure whites. 
Jacquerlie—Deep carmine red. 
Feuer—Brilliant crimson-red. 
Antithese—Vermilion-scarlet. 
Baron Grubissich—Bright rose. Clear white center. 
Edmond Blane—Large trusses of bright crimson. 
center. 

Clifton—Solid color of bright red. 

Ivy-Leaved Geraniums 
Price. strong piants, 15¢ each; $1.50 per dozen 

Dina Scalarandis—Double white, tinged lilac. 
Rycroft’s Surprise—Beautiful shade of rich pink. 3 
Mrs. Banks—Blush-white, upper petals feathered deep pink; 
semi-double. 

Allianece—Delicate lilac-white, 
blotched crimson-rose. : 

Pierre Crozy—Bright scarlet; dwarf, compact habit. 

Fancy and Sweet-scented Geraniums 
Strong plants, 15ce each; $1.50 per dozen. 

Madame Salleroi—Green, dotted white. 
Apple-Scented—A grand old favorite. 
Rose-Scented—Delightful rose scent. 
Lemon-Scented—Deliciously scented. 

Giant Persian Cyclamen 
The most beautiful and decorative of all pot plants. The 

foliage is dark olive-green, beautifully variegated with silver 
and rose. The fairy-like flowers are carried on long stems, 
produced for several successive months. The flowers, which 
are of odd form. embrace every delightful shade of color 
and are a distinctive feature of this handsome house plant. 
We offer splendid strong plants, from 3-inch pots, in white, 
rose, crimson and mixed colors, at 35e each. = 

Lily-of-the- Valley 
One of the most universally known and admired plants. 

The graceful spikes, with the dainty pure white bells, are a 
delight to the eye, and their delicate fragrance is exquisite. 
Plants succeed almost anywhere, but prefer a partly shaded 
situation and rich soil. For house culture, plant rather thick- 
ly in pots or boxes. scatter some moss or other light mate- 
rial over the soil, which must not cover the crown: water 
well and set away in a dark, cold place where they will not 
freeze. or bury pot in ground for several days. When brought 
to heat and light after a few weeks, the leaves and flowers 
will soon appear. Ready for delivery in November. Strong- 
flowering crowns. Three for 25¢, 75e per dozen, $6.00 per 
100, postpaid, 

Semi-dwarf habit. Rich scarlet shaded 

Compact 

center pure 

ea) 

Dwarf growth. 

Coppery 

upper petals feathered and 

| 
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Dingee’s Glorious Carnations 

Dingee Splendid Calla 

Lilies 
Lily of the Nile—Grand white flowers. 
Strong plants. 25¢e each. 

New Yellow Calla—A grand novelty. Large 
yellow flowers, very fragrant. 40e each. 

Everblooming Calla. Godfrey (Dwarf)—In 
bloom all the time. Fine. 25¢e each, 
postpaid, 

Special Offer One of each sent 
postpaid for %5c. 

Free-Blooming Fuchsias 
Strong plants, sure to bloom, 20c each; 3 for 50c postpaid. 

Speciosa—Scarlet and white. 

Trophy—Purple; extra long, 

Rozains Patrie—Double; white and carmine. 

Duke of Albany—Violet-purple; drooping. 

Mme, Thebaud—Bright carmine: double. 

Constaney—Carmine and white; extra large. 

Trailing Queen—Wine-color 

Mrs. C, Blane—Magenta-purple; trailing. 

Lovely—Rose mauve and scarlet; large. 

Jupiter—Rich. carmine;: extra yellow foliage; large; double, 

Wave of Life—Crimson tube; royal purple corolla. Abundant bloomer. 

Phenomenal—Finest, free blooming, double; sepals of bright crimson 

corolla purple. 

Pot Hydrangeas 
Excellent for pot culture for blooming indoors during the winter. 

The foliage keeps dark green throughout the winter, making them 

an ideal decorative plant. They can also be grown outdoors during 

the summer. 

Otaksa—Rich pink, changing to snow-white and blue. 

Avalanche—Large corymbs of pure white flowers. 

General de Vibraye—Very large heads of bright rose. 
25e each; five for $1.60, postpaid: large specimen plants from 4 to 6 

inch~-pots, 75c each by express. 
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Dingee Magnificent Carnations 

We offer strong plants, and whether planted in 
the open ground or in pots, they quickly make 
large specimens, bloomin= profusely during the 
summer. For winter blooming pinch the plants 
back from time to time during the summer. Bring 
indoors in early fall. Grown in pots they will 
bloom abundantly during the winter. 

New Varieties 
Alma Ward—New white variegated; 
grant 

Aviator—The best standard crimson on the market. 
Mrs. C. W. Ward—Deep pink. 

Miss Theo.—Deeper pink than Enchantress. 

Matchless—Clear brilliant white: fine form and 
very large. Highly scented. Delightful. 

White Wonder—A truly wonderful white flower 
of immense size. 

Winsor—Charming shade of pink; 

large and fra- 

extra large. 

Standard Varieties 
Apple Blossom—Handsome 
marked pink. 

Beacon—Dazzling scarlet: very large and full. 
Boston Market—Standard white. 
Enchantress—Brilliant pink; fine shade; large size. 
Victory—Brilliant red, extra large flowers and par- 
ticularly free in bloom. 

White Enchantress—Margnificent large white flower 
of splendid form. 
Price strong pot plants, 15¢e each; any 6 for %75e; 

12 for $1.50, postpaid, 

Bt “Novelty Set.”? For $1.50 we 
Special Offer will send, postpaid, 6 of the 
new and 6 of the Standard Varieties, 12 in all. 
Order as the “Novelty Set.’’ 

white flower daintily 

Dingee Palms 
ARECA LUTESCENS—Trunk and stem, golden 
green. Strong plants. 6 to 8 inches high, 25c 
each: 3 for 60c, postpaid; large plants, 14 to 18 
inches high, 75¢ each. postpaid. 

COCOS WEDDELIANA—The daintiest of all Palms. 
Strong plants, 3-inch pots, 50c. 

KENTIAS—The grandest of all Palms. Kentia 
Belmoreana is the tallest grower, while Kentia 
Forsteriana has the broadest leaves. Strong 
plants. 25c each postpaid. 

LATANIA BORBONICA — Divided, fan - shaped 
leaves. Strong plants, 25e each, postpaid; large 
plants. 14 to 18 inches high from 5-inch pots, 
75¢c each. 

DRACAENA INDIVISA—Long, variegated leaves. 
15¢ each. 

PHOENIX CANARIENSIS—Date Palm, 30c¢ each. 
PHOENIX ROEBELINI—Graceful, long, Palm foli- 

age. 35¢c each. 

Rubber Plant-Ficus Elastica 
Will flourish under the most unfavorable condi- 

tions, and responds most readily to good treat- 
ment, Its thick, glossy foliage is exceedingly at- 
tractive and free from insect pests. Strong plants, 
12 to 15 inches high. $1.00 each, postpaid. 

Strawberry Guava 
A magnificent pot plant blooms and fruits 

continuously. 
It has thick, shining. evergreen, camelia-like 

foliage, and pure white flowers of an agreeable 
odor. The fruit is large, of beautiful claret color; 
the flavor is most delicious an daromatic, resem- 
bling that of the strawberry. Used as a dessert 
fruit, also for preserving; makes jelly of delicious 
quality. Strong 3-inch pot plants, 20c each, 3 for 
50c, 7 for $1.00. : 

Hibiscus Sinensis 
A beautiful class of plants with handsome, glossy 

foliage and brilliant showy colors. All varieties, 
20c each, 6 for $1.00. 
Versicolor. Striped crimson, buff, rose. ; 

Cooperii Tricolor. Foliage variegated, crimson 

flowers. : 
Miniatus Semi-plenus. Semi-double; scarlet. 
Peachblow. Flowers pink and crimson. 
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Dingee Gladioli 

New and Rare Varieties 

The following varieties are the choicest of the newer sorts. 
The beauty of the bloom must be seen to be appreciated. 

Mrs. Frank Pendleton—In color a lovely salmony-pink with 
StO0ns deep, red blotches in the throat. 20c each; 6 for 

Kunderdi “Glory.” The New Ruffled Gladiolus—Petals ex- 
quisitely ruffled and _ fluted. Delicate cream-pink, with 
crimson stripe in center of lower petals. 15e each, 7 for $1. 

Niagara—Cream and yellow; throat splashed carmine, 20¢ 
each; 6 for $1.00. 

Panama—A seedling of the famous America, with the same 
splendid form and substance, but is a richer, deeper pink. 
15¢e each; 7 for $1.00. 

War—Flowers deep brilliant crimson, large size and great 
substance. 20c each; 6 for $1.00, postpaid. 

Peace—The large flowers are almost pure white; 
trace of lilac on the lower petals. 
cutting. 15¢e each; $1.50 per dozen. 

Jane Dieulafoy—The Superb. A large, fine, 
flower, with large salmon-maroon stains, 
per dozen. 

Schwaben—The Primrose. 
crimson center. 
each, 5 for $1.00. 

Pink Perfection—A soft apple blossom pink with chamois suf- 
fusion that is very attractive. 15ce each; $1.50 dozen. 

there is a 
Fine for bedding uond' 

creamy-white 
20ce each; $2.00 

Delicate primrose with yellow and 
Magnificent large flower and spike. 25e 

One each of the nine new and rare varieties, all 
labeled, sent postpaid for $1.35; two of each, 18 in all, 
for $2.60 

Special Offer of New Varieties 
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Dingee Summer 

Flowering Gladioli 
Among the most popular summer-flowering bulbs. and of 

high decorative value, either in the garden or as a cut flower. 
All bulbs sent out by us are first class, sure to bloom. They 
should be planted in a sunny position about May 1. 

12 Choicest Named Gladioli, $1.25 
Any 6 for %75c. postpaid 

Selected from hundreds of the best varieties. 
flowers, blooming quality and diversity of color, 
compare with these. 
America—The most beautiful variety in cultivation. 
flesh-pink, slightly tinged with lavender. 

Augusta—Pure white; blue anthers. 
Attraction—Deep,. dark crimson-pink, with large pure white 
center free from mottling or spots, making a most con- 
spicuous and attractive contrast. 

Baron Hulot—Rich, royal violet-blue. This when cut in com- 
bination with one of the yellow varieties, is truly exquisite, 

Brenchleyensis—Bright scarlet-vermilion. 
Halley—The Early Giant. Salmon-pink, immense size, early. 

Independence—Color varies from deep rose pink to orange- 
searlet, but always brilliant and rich. An excellent cut- 
Hower variety, as the blooms hold their color for a long 
time. 

Crackerjack—Rich, velvety red. 
Klondyke—A clear yellow. with a vivid crimson-maroon 
blotch in throat; a splendid free grower. 

Mrs, Frances King—A striking shade of light scarlet or flame 
color: one of the most effective both in the border and when 
cut. 

Prineceps—Brilliant scarlet-crimson, with three broad white 
blotches on the lower petals. : 

Victory—Clear sulphur-yellow, the ends of the petals slightly 
suffused pink. Spike tall and erect. 

Special Offer 
The above collection of 12 choice varieties, blooming 

bulbs, all labeled. postpaid. for $1.25; 2 of each, 24 in 
all, postpaid, for $2.40; single varieties, 1214c¢ each; 
$1.25 per dozen, 

Groff’s Hybrid Gladioli 
To our customers who want something decidedly better than 

the usual run of mixed varieties and who do not care to 
grow them under name we offer below Groff’s Hybrids or 
Silver Trophy Section sorts in separate colors or all colors 
mixed. These are extra fine kinds and are sure to please. 

Grofi’s Silver Trophy No. 1—In this collection you have the 
scarlets, reds and crimsons. 

Groff’s Silver Trophy No. 2—In this collection are the light 
colors, such ag white and light pink, yellows. 

Groff’s Silver Trophy No, 83—The best of the blues and purples 
in this section. 

Groft’s Silver Trophy, Mixed—A11 colors of above varieties. 
Price of Groff’s Hybrids, 6c each; 65c per dozen; $5.00 per 

100, postpaid. 

Large Flowering Mixed Gladioli 
White and light shades mixed, 50c per dozen, postpaid. 
Pink and Rose shades mixed, 0c per dozen, ‘postpaid. 
Searlet and Crimson shades mixed, 50c per dozen, postpaid. 
Yellow and Orange shades mixed, 70c per dozen, postpaid. 

Striped and Variegated mixed, 60c per dozen, postpaid. 
All Colors mixed, 45c per dozen; $2.50 per 100, postpaid. 

In size of 
none will 

Soft 

Dingee Excelsior Tuberoses 
Dwarf Excelsior Pearl—Flowers pure white, very double. of 
immense size and sweetly scented. 6e¢ each; 60c per dozen, 
postpaid. 

Orange-Flowered—Bears single snow-white flowers, resem- 
bling orange blooms and delightfully fragrant. 6c each; 
60c per dozen, postpaid. 

Albino—Early bloomer, dwarf branching habit; WOO waxy 
white and single; very fragrant, 6¢e each; 60c per dozen. 

5 We send, postpaid, 6 Excelsior Pearl 
Special Offer Tuberoses. 8 Orange-flowered and 3 
New Variegated-Leaved—12 in all—for 60c. 
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Dingee Hardy Peonies 
Of all the flowers in the Hardy Garden the Peony is easily 

recognized as the Queen—in fact, it vies with the Rose for 
the title in many ways, for while in bloom it is without 
question the most glorious object in the garden. Once 
Peonies are planted they last for a life time. They stand 
the severest winters without the slightest protection. Es- 
pecially fine for single specimens and cemetery planting. 
After blooming their charm lies in the beauty of the foliage, 
for even when not in bloom the Peony plant is decorative 
in the extreme and well worthy of a prominent place in 
the garden. 
We offer only the cream of the many hundred varieties. 

Don’t buy the cheap kinds, They require just as much Care, 
but don’t produce the blooms, 

—— 

New and Rare Peonies 
Price, strong roots. 

per dozen. 
“Adolph Rousseau’’—One of the latest and best introductions 

of Peonies today. Color a brilliant scarlet. Great pro- 

75e each, except where noted; $7.50 

ducer, making a grand display, Double, early. Price, 
$1.00 each. 

Faust—Delicate light pink; double, late. 
Felix Crousse—Brilliant red. EHxtra fine. Double, midseason. 
Duchesse de Nemours—Sulphur-white, changing to pure 
white, Particularly beautiful in the half-open bud state. 
Double. early. 

Jeanne D’Are—Pure white. Early, double. 
Festiva Maxima—wWhite center, flaked red. Double, early. 
Marie Lemoine—Pure white with cream-white center. 

late, 
Solfaterre—Yellow and white. Double, midseason. 
Mme. de Verneéeville—Guard petals sulphur-white, center deli- 

cate flesh. Double, early. 
L’Ecletante—Very large, compact bloom. 
Midseason. Fine, double. 

Candidissima—Creamy white. Early, double. 
Duke of Wellington—Sulphur-white. Double, late. 
Lady Bramwell—Pink and rose. Double, midseason. 
Rubens—Dark crimson. Double, midseason. 
Canary—White, primrose center. Double, late, 
Charlemagne—Lilac-white, slight blush center. 
Delachi—Velvety purple. Late, double. 
Louis Van Houtte—Velvety red. Double. late, 
Festiva Alba—Cream-white, red spots. Double, late. 
Modeste Guerin—Deep rose. Double. midseason. 
Beaute Francaise. Crown type, Medium size. 

rose. Mid'season. 
Boule de Neige. Very large. 
Early to midseason, 

L’Indespensable. Very large. 
let-rose. 

Sour. de L*Exposition Universale. 
season to late, 

Mile. Lenoie Calot. 

Old-Fashioned Peonies 
Price, 40c each. $4.00 per dozen, postpaid 
Rose pink. Alba... Blush white. 

Rubra. Deep erimson. 

Dingee Choicest Hardy Perennial 

Phlox 
Diversified and brilliant colors, profuse and continuous 

bloom and adaptability to almost any situation or soil, place 
Hardy Phlox in the front rank of desirable flowering plants. 
Being perfectly hardy, once planted they improve and mul- 
tiply in vigor and beauty each successive year. Price, strong 
pot plants ready to plant any time, 20c each; any three for 

c. 
Diadem, Dwarf; pure white. 
Eelaireur. Purplish-crimson: large. 
White Eclaireur. Large; pure white. 
Fernand Cortez. Tall; deep crimson. 
G, A. Stephen. Brilliant scarlet. 
Iris. Tall; blush-violet. 
Tapis Blane. Dwarf; pure white. 
Terre Neuve. Dwarf; grayish-lilac. 
Wolfgang von Goethe, Dwarf; bright salmon-pink. 
Brilliant. Clear blood-red. 
L’Aiglon. Carmine-rose. 
Mount Sully. Orange-scarlet, purple eye. 
Mrs. Jenkins. Pure white. 
Coquelicot. Pure scarlet with crimson eye. 
Perle Rose, Rose-purple. 
Schlossgartner Reichneau. 
Selma. -—-Tall; pale rose. 
Rachel. Rose-pink; purple eye. 
Suffrage, Lilac-mauve, rosy center, 

Very 

Brilliant scarlet. 

Double, late. 

Pale lilac- 

Milk-white flecked crimson. 

Lilac-white, changing to vio- 

Mid- Large, clear pink. 

Large, cherry-pink. Late. 

Rosea. 

Fine, 

Carmine-rose. 
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Dingee Peony 

Hardy Japan Lilies 
These glorious flowers of radiant beauty are very hardy, 

grow rapidly and vigorously, and survive from year to year, 
foming a permanent and attractive feature of the garden. 
The bulbs should be planted about 6 to 8 inches deep, in 
good, light soil. We offer the most carefully selected sorts 
in large sound bulbs. Bulbs will be sent as soon as possible 
after arriving from Japan, which will be during November, 
which is the proper time to plant. 

AURATUM. Magnificent pure white flowers, 
spotted with rose, and rayed and banked 
Valuable for pot or garden. 
30e each; four for $1.00. 

SPECIOSUM, or LANCIFOLIUM. The most satisfactory of 
all lilies. We offer the best varieties as follows: 

S. Album. Pure white. 25¢ each. 

S. Melpomene. Frosted white, spotted, with pinkish crimson. 
Petals deeply recurved and widely bordered. 20¢e each. 

S. Rubrum. Bright crimson and white flowers; grows 2 to 3 
feet. 25e each. 

TIGRINUM FI, Pl. (Double Tiger Lily.) 
spotted with black. 25e each. 

TIGRINUM SPLENDENS (Single Tiger Lily). 
intense dark spots. 25¢e each. 

exquisitely 
with yellow. 

Extra-selected enormous bulbs, 

Deep fiery red, 

Orange with 

BATEMANI. Clear apricot-colored flowers, without spot or 

stain, 30ec each. 

GIGANTEUM. Cream-white with purple throat. Gigantic 
plants and immense flowers. 25e each. 

HENRYI. The color, a rich apricot-yellow, 
with brown. 60c each, 

CANDIDUM (Annunciation or Madonna Lily). 
Large white flowers. 25c each; five for $1.00. 

lightly spotted 

Garden Lily. 

PARDALIUM (Leopard Lily). From California; entirely 
hardy; bright orange-red, with lighter orange center. 
Large clusters, 20c each. 

HUMBOLDTI. Golden yellow, spotted purple. 40c each. 

WASHINGTONIANUM. Delicately tinted white sputted, 40c. 
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Dingee Hardy Violets 
Rich in modest beauty and famed tor its enchanting fragrance, the 

Violet continues to increase in popularity. With the last snows of winter 
still about it, this gentle flower shyly appears from out of its icy bed, 
heralding the coming of spring. All our plants are absolutely clean and 
healthy and will produce highly satisfactory results. 

Prices, strong plants, 12sec each. any 12 for $1.25. 
Marie Lynch—In color it is a charming shade of lavender-pink and the 
foliage is a rich dark green. 

California—The largest violet in cultivation. Rich, violet-blue; flowers on 
long stems. 

Dorsett—Darkest, deep violet-blue; long stems, large flowers. 
Farquhar—Double flowers of delicate fragrance; deep blue. 
Governor Herrieck—Rich, dark purple; single. 
Lady Hume Campbeil—Double blue. Strong, healthy and perfectly hardy. 
Luxonne—Soft violet purple; fragrance delicious. 
Prince of Wales—One of the best. The large, blue, single flowers are 
deliciously fragrant. 

Swanley White—Fure white, perfectly doutie, fragrant flowers. _ 
Peacock, New Violet—This is an entrancingly beautiful new Violet; the 
markings of its charming colors are difficult to describe. The prevailing 

color is white, with delicate tracings and markings of sky-blue. 

Yucca Filamentosa—Spanish Bayonet > 
— —_____ inane >= - 

A low-growing evergreen pliant with narrow leaves. The flower stalk is 
from 2 to 4 feet high and rises from the center. Creamy white, bell-shaped 
flowers. 25¢c each; 5 for $1.00. : 

Hardy Perennials 
ee ee ee Se ee 

FUNKIA (Day Lily) Subcordata Granditiora—White Day Lily. Handsome 
spikes of large, waxy-like blossoms, with an cdor like that of orange 
blossoms, and large, broad, glossy, light-green foliage. One foot to 

18 inches. 25e each. : : 
Funkia Aurea Variegata—Flowers purplish-lilac; leaves beautiful varie- 

gated green and gold. 2 feet, 25e each. Fe : 
HIBISCUS MEEHAN’S MARVEL MALLOW. Without exception the finest 
production among the Hardy Plant line in years. They make a bush 

like growth from 4 to 5 feet high and 2 to 3 feet across. _The flowers 

are of an enormous size, frequently 8 to 10 inches in diameter and 

ranging in color from fiery crimson through various shades of red, pink 

and white. Ne garden or yard complete without them, perfectly hardy, 

will thrive in any locality or kind of soil and blooms continually from 

July until checked by frost. Require no care or protection. Price, mixed 

colors, Pink, Red or White, strong 2-year-old field-grown roots, 75¢ each. 

DELPHINIUM (Belladonna)—Everblooming hardy Larkspur, The moet 
peautiful sky blue of dwarf habit. 3 to 4 feet. Blooms all summer untl 

Sing! n b I. cut down by frost. 4 : 
pane emcee eee Bormosum= “Deep gentian blue with white bee. Long spikes. 18 inches 

° e to 2 feet. 
i Al —A white flowered form. 2 feet. : Dingee Special Lawn Grass Seed | Gunsse Aipumos waits, Trvered form. 2 tec nigh, branching freely 

5 | and bearing by the hundreds on long, graceful_ stems Sea 
It produces a2 smooth, velvety treen sward of | double flowers of the brightest golden yellow. Hardy. 25¢c each, 

attractive appearance. Sow the seed carefully and sostpaid 
evenly at the rate of one quart to a space equal to BOSUBSIC: 
15 x 20 feet; two bushels will sow one acre. After 
sowing, cover the seed by raking or harrowing it. 
Seeding may be done at any time during spring, 

summer or fall. but the best results are obtained 
by sowing during April, May, September or October. 
Where fall sowing is practiced a top-dressing of 
manure is recommended to protect the roots of 
the young grass during the winter. In the spring 
the gross matter should be removed, leaving the 
surface clean. To renovate lawn, loosen the soil 
on the bare spots with a steel rake, and, after 
sowing a liberal quantity of seed, roll or rake again 
to cover the seed. 

Price: By mail, 50c per peund; in bulk, by 
express, 45c per pound, 20 pounds or more. 

German Iris 
The memory of the ‘‘Blue Flag”’ of the old-time 

gardens is one ever sweet to those whose lives were 
lived in such surroundings, and while the ‘‘modern’”’ 
Irises, if we may use the term, will remind one of 
the old@ days, they, too, like everything else of these 
deys, have yielded to the influence of improvement, 
and there has been evolved a race of flowers abso- 
lutely bewildering in glory of their form and color. 
Canary Bird (Flavescens)—Lovely pale yellow, 
Darius—Yellow and lilac. 
Honorabilis—Deep yellow: Mahogany talls. 

falls. 
Florentina Alba (Silver King)—Early white. 
Ingeborg (Interregna)—Immense white; extra early. 
Mrs. H. Darwin—White, violet veining, rather dwarf. 
Lohengrin—Foliage and fiowers immense, of a deep 
violet mauve, almost pink: a wonderful flower. 

Queen of May (Rosy Morn)—Lovely rose lilac. 
Madame Thibault—White, bordered rose lilac—com- 
panion to Mad. Chereau. edge more pinkish. 

Cherion—Standard lilac-mauve; falls violet-mauve, i 
Price, 15¢ each; 8 for $1.00, postpaid. A Bed of German Iris 
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Hardy Shrubs for 

Permanent Planting 
They are absolutely hardy, and, once planted, 

last indefinitely, increasing in size and beauty 

year uafter year. For cold climate where hardy 

plants are needed they stand without an equal. 

Planted in clumps, masses or used for hedges, 

sereens, or for filling unsightly corners, they make 

a glorious show. They supply that certain some- 

thing which is lacking in every yard where hardy 

shrubbery is not planted. We recommend a liberal 

planting of this class of plants. They last a life- 

time and are sure to give splendid satisfaction. 
Their culture is exceedingly simple. When vre- 

ceived cut the plants back about one-third their 

growth if not done before shipping. Set about 

three feet apart for a screen, but as individual 
specimens plant wherever desired. Water freeiy 
when planted, and for a few days afterward. No 
protection required. They may be planted as soon 

ag ground is ready to dig up until late spring. 

This class of plants should be set out earlier than 

Roses and other pot plants, so if your order con- 

tains some of them we will send the different 

varieties at the proper season. 

Some varieties, such as Hydrangea, Snowbail, 
Weigelas, Deutzias, require pruning in early spring 
before new growth starts. Here with us it is 
done in late February or early March each season. 

HYDRANGEA Arborescens Sterilis—The New Everblooming 
Hydrangea is, as its name implies, constantly in bloom 
from early in June until frost, and is one of the most 
important additions in the way of hardy shrubs ever intro- 
duced. All summer long it bears great clusters of white 
flowers, much like the tender Hydrangea in size and form; 
it will grow to perfection in partial shade, making it most 
valuable for massing under trees or growing on north side 
of house. 

Price, strong, vigorous plants, well rooted, 25c each; 5 for 
$1.00, postpaid; larger, field-grown plants, with several 
branches, fine roots, 75c each, by express. 

Spirea Van Houtte, 
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Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora. 

Hydrangea paniculata 
grandiflora 

We grow and sell annually many thousands of these most 
popular of all shrubs. They are extensively used for yard, 
lawn and hedge planting and for screens. Attains a height of 
5 to 7 feet; hardy in all localities; blooms the first and every 
season in July and August, and continues in bloom for two 
or three months; the flowers are massive, cone-shaped, often 
measuring 10 inches in length, and have a pleasing variation 

of color, changing from original pure white to 
pink, and finally to beautiful, rich, coppery-red. 
Well-rooted, field-grown plants that will bloom 
this year. 

Prices, 25c each; 5 for $1.00. postpaid; strong, 
two-year-old, field-grown, blooming plants, 75¢ 
each; extra-size, three-year-old, field-grown, bloom- 
ing plants, 85c each; $8.50 per dozen, by express 
or freight. 

Spirea - Meadow Sweet 
Aurea (Golden Leaved)—Bright golden yellow foli- 
age and small white flowers. 

Billardi—Spikes of rose-colored flowers; 
profusely. 

Bumalda—Dwarf-growing. Flowers rose-colored, 
Callosa Alba—Dwarf white-flowerine variety. 
Callosa Rubra—Grows 3 to 4 feet high; deep, rosy. 
red flowers. 

Callosa Superba—Light red' flowers in profusion. 
Prunifolia (Bridal Wreath)—Double pure white 
flowers. 

blooms 

Reevesii—Single, pure white; blooms latter part 
of May; attains a height of 4 to 6 feet. 

Thunbergi—Blooms in April; compact, fern-like 
leaves; flowers borne in clusters. 

Van Houttei—The bushes form ffine, compact 
clumps. The pure white flowers are borne in 
ereat masses, a 

Perpetual Blooming Crimson Spirea, Anthony 
Waterer—It makes a low, compact bush, 15 to 
18 inches high. 
flowers. 

Blue Spirea ‘ 
dense flower heads are of a rich 
color. 

Large umbels of deep crimson 

(Caryopteris Mastacanthus) The 
lavender-blue 

Price of all plants on this page, except where 

noted: One-year-old size, 25c each: any 5 for $1, 

postpaid: two-year-old size. 75¢ each, $7.50 dozen, 

by freight or express; three-year-old size, 90c each, 

by freight or express at purchaser’s expense. 
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Double Japan Snowball in full bloom, 

California Privet 
The One Best Hedge Plant, Combining Beauty, Hardiness 

and Efficiency. 

California Privet has long been recognized as the one very 
best plant for Hedige purposes, as it is remarkable for its 
beautiful, dark green glossy foliage, its quick, strong and 
symmetrical growth, its freedom from insects and scale, and 
its ability to withstand pruning and trimming into any 
desired shape. 
For many years we have made a specialty of growing Cali- 

fornia Privet for Hedges, and our stock cannot be surpassed 
anywhere. It is strong, thrifty and in the best of shape for 
transplanting. Each one a specimen plant. We have it in 
all sizes, from one-year-old plants to large, vigorous bushes 
which can be used with telling effect in the formation of an 
immediate hedge. These large plants are the most economical 
to buy, for with them the tedious years of waiting for the 
hedge to grow will be avoided. 

First size, 12 to 14 inches, 10e each: 6 for 50c, postpaid; 
$5.00 per 100. Second size, 2 to 3 feet, 15ce each; 5 for 50e; 
$8.00 per 100, by express or freight at purchaser’s expense. 
(Orders for 50 filled at 100 rates.) 

AMOOR RIVER PRIVET—Similar in habit to California, but 
with dark, lustrous foliage and more upright habit of 
growth. Reputed to be hardier. Price, first size plants, 12 
to 18 inches in height, 10c each: $1.00 per dozen, postpaid; 
$6.00 per 100; larger two-year-old plants, 2 to 3 feet, $9.00 
per 100, by express, collect. 

Lilacs (Syringa) 
Best beloved of all the old-time garden shrubs, whose 

flowers never fail to charm with their delicate beauty or re- 
fresh with their tender fragrance. 
NEW PERSIAN*—This grand Lilac blooms in early June. 
Flowers beautiful reddish purple, very fragrant and borne in 
profusion; leaves rich, dark green, rather small and deli- 
eately shaded; habit of growth very neat and compact. 

WETTER ns rare and beautiful White Lilac is much sought 
after. 

PURPLE—The old favorite and one of the best. 
Price, in strong two-year-old plants only, 75¢ each. 

Miscellaneous Shrubs 
CALYCANTHUS FLORIDUS (Carolina Alispice)—Flowers 
purple; quite double, exquisitely fragrant and borne in -pro- 
fusion during the entire season. 

FORSYTHIA Viridissima (Golden Bell)—Height, 3 to 4 feet; 
bright yellow, bell-shaped flowers: blooms early. 

PHILADELPHUS Grandiflora (Moek Orange)—Blooms early 
in June; flowers creamy white and very fragrant. 

TAMARIX AFRICANA (African Tamarisk)—Graceful, erect- 
growing shrub, pretty pink flowers, leaves like evergreen. 

Price of all hardy shrubs. except where otherwise noted: 
One-year-old size, 25e each; any 5 for $1; two-year-old size, 
ide each; $7.56 dozen; three-year-old size, 95¢ each; by 
freight or express at the purchaser’s expense. 

——— ee 

HARDY SHRUBS—Continued. 

Double Japan Snowball 
(VIBURNUM PLICATUM) 

Blooms in early June, when the whole bush is loaded 
down with great, compact balls of pure white, double flow- 
ers, They are borne in such profusion that the entire plant 
appears one dense mass of bloom; the tree grows erect and 
bushy, 6 to 8 feet high, with deep green leaves peculiarly 
crimped and crinkled. Wondrously beautiful. Price, all field- 
grown plants, one-year size, 25e each, postpaid; two-year 
size, 65c@ each; three-year size, 85c each, by freight or 
express; seven-year size, extra-large specimen plants, $1.50 
each, by freight or express, at purchaser’s expense. 

VIBURNUM OPULUS STERILIS (Old-fashioned Snowball) 
—A strong, hardy grower; pure white flowers. A showy 
class of shrubs of compact growth, luxuriant foliage and 
very free flowering. 

Deutzia Crenata—4 to 6 feet; double, white, tinted rose. 
Deutzia Fortunei—4 to 6 feet; pure white. ‘ 
Deutzia Gracilis—2 to 2% feet. Drooping, snow-white. 
Deutzia Pride of Rochester—Pure white, with a faint blush. 
Deutzia Lemoninei—New. Immense. Purest white. 
Weigela Candida—Snow-white flowers; late June. 
Weigela Lavellei—Deep red flowers; beautiful. 
Weigela Rosea—Flowers are large and of a deep rosy color. 
Weigela Variegated Leaf—Green leaves, margined pure 
white. 

Weigela Eva Rathke—Rich reddish purple. 
Rubra—Red, shading to light pink. 

Hardy Ornamental Grasses 
For ornamental purposes these grasses are strikingly origin- 

al in effect and impart a tropical brilliance to the land- 

scape. The plumes which these grasses produce are beautiful 

for interior decoration. 

Prices of all Eulaliag and Erianthus described below. 20c 
each: 50c for 3; large clumps, 35c each; $1.00 for 3, by 

express. 

Eulalia Gracillima Univittata—Forms an exceedingly hand- 
some plant. 4 to 5 feet high. 

E. Japonica Zebrina—The leaf blades are of deep green, dis- 
tinctly striped crosswise with large bars of pure white. 

E. Japonica Va- 

riegata—Blades 

are creamy 

white in the 

center, with a 

broad margin 

of bright green. 

Plumes are very 

beautiful. 

Erianthus Raven- 

nae — Reed-like 

ornamental 
grass throwing 

up 30 to 40 fine 

erect flowerlike 

stalks 8 to 10, 

feet high the‘ ° 

first season, 

The plumes are 

highly valued 

as parlor orna- 

ments, 

SPECIAL OF- 

FER — We will 

send by mail 

one each of the 

four grand orna- 

mental grasses 

described above 

for %5c; one 

clump of each of 

the above, by ex=" 

press, for $1.25. 

i 
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Hardy Clinhiag Vines 
Clematis Paniculata 

The Most Wonderful of All Flowering Vines—Quick Grower, Exquisite 
Fragrance. 

The flowers are pure white and are borne in great panicles or clusters 
of bloom, fairly covering the plants, so that it is a mass or sheet of 
fleecy white with an exquisite fragrance. It begins to bloom late in 
August the first year. Hardy in all sections of the country. Strong 
plants in pots, 25c each; 5 for $1, Strong two-year-old field-grown 
plants, 50c each. 
New Coral Clematis, Clematis Coccinea—A handsome climber with a 
profusion of bright, coral-red flowers in constant bloom. Price, Coral 
Clematis, 25¢ each. 

Large Flowering Hardy Clematis 
Broad, flat flowers of exquisite hues, produced in great festoons of 

wondrous beauty. 
Jackmani—Immense flowers, 4 to 5 inches across, of exquisite, deep 
royal purple, 

Henryi—lLarge creamy white flowers of large size. 
Ville de Lyon—New. Very free flowering. Brilliant carmine. 
Madame Edouard Andre—Resembles Jackmani, except that its flowers 
are beautifully carmine-red. 
We offer large, strong two and three year old plants on own roots 

for 90¢ each, postpaid. 

Wistaria Magnifica 
The finest Wistaria of its color now Known, Extremely vigorous, 

growing 30 to 40 feet in one season when well established. The flowers 
are pale lilac, and the immense clusters of drooping racemes, which 
poe asure 12 to 18 inches in length, are deliciously fragrant. 25¢ each; 
5 for $1. 
Wistaria Alba—There is nothing more striking or appropriate for per- 
golas and ordinary trellises than this splendid vine. Pure white 
flowers. 25¢e each; 5 for $1. 

Mammoth Flowered Trumpet Creeper 
(Bignonia Grandiflora)—One of the most superb climbing vines in 

existence. Grows with rapidity, is perfectly hardy everywhere. The 
flowers are trumpet-shaped and warm orange-red. Strong plants, 25c 
each; 5 for $1, postpaid; larger plants, 50e each, postpaid. 

English Ivy 
A splendid evergreen climber, with dark glossy green leaves; clings 

firmly to stone, brick or wood walls without trellis or support; very 
desirable, 15¢c each; 9 for $1.00. 
CINNAMON VINE—A beautiful, hardy climbing vine, with heart- 
shaped leaves and delicate white blossoms. 15e for 3 bulbs; 6 for 
25¢e; 50e per dozen; 25 for $1.00, postpaid. 

——ee ————— ———————— 
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Clematis Paniculata. 

Ampelopsis—Boston Ivy 

Either variety, fine plants, 25e each: 5 for $1; 
three-year-old plants. 3 feet in length, 75c each, 
postpaid. 

Veitchii (Boston or Japanese Ivy)—It covers buildings 
and walls with a perfect mat of dark green, leathery 
foliage, which changes to brilliant crimson as fall ap- 
proaches. Clings to either tree or wood without support, 

Quinguifolia (Virginia Creeper)—Large, dark green foliage. 

Engelmanni—A greatly improved variety of the Virginia 
Creeper with dense foliage of a glossy light green in 
summer, changing to a brilliant crimson in the autumn. 
On a rough stone surface it will cling without support 
in the same way as the Japanese Ivy. 35¢ each; $3.50 
per dozen, 

Tricolor (Vitis heterophylla variegata)—A beautiful and 
desirable climber with dark green foliage wonderfully 
variegated with white and pink during the late summer 
and fall the plant is literally covered with attractive 
small berries of a peculiar lustrous metallic peacock 
blue color; highly useful for trailing over rocks or for a 
low trellis, 20c each; 6 for $1.00; larger plants, 30c 
each; 4 for $1, postpaid. 

Honeysuckle 
Price, 25c each: two-year-old plants, 50c each: assorted 

varieties, $5.00 per dozen. 

Chinese Sweet Seeneted—White and yellow flowers. 

Evergreen Sweet Scented—Buff, yellow and white, 

Red Coral—Red trumpet-shaped flowers. 

Yellow Coral—The only true golden-yellow Honeysuckle. 

Golden-Leaved—Leaves beautifully veined and spotted 
with clear yellow. Flowers :ellow and fragrant. 

New Halliana—Evergreen and a constant bloomer; flow- 
ers pure white, cnanging to yellow. Very fragrant. 

New Heckrotti—Clear rose, yellow at the base; sweet and 
Wistaria, fragrant; in constant bloom. 
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Dingee Asters. 

Choice Asters 
Truffaut’s Peony-Flowered Perfection Mixed—Double, large, 
beautiful incurved flowers. 30 colors. Pkt., 10e; 14 0oz., 50c. 

Semple’s Branching—Strong grower. Handsome double flow- 
ers. All colors. Pkt., 10e, 

Queen of the Market—Early blooming, of spreading habit. 
Excellent for cutting. Either variety, |\4% oz., 25e, In 
separate colors, Crimson, Dark Blue, Rose and White. 

Giant Comet—Handsome flowers, resembling Chrysanthe- 
mums. In separate colors, White, Rose, Dark Blue, Light 

——— 

Elue and Crimson. Pkt., 10, 
Victoria—Flowers large and double. In separate colors, 
White, Scarlet and Blue, and all eolors. Pkt., i10c. 

Improved Giant Crego—Flowers immense size, often measur- 
ing 4 to 5 inches in diameter, stems 12 inches in length on 
plants 24 to 30 inches high. Separate colors, White, Pink, 
Crimson, Purple and Lavender. Pkt., 19c. 

Giant Branching—tTall. Different in several respects from 
any other Aster. Growth vigorous, and blooms in pro- 
fusion. Flowers large and double. In separate colors, 
White, Rose, Dark Blue, Rose Pink, Crimson. Pkt. 10c. 
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Dingee Flower Seeds 
Pure, Fresh and Reliable 

Dingee Seeds are the same surpassing quality which is 
characteristic of Dingee Roses, Dingee Bulbs and other 
Dingee offerings. Our stock is absolutely as good as it is 
possible to secure. Our prices are as low as can be made on 
the quality of seeds we offer, with an honest margin of profit. 
We give liberal packets and we prepay postage on all seeds 
by the packet, ounce, quarter pound. 

All seeds offered_in this_catalog are 5 cents a packet, ex- 
cept where otherwise noted; 6 packets for 25c; 12 packets for 
50e; 25 packets for $1.00. Full cultural directions are given 
with each packet. When a packet of seeds is sold for 5c, it 
almost always contains 5 cents worth of seed. When it is 
sold for 3c, 4e or Se, you are practically certain to get just 
as que hs more or less seed, as compared with the 5-cent 
package. 

IT PAYS TC BUY GOOD SEED, WE FURNISH THE 
VERY BEST QUALITY, and we solicit your seed orders, 
promising you the worth of your money. 

DINGEE & CONARD COMPANY, West Grove, Pa. 

Dingee_Magnificent_Free-Blooming Asters 
Nine Finest New Asters 

Heart of France. Branching—Scarlet. Immense blooms on 
long stems, and produced over a long period. Pkt., 10c. 

Mikado Pink—Charming shade of pink suffused with laven- 
der. Pkt., 10e. 

Cardinal—Vivid cardinal red. Splendid bedder. Pkt., 10c. 

Lavender Gem—Beautiful shade of lavender-pink. Pkt., 10e, 

Pink Enchantress—Upright busy habit Flowers very double, 
almost globular. Soft delicate pink. Pkt., 10e. 

Mikado White—Glistening white magnificent artistic flowers. 
Pkt., 10c. 

Crimson Giant—Late branching type. Large double flowers, 
few under 5 inches in diameter on stems 15 inches long. 
Color fiery crimson. Pkt., 10c. 

B=] 
White Perfection—Large blooms full and double. Branching. 
Pure white. Pkt., 10c. 

MIXED ASTERS FOR GENERAL PLANTING—Choice vari- 
eties of all colors. Double flowers, Pkt., 5c; !4 0oz., 25e. 

SPECIAL OFFER-—-The set of 9 new Asters for 70c. 

Dingee Pansies 
Giant Ruffled Masterpiece—Enormous ruffled flowers of strik- 
ing effect. Dark, rich shades. Pkt., 10e. 

Improved German Mixed—Includes all of the separate colors 
of this strain. Pkt., 10c. 

D & C. Bedding—A mixture of free blooming varieties. 
ors rich and distinct. Pkt., 5c: % oz., 75e. 

Col- 

Dingee Exquisite Sweet Peas 
New Sweet Peas, Spencer Type 

Spencer Sweet Peas are the largest and most beautiful of 
all Known Sweet Peas, the flowers frequently measuring two 
to two and a half inches across. They are also remarkable 
for their profusion of continuous bloom. 
America Spencer—Ground color ivory-white, distinctly striped 
with brilliant crimson-red. Pkt., 10c; oz., 40c. 

Apple Blossom—Color of the true Apple blossom. 
deeper color than others. Pkt., 10c; oz., 40c. 

Gladys Unwin—Lovely pink. Pkt., 10c; 0z., 25c. 
Asta Ohn Spencer—The color of both standard and wings is 

a charming soft lavender. Pkt., 10c; oz., 40c 
Dobbie’s Cream—wNicely waved with an abundance of four 
bloom sprays of deep cream or primrose. Pkt., 10c; oz., 40c. 

Fiery Cross—Standard a scorching fire-red or rich orange 
searlet. Pkt., 15e. 

Mrs. Cuthbertson—Standard rose, 
Pkt., 10c; 0z., 40c. : ; 

Mrs. Routzahn—Buff or apricot ground, flushed with delicate 
pink. Pkt., 10c; oz., 40e. ¢ 

Othello Spencer—Rich deep maroon of immense size. Pkt., 
10e; 0z., 40c. 

White Spencer—Pure white. Pkt., 10c; 0z., 40c. . 
Countess Spencer—Silvery white suffused with soft rose-pink, 

Some 

pink wings nearly white. 

Captain 
purple with marbled petals. A 

Blanche Ferry—Popular pink and white, 
10c: oz., 40c. 

Pkt., 10c; oz., 40c 
Extra early. Pkt., 
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Blooms of enormous 

Pkt., 10c; oz., 

Helen Lewis—Intense crimson-orange. 
size. Pkt., 10c; oz., 40c. 

King Edward VII—Bright crimson self-color. 
40c. 

Illuminator—A rich salmon pink. Pkt., 10c; 0z., 40c. 
King White—The finest pure white. Pkt., 10c: oz., 40c. 
Queen Alexandra—A fadeless scarlet gem. Pkt., 10c; oz., 40c. 
Spencer Varieties Mixed—A good mixture of leading varieties. 
Pkt., 10c; oz., 30c; 14 Ib., $1.00. 

Sweet Peas, Standard Varieties 
Price of Standard Varieties: Pkt., 5c; 6 for 25c; oz., 25c. 

Lord Nelson—Deep navy blue. 
Othello—Deep maroon. 
Prima Donna—Pale soft pink. Flowers large. 
Blanche Ferry—Popular pink and white. Extra early. 
Earliest of All—Bright rose-pink, wings creamy-white. 
Lady Grisel Hamilton—Light lavender-blue. 
Queen Alexandra—A fadeless scarlet gem. 
D, R. Williamson—Purple and blue. 
King Edward VIiI—Bright crimson self-color. 
Miss Wilmott—Orange pink. 
America—Blood red, striped white. a 
Brilliant BlUe—One of the very best deep blue varieties. 

MIXED SWEET PEAS—tThis surpassing mixture includes the 
very finest and most distinct varieties now in cultivation. 
Large pkts., 5c; 0z., 20c; 4 Ib., 75e, 

CHOICE DOUBLE MIXED SWEET PEAS—PKt., 5c; 02z., 20c; 
Wa Ib., 75e. ! 
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General List Flower Seeds 
SWEET ALYSSUM, Little Gem—Very dwarf and spreading. 

Grows 3 to 4 inches high, becoming one mass of white. 
Beautiful spikes of fragrant flowers. Pkt., 5¢; %4 0z., 25e. 

Old-Fashioned White—™% o0z., 25c. 
BALSAM, Camellia Flowered—Produces a wonderful profu- 

sion of Camellia-like flowers, Separate colors: White, 
Salmon, Rose, Light Pink and Rose King. Pkt., 10c. 

CARNATIONS (New Dwarf Double Marguerite)—Equaling 
the finest Carnations, In full bloom twelve weeks after 
sowing. Pkt., 10c; 1% oz., 40c. 

CANDYTUFT (Dwarf Hybrids)—Large clusters of vari-col- 
ored flowers. Perfectly hardy. Pkt., 10c. 

CONVOLULUS (Morning Glory) Major Mixed—10 to 15 feet. 
kt., 5¢; 0z., 10e 

Oz., 15e. Minor—Fine for edging. 
(Ipomoea Quam oclit Hybrida)— We 

‘i 

The Ondine CHnber 
consider this the most beautiful, brillian isti 
annual climber introduced in many years. Breas susinone 
and rapid grower, attaining a height of 30 feet or more, 
with beautiful, deeply laciniated foliage and literally 
covered with a blaze of circular fiery cardinal-red flowers 
from mid-July until frost, The flowers are about 1% 
inches in diameter and are borne in clusters of seven to 
eleven blooms each. Packets containing 10 seeds each 
15¢e; 2 pkts. for 25ce. : 

Sree, Olt BEAN (Ricinus Zanzibariensis)—Oz., 20c: 4 

Splendid Mixed—0Oz., 20c. 
COCKSCOMB, Giant Empress—Mammoth bright purple combs, 

lustrous bronze foliage. Pkt., 10c. 
CELOSIA, Magnificent—Compact growth, 18 to 24 inches in 

height. Seperate colors, orange and crimson. Pkt., 10ce. 
CELOSIA—Tall, erimson. % 
CELOSIA—Fine mixed. 
CYPRESS VINE, Searlet and White Mixed—Oz., 25c. 
Searlet Ivy-leaved—Oz., 25c. 

COLEUS NEW SUCCESS—Every variation, color and mark- 
ings is included in the ‘‘Suecess Coleus.’’ Pkt.. 15e. 

COSMOS (Fall Blooming)—New Mammoth (Giants of Cali- 
fornia) in separate colors, White, Pink, Crimson and 
Finest Mixed. Pkt., 10¢e. 

New Early Blooming Cosmos—All colors. Pkt., 10e. 
Lady Lennox—White. Lady Lennox—pink. 
CH OUEZIA (California Poppy), Mandarin — Brilliant 

searlet. 
Golden _West—Bright orange-yellow flowers. 
Fine Mixed Seeds—All colors. Oz., 30ce. 
Alba—Pure white. 

GYPSOPHILA (Baby’s Breath)—The flowers are small, star- 
like and borne in feathery sprays, which are highly es- 
teemed for cut flowers, as they lend a most graceful 
effect when combined in bouquets with Sweet Peas. 

Klegans—White and rose mixed. 
Convent Garden—sprays of white flowers. 

GOURDS, Spoons—Oz., 35ce. 
Mixed Varieties—All sorts. Oz., 35e. 

HELIOTROPE (Lemoine’s Giant Hybrid)—Immense trusses 
fragrant flowers, in color from white or dark purple and 
violet red. Pkt., 15e. 

Midnight Royal Purple. Pkt., 10c. 
HOLLYHOCKS, Double Allegheny—Finely fringed. Pkt., 10c. 
Charter’s Superb Double—Camellia-like flowers. Large, 
and double, of the brightest colors. Pkt., 10c., 

LARKSPUR, Deub/e Dwarf Rocket—Finest Mixed. 
Tall Rocket—Double mixed. 

MARIGOLDS (Lemon Ball)—Ball-like, lemon-yellow flowers. 
Orange Bali—Double flowers; deep orange. Pkt., 10ce. 

MIGNONETTE (Pure Machet)—Flowers of exquisite fra- 
grance. We offer absolutely mure seed. % oz., 20c. 
Victoria Red—Fine spikes of bright red. A most useful 
and desirable variety, Pkt., 10e. 

Golden Machet—Distinct variety of Machet, with massive 
spikes of golden-yellow blossoms. Pkt., 10ce. 

Sweet Mignonette-—The old'-fashioned kind. Oz., 10ce. 
Allan’s Defiance—Spikes closely set with florets of largest 

size, Pkt., 10e: 07.. 25e. 
WHITE MOON¥ LOW ER—Flowers 4 to 6 inches in diameter, 
beautiful silyery white, delightfullv perfumed. Open in 
the evening and on cloudy days. Pkt., 10e. 

BLUE MOONFLOW ER—Habit of growth and flowering same 
as white but color is clear satiny blue, with well-defined 
crimson bars. Ppt., 10e, 

PETUNIAS (New Double Petunia ‘‘Marvelous’’) — Flowers 
measuring 5 inches across, frilled and ruffled; wide range 
of colors. Pkt.. 20c. 

Fluffy Ruffle—Fringed and ruffled. Pkt., 10ce. 
Giants of California—Flowers 5 inches in diameter of every 
conceivable shade. Pkt., 15¢; 2 pkts., 25c. 

Double Large Flowering. Pkt., 10c. 
Fringed Mixed. Pkt., 10c. 

(Alba Grandiflora)—Pure white. 

Carminea—Red. 

PHLOX DRUMMONDI 
Large Blood Red—The Garkest colors of Phlox. 
Coccinia—Bright scarlet. 
Large Yellow—Large flowers of straw-yellow. 
New Dwarf Phlox, Large Flowering Cecily—Plants 6 to 8 
inches high. All colored petals with white eye. Pkt., 10c. 
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BEST POPPIES (Peony-Flowered Mixed)—Double ball-shaped 
flowers ot gigantic size. 

El Dorado—Double Shirley. 
American Flag—Large flowers, snow-white, scarlet bordered. 
Shirley Mixed—Al1! colors, Oz., 50e. 
Improved Double Carnation Mixed—Exceedingly double with 
beautiful fringed petals. 4 oz., 20e. 

SALVIA (Searlet Sage) Fireball—Forms bushy plant covered 
with fiery red spikes. Earliest of all. 18 inches high. 
Pkt., 10c. 

Splendens—The original Scarlet Sage. 2% feet. Pkt., 10c¢, 
Farinacea—Rich, brilliant foliage. Long spikes of beautiful 
blue flowers. FEkt., 10ce. 

VERBENAS, Scarlet Defiance—Brilliant scarlet. Pkt., 10c. 
Blue, White, Pink, Scarlet or Purple shades. Pkt., 10c. 
Hybrida Mixed—™% oz., 60c. 

WALLFLOWERS, Fine German Mixed—Pkt., 10c. 
ZINNIAS—Easily grown; bloom continuously. Pkt., 10c, 
Double Giants Scarlet, Double Purple, Double Yellow and 
Double Finest Mixed. 
Double Tall White. Double Pink. 
Buttercup—A most pleasing yellow yet seen 
Pkt., 10c. 

Biennials and Perennials 
These live in the garden over winter and 

spring and summer of the following year. They embrace 
some of our most heautiful flowers, and many of them con- 
tinue to give fine display year after year. 
DELPHINUM—Hardy Larkspur. 
DELPHINUM BELLADONNA—Light Blue 

Hardy Larkspur. Pkt., 15e. ae: 
DELPHINUM CHINESE (Blue Butterfly)—A distinct and 

neat variety, growing about 14 inches high. We offer two 
colors, Dark Blue or White. Pkt., 10e. 

DELPHINUM CARDINALE—Brilliant Scarlet. Pkt., 10c. 
DIGITALIS (Foxglove), Fine Mixed—Long racemes of superb 

flowers in purple, white, yellow, rose, ete, 
PERENNIAL PEAS—All varieties mixed. % ox., 40c. 
PAPAVER (Perennial Poppies)—Single flowers of immense 

size, in rich, glowing colors. 
SIIASTA DAISY—An effective bedding plant, blooming all 

through the spring and summer months. Pkt., 10e, 
SWEET WILLIAM—The improved varieties make splendid 

plants for borders, with large heads of bloom. 
Perfection Single or Double Mixed—Pkt., 10c. 
CAMPANULA (Canterbury Bells)—Beautiful bell-shaped flow- 

ers of many colors are produced freely. 
Single Varieties. Double Varieties, Mixed. 

DIANTHUS HEDDEWIGI—Hardy Pinks, 
mixed. Finest varieties. Pkt., 16c. 
eS DOUBLE SNOWBALL—Large double 

Pkt.. 10ce. ; 
DIANTHUS FIREBALI—Rich blood-red flowers. Single or 

double varieties. Pkt.. 10c. 

Tall or Climbing Nasturtiums 
CBRE Cy woz 0cs) 

Dingee’s Variegated Leaved—F lowers of numerous bright col- 

in a Zinnia. 

bloom in the 

Everblooming 

Single or Double 

white. 

ors, produces a charming contrast with the variegated 
leaves. 

Chameleon. Red and yellow on same plant. 
Dunnett’s Orange. 
Edward Otto. SBrownish Lilac, 
dsupiter. Pure Orange. 
Giant of Battles. Sulphur and' red. 
Gold Garnet. Orange yellow garnet blotches. 
King Theodore. Rich deep red dark foliage. 
Pearl. Whitish. 
Twilight. Rose Pink, . 
Tom Pounce. The running stems are closely set with small, 
neat leaves. and produce numero s bright little flowers. Es- 
pecially desirable for baskets or vases. 

Ivy Leaved Mixed. F 
Majus. Finest Mixed Tall Nasturtiums—A good assortment of 

the best colors. Oz., 25c.: %4 Ib., 60c. 

Dwarf or Tom Thumb Nasturtiums 
Pkt., 5c; 0z., 30c. 

Beauty—Scarlet blotched canary. 
Bronze—Burnished bronze. 
Chameleon—Red and' yellow flowers. 
Cloth of old—Scarlet yellow foliage. 
Crystal Palace Gem-—Deep yellow blotched red. 
Empress of India—Deep crimson, 
Golden Queen—Deep yellow, yellow foliage. 
King of Tom Thumb—Deep scarlet. 
King Theodore—Rich red. 
Pearl—W hitish. 
Prince Henry—Pale 
Rioose—Pale pink. 
Spotted King—Golden yellow barred crimson. 
Vesuvius—Rich salmon rose, dark foliage. 
Ivy at yea Ree 
Variegated Leaved—Mixed. ; 
Tom Thumb Varieties, Mixed—One of the best mixtures, Oz., 

25e; \% Ib., 75e 

Pure Orange. 

yellow and carmine, 
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The Lovely Killarney Roses 
The Kose for Every Home. (See Illustration in Colors on Opposite Page.) 

*PINK KILLARNEY (The Famous Irish Rose)— | *WHITE KILLARNEY—An offspring of the Pink 
This queen of the Irish Roses excels any other of Killarney and is one of the most exquisite white 
its class and color yet introduced, and by many is Roses grown. The long, full buds are handsome 
recognized as the most beautiful, hardy, everbloom- | in shape and the full-open flower most refined and 
ing Hybrid Tea Rose now under cultivation. Fach | peautiful in form and texture. Strong plants, 30c 
season since it was introduced Killarney has in- | each: 4 for $1, postpaid; two-year-old plants, 85c 

creased in popularity, and the demand has always | gach 95c each by parcel post, with soil on roots. 
exceeded the supply. The bush is strong and up- | | 

right, with beautiful, deep bronzy green foliage, and | “YELLOW KILLARNEY (Mme. Jenny Gillemot) 
the Rose is entirely free-blooming, bearing im- | A brilliant saffron-yellow Rose, opening canary 
mense, long pointed buds and massive flowers on with dark golden shades. The buds are long and 
big, heavy shoots. The color is deep, brilliant and pointed, beautiful in form and color, the flowers are 
sparkling shell-pink, of the most exquisite shade. large, with immense petals. Hardy and vigorous, 
The flowers are of delightful fragrance, immense |_ it is in constant bloom all summer. Blooms pro- 
size, and have thick petals of great substance. Kul- duced on long, stiff stems, making an excellent Rose 
larney is unusually hardy and without protection | for cutting. Owing to its resemblance to the Kil- 

has withstood severe winters as far north as Bos- | __ larneys, we have called it the Yellow Killarney, as 
ton. Strong plants, 30c each; 4 for $1, postpaid. | it makes a good companion for them. 30c¢ each; 
Extra strong two-year-old plants, on own roots, 85c 4 for $1, postpaid; two-year-old plants, 85c each, by 
each. 95c each by parcel post, with soil on roots. express. 95c each by parcel post, with soil on roots. 

: One each of these Killarneys, 2 in ail, first size plants, sent postpaid for 75c. One of each, 
Special Offer 3 in all, two-year-old plants, sent by express for $2.25; by parcel post with soil on roots 

for $2.50. Three-year-old or specimen plants, by express, for $1.25 each. 

“CHARLES DINGEE” 
The Most Wonderful Bush Rose in the World 

(See the Colored Photographi: Illustration on Back Cover) 

To honor the name of Charles Dingee, we have | nificent foliage, absolutely free from disease, that 

produced a Rose better than any other variety in | we have ever seen on any Rose. : : 
It is a tremendous grower, the best in our entire ivation. W 7, Wi f radicti : Se cultivation. We say, without fear of contradiction, list Of over 800 ‘varieties: “Uf ouhae sent e sane 

ae ae se poe es oo other Roses have failed in that spot, Charles Dingee 
est gat cen sNose 40F peneral planting 20 bie wor’: Swill flourish and produce its; corecous tomers wen 
Te is always “picomime wn crane ae flowing sore wouderial profusion. We have had it growing and 

us or growing for you. The flowers are beautiful blooming in all its glory in a temperature very little 
beyond description, immense in size, deep, double | apove freezing. Growing to a height of 2 to 3 feet, 

and grandly formed. It is hardy everywhere. Charles Dingee blooms continuously, producing im- 
The Charles Dingee Rose is the result of cross- | mense, deep, double, grandly formed flowers on 

breeding between Hermosa, that grand old hardy | long, stiff, erect stems; both in bud and bloom their 
pink variety, and White Maman Cochet, perhaps the | beauty is nothing short of superb, practically im- 
greatest of all white garden Roses—a superb par- | possible to describe because of the delicate blending 
entage, which insures its offspring every point of | of colors—rose tints in the center of the flower, 
excellence. With the hardy, vigorous constitution | gradually shading off into pale blush creamy white, 
of a Hybrid Perpetual, growing to perfection in | a color effect both entirely new and distinct, ex- 
almost any soil or situation, it has the most mag- | quisitely beautiful. 
Caution We are the originators and sole owners of the Charles Dingee Rose. Imitations and so-called 
"duplicates of it are intended to deceive. If a grower states that he can furnish another rose 
which is the same, but under another name, don’t accept such, but secure the true Charles Dingee. 

Strong one-year-old plants, 30c each; 4 for $1.00; $3.00 per dozen, postpaid. Large two-year-old 
plants, on own roots, 75c each; $7.50 per dozen; 85c each by Parcel Post with soil on roots; extra heavy 
three-year-old plants, magnificent specimens, ON OWN ROOTS, $1.25 each, by express. 

ee “CHAS. DINGEE” THE BEST _ ee ee 
I can most emphatically endorse what you say with reference to the Charles Dingee Rose. Of my 

200 Rose bushes, of all known varieties, I value the Charles Dingee the most, and the twelve that I have 
in my garden are thriving well and giving a profusion of most beautiful and graceful blooms. 

Since I set them out four years ago they have withstood some very long and lasting freezing weather. 
Another great thing I have found in their favor, for which I cannot account, is that they are not subject 
to thrip, rose bugs and other diseases such as are very common to most Roses. 

Yours very truly, 

50 C. N. COVE. 



Customers 
Rose Charles Dingee as Grown by One of Our 

| Exceptional Value in Plant 
Collections 
ig THIS section we offer to our cus- 

tomers the opportunity of securing 
- reliable goods at BARGAIN PRICES. 

This is only possible on account of the 
wonderful production of our imménse 
establishment the past year, which has 
surpassed our expectations. The goeods 
offered are equal to any offered in this 
book, and our Guarantee applies to these 
collections the same as other goods... The 
plant and bulb collections are gotten 
ready for shipment in large numbers, 
each one alike, thus eliminating consid- 
erable expense in our shipping depart- 
ment, and which we wish our customers 
to have the advantage of. * 

10 FAMOUS DINGEE 
- ROSES FOR $1.75 
Postpaid With Safe Arrival Guaranteed 

Every spring we receive thousands of letters 
asking us to name a collection of Roses—the 
best kind for general home culture. In our 
vast collection the ten varieties named below 
are, in our opinion. among the best garden 
Roses for all sections of the country. Hardi- 
ness, vigorous growth, freedom of bloom, color 
and_ beauty of flower make them the best col- 
lection for amateur planting, They will bloom 
with the utmost freedom this year and this we 

guarantee. No two alike. In this collection we include our wonderful Rose. Charles Dingee, in itself fully 
worth the price of the complete set. All labeled and sent postpaid, Safe arrival guaranteed to any point 
in the United States. Please order as the DINGEE COLLECTION. 

The following great Roses comprise this collection. Each one will be 
correctly labeled. See various pages of the book for fuller desrciptions 
CHARLES DINGEE—Without question the greatest 

Rose ever grown. See its glorious beauty of form 
and color on the outside cover. 

PINK MAMAN COCHET—It bears masses of full, 
deep-formed flowers singly, on long, substantial 
stems. The color is a clear shade of rich pink, 
changing to silvery rose; of exquisite fragrance. 

WHITE MAMAN COCHET—A magnificent snow- 
white Rose with a faint tinge of pale blush. The 
best white for open ground culture. 

ALBERIC BARBIER—A splendid yellow climbing 
Rose of thrifty habit, beautiful foliage; absolutely 
hardy. 

_ GOLDEN GATE—Magnificent creamy-white, shaded 
with golden yellow and rose, Always in bloom. 

Special Offer 
post with soil on roots same as by express for $6.00. 

This entire collection of 10 magnificent Dingee 
Roses, in strong one-year-old plants or first size, 

: ; f for $1.75 postpaid; two-year-old plants on own roots 
By express, with soil on their roots, at purchaser’s expense for $5.00; or by parcel 

MADAME ABEL CHATENAY—Brilliant rosy car- 
mine with shadings of deeper color Particularly 
hardy and free in bloom. 

SOUVENIR DE PIERRE NOTTING — Handsome 
apricot-yellow Rose, tinged with orange and the 
edge of petals shaded carmine-rose. 

PINK LA FRANCE—Large blooms and buds of 
lovely shape and color, delightfully fragrant. 

RHEA REID—A beautiful Hybrid’ Tea Rose. Color 
ve scarlet crimson, Rapid grower and profuse 

oomer. 

CLIMBING PINK MAMAN COCHET—Hardy Ever- 
blooming Climbing Rose. Bloom same style and 
color as the old favorite Pink Maman Cochet. 

59.00 

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO., West Grove, Pa. 
The Leading and Oldest Rose Growers of America 



rovvtixser Chrysanthemums 

A Specimen of Dingee Chrysanthemum 

How to Grow Chrysanthemums 
BY AN AMATEUR 

I am glad to give you all the information I can in 
regard to the methods employed in growing my Chrys- 
anthemums, I am an amateur and have gotten spiendid 
results, as. the photograph I send will show, and this 
without the aid of a greenhouse. I hope that the infor- 
mation I can give will prove valuable to others in culti- 
vating Chrysanthemums, the loveliest flower that I know 
of, and one that gives greater reward for pains taken 
in its culture than any other. 
Procure good, strong plants from reliable florists by 

the first of June. Put them jin 3- or 4-inch pots at first, 
in good, rich soil and plunge the pots in the ground, 
or better still, dig a trench and set the pots in it, filling 
in around with coal ashes, This keeps the worms out 
of the pots and keeps the roots nice and cool. Chrysan- 
themums require lots of water and should never be 
allowed to become dry. Evening or early morning is the 
best time to water. Water and shower thoroughly, as 
one good watering is worth half a dozen if only half 
done. Repot the plants about twice, first in a 6-inch 
pot and last in an §-inch pot. Make the soil a little 
richer each time the plants are repotted. The plants 
ean also be mulched with manure, which answers the 
double purpose of Keeping the roots cool and moist and 
also furnishes food for the plant. As soon.as the buds 
form in .the fall it is better to add a little manure 
water when sprinkling, weak at first, but gradually 
adding more, increasing the watering until it can be 
used every day. For insects, such as black Aphis, use 
tobacco dust. If large flowers are desired, pinch off all 
buds and allow only a few to bloom.-_If a big single 
flower is desired, pinch off all the side branches, allow- 
ing only the crown bud to bloom. After the frosty 
nights come in the fall the pots are taken in the house 
and kept in a cool room, where the flowers will develop 
and remain nice for a long time. 

Eight Varieties 

73C 
POSTPAID 

ROMAN GOLD—One of the best deep yellow 
varieties. Fine incurved form, with perfect 
stem and foliage up to the bloom. 

PACIFIC SUPREME—A beautiful shade of deep 
Pink; flowers of immense size .and excellent 
form, Blooms early. Flowers develop with- 
out fading. One of the best pinks. 

GOLDEN CLIMAX—(Pompom.) 
large and button type. 

WHITE CHIEFTAIN—Incurved. Early. A 
pure white variety of special merit. 

FAIRY QUEEN—(Pompom.) Beautiful shade 
of deep pink. One of the best. 

EARLY SNOW—A pure white, improved Polly - 

Golden yellow, 

Rose. Magnificent form. 

CHIEFTAIN — Beautiful incurved, full and 
round. Lovely pink, 

BLACK HAWK—Darkest crimson searlet. The 
only deep scarlet. Fine form and very large. 

: One each of the eight 
Special Offer faction’ “Negane? 0 ae- 
scribed above, postpaid, for 75 cents. Please 
order as “Popular” Set. : 

Fern Cullectan 
Exceptional Value 

Owing to an immense production of the following 
plants, we can offer these at an unheard-of price. The. 
collection consists of the following varieties: Boston, 
Roosevelt, Teddy, Jr., Whitmanii, Maiden Hair and 

re STRONG YOUNG 
6 PLANTS _ $1.00 

For $1.00 we will send, postpaid, to any address in the 
United States. 6 strong plants of the above-named Ferns. 
Less than one-half regular price and all first-class 
“Dingee Quality.’’ Order as the ‘Fern Collection.” 

The Rainbow Set 
10 Hardy Perennial Phlox for $2.00 

For $2.00 we will send, postpaid, 10 strong plants of 
Hardy Perennial Phlox, assorted varieties, Leading ool- 

Safe arrival guaranteed. Order as the 

Walker’s Excelsior Plant Food 

comes as g boon, Its use is so simple, the good results 
so positive, that there is no reason why any flower lover 
should be without a box of this essence of plant life. 
It is an odorless preparation, G0mbining in a highly con- 
eentrated and soluble form every element required in 
plants to produce vigorous, healthy growth and pro- 

Sei 

fusion of fiowers. (Postpaid) 

2% oz. cans, making 3 gals............ aie at a deere $0.26 
5 oz. cans. making 6 gals..-.-......-.-.---«-- + 30 

12 OZ Cans, makine: 45) oals ooo Seda ea a 05 

“Rainbow - | 



Favorite Sets of “Dingee Roses” | 
“Jacqueminot”’ Set 

Six Hardy Hybrid Perpetual Roses, $1.00 
Hybrid Perpetual Roses are considered the most valuable of all 
fhardy plants. They are of vigorous growth and have large flowers. 

GENERAL JACQUEMINOT—Bright crimson; very rich and vel- 
vety. One of the best. 

GLOIRE LYONNAISE—The best of its color; pale shade of 
salmon-yellow, sometimes passing to rich, creamy-white. 

VICK’S CAPRICE—Clear, satiny pink, 
white and bright carmine. 

MAD. MASSON—A superb variety, Color gear bright rose. 
tinct and charming. 

FRANCOIS LEVET—Delightful shade of aharey. pink, shaded with 
Remarkably free in bloom. 

if not the best, hardy, 

carmine. Flowers extra large. 

GIANT OF BATTLES—One of the best, 
vivid crimson garden Roses. 

For $1.00 we will send, postpaid, one each 

Sp ecial Offer of the hardy Hybrid Perpetual Roses in first 
size plants, described above; one each in two-year-old plants, for 
84.00, by express, or by parcel post prepaid with soil on roots 
for $4.50. 

aos Please order as “Jacqueminot” Set. 

Large, 

METEOR—Rich, velvety crimson; and flowers 
large, full and double. 

MARIE VAN HOUTTE—Large full double flowers ca- 
nary yellow, shaded creamy white, 

MAD. ABEL CHATENAY—Immense, full, 
ers; rosy carmine, shading darker. 

buds 

double flow- 

Savo Flower and Plant Box 
WATHRED AUTOMATICALLY 

The Savo Flower and Plant Boxes are made of heavy 
galvanized steel, artistic in design, the watering is easy, 
the drainage ample, the air circulation perfect 

A shows the outside body of the box. 
B shows the water in the double arched reservoir, 
Cc Brows tne layer of coarse gravel over the perforated 

arches. : 
D shows the soil above with growing plants. 

Directions for Using: First, place coarse gravel peb- 
bies, broken flower pots or moss avout an inch deep over 
‘the top of the double arched reservoir, then fill the box 
with good, rich, black dirt, fill the reservoir with water 
and sow the seed or install the plants and see them 

| grow 
‘STANDARD oe SIZES AND PRICE LIST 

By Express Collect 
Model A, 6% in. high, 6% in. wide, 23 in, long....$3.50 
Model B, 8 in. high, 9% in. wide, 29 in. long.... 4.00 
Model C, 8 in. high, 9% in, wide, 35 in. long.... 4.50 
Model! D, 8 in. high, 9% in. wide, 41 in. long.... 5.00 
Model E, 8 in: high; 172. in. wide, 12 im long.... 3.00 
Model F, 12 in. high, 12 in. wide, 12 long.... 3.50 

Finished. in Buia, Gilt or Date Green. 

striped and dashed with 

Dis- 

Geneenl Jasuneminot 

“Garden Set”—Seven Hardy Everblooming Roses—$1.00 
PINK LA FRANCE—Magnificent, large full and double 
' silvery pink flowers é 

MARIE GUILLOT—A queen among white Roses. 
full, finely formed flowers. 

WHITE MAMAN COC Hee premier white garden 
Rose. Absolutely none bette 

COQUETTE DE LYON Waveol ‘finely formed flowers of 
canary-yellow color. 

Special Offer One each, strong plants. 7 garden 
_t CT C*RR Ss described above, sent, post- 
paid, for $1.00, the full seven in two-year-old plants, 
for $4.00 by express, or by parcel post prepaid with soil 
on roots same as by express for $4.50, ; 

sar PLEASE ORDER AS “GARDEN” SET 
Tyrian Plant Sprinkler 

Is essential to the success with plants. With it you can 
quickly sprinkle them, It will Keep the foliage fresh 
and healthy, aan Ws a spray “just like rain,’”’ Its value 

: is so apparent that, once se- 
cured, you will not be without it 
again. Postpaid, $1.00 each. 

SPECIAL GER ae “Tyrian”’ Sprinkler and a 3-oz. 
package of Suipho-Tobacco Soap for $1.10, postpaid, 
including booklet. The Window. Garden, How to Care 
for It. 

Sulpho-Tobacco Soap 
For sure, easy and immediate extermination of all 

insect life on Plants. trees and animals. Sulpho- 
Tobacco Soap is a matchless preparation. Will not injure 
the most tender plant. It dissolves readily in water, and 
may be applied with qa Tyrian Sprinkler, Prices: 3-0z. 
cake. 13c; 8-0z. cake, 28c, postpaid. 

Bug Killer 
A new preparation for killing all kinds of bugs and: 

pests that attack Roses, Box sufficient for two gallons 
of spray. 50c: 3 for $1.25, postpaid. 

hompson’s Rose Nicotine 
Is chemically pure nicotine, and certain death to 

insects on roses, plants, pets, or wherever found. No 
trouble, no straining. no harm; simply apply as directed 
with spray pump or plant sprinkler. Especially effective 
for all insects on roses. Price, small cans, 45c; larger 
size, 86c. postpaid. 
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Bed of Pisa West crone Chains 

BARGAINS IN DINGEE CANNAS 
Magnificent Everblooming Plants 

We have a particularly fine collection of these imposing foliage plants. It includes all novelties and standaré 
varieties which we have found to be worthy of distribution among our customers. Cannas are not hardy and 
should not be planted until danger-of frost is past. Take the roots up in the fall and store them in a warm, dry 
place. Note instructions about planting in catalog page 37. 

Canna Bed No. 16 Canna Bed No. 17 Canna Bed No. 18 
FOR BED 4 FEET ACROSS FOR BED 7 FEET ACROSS FOR BED 10 FEET ACROSS 

i Red for center. 1 Searlet with rei foliage for 1 Red foliage for center. 
6 Yellow for circle or 7 1 00 - center. 6 Yellow for first circle. 

one color, postpaid... 6 Yellow for first circle. 12 Red for second circle. 
12 Red for second circle or 19 one 18 Scarlet for third circle, or 37. 

color, post- 2 50 all one color if de- 5 00 
atid Grdenere rie charts. eee = ° sired.. Delivered.. e g 

1 Used in the greenhouse. kitchen, garden, for rose bushes Auto Spray No. 25—Compressed Air Useruin pre Soccnengise: 
Sprayer - ee ee inches by 1% inches diameter—re- 

J = inne y special process and is non-corrosive where ‘The Auto-Spray No. 25 operates on both strokes of the comes in contact with solution. Plunger rod %4-ifich cop- 
plunger and throws a continuous and fine spray. .- _per-plated steel. Brass ball valve. 

Will handle all solutions, jnsetticides and disinfectants. Entire front removable, permitting the syphon tube to 
Syphon. Tuba Angle Spray be withdrawn for cleaning. Screw caps reinforced with 

thumb levers—easy to turn. 

Spray Cap &e 

Remongble Two spray caps—one straight, the other at an angle for 
: \ AB e reaching under leaves. Construction of tank permits 
Straight L€ one fies 1 the sprayer to be operated at any angle, and it will not 

an ye ; tip over when filling. 

PRICES (by Express) Wooden Plug ‘can be 
Filler removed without If wanted by Parcel Post, add the cost of sending 
Opening faking out screws y Ibs. to your office. 

No. 25A—All Gime ais ovciate cveiel = on ero pucne renee fy. 21-8 
: i No. 25B—Tin pump nd galvanized reServoir......... 1.35 

Capacity about 1 quart No. 25C—Tin pump and brass reServoir............. 1.65 

PRACTICAL BOOKS | Bordeaux Mixture (Dry) 
GARDEN GUIDE—How to plant and maintain the home For dusting plants affected with mildew and all fun- | 
grounds. Vegetables and fowers. 336 pages profusely sous diseases. Can be dissolved and used as a spray. | 
uilustrated: Postpaid, paper cover, 90c; cloth cover, j-Ib. box. 60e (make 5 gallons licuid), postpaid. 

MILADY’S HOUSE PLANTS—With the aid of this book 1 
anyone can have a fine collection of blooming plants to . Melrosine 

add cheer and beauty to the home during the fall and Death to Rose Bugs and other minor insects injuring 

winter months. Postpaid, paper cover, 90c; cloth © the rose. After a thorough trial covering several sea- cover. $1.10. = : : 5 AP ARDENING— sons we highly recommend this material as a sure rem- 
SC ae en sede ttre hea Phe ae edy for these vicious insects, which is the greatest of all 

sketches. plans. etc. Postpaid. cloth cover, $1.90 pests to contend with in rose growing. Full directions 
PRACTICAL FLORICULTURE—The new and revised. | With each package. Must be sent by express at custom- 

$1.75, postpaid : er’s expense. Price: 
ROSE CULTURE (Ellwanger) — A fine work. $1.75, | Pint. ean: 2 3). ad 2. oe eee ee $1.00 

postpaid. Quart can ..... BE hs ce ee ee eee 1.75 
GARDENING FOR PLEASURE—Especially written for | Half=<allon) can —)U.8o see ee 3.05 

amateurs, 404 pages. Illustrated, Price, $2.25 postpaid. . o. b. West Grove. 



The Lovely Killarn ey Roses 
Hardy Everblooming Bush Roses 
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